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An Introduction by Richard Lines
The originator of our family business was George (born 1841) who got himself a job with a local carpenter in north London.
George was an imaginative man and soon realised what could be done with lumps of wood. He set about making toy-like
things to sell. He was joined by brother Joseph (born 1848), my grandfather, who introduced discipline to George’s way of
life and the firm now known as G & J Lines prospered. George ‘retired’ (or got the push!) in 1904, by which time Joseph
had enough sons (William, Walter, George and Arthur) to carry on the Business and turn it into something significant in
the toy and perambulator markets. But Joseph couldn’t (or wouldn’t) keep up with the boys, who wanted to build a new
‘proper’ factory to replace the network of buildings that Joseph had accumulated. The new factory at Tottenham was duly
opened in 1914 whereupon three brothers joined the army leaving William to keep the firm going with a not very helpful
Joseph. After the war, three of the brothers formed a new company, Lines Bros Ltd, and traded as Tri-ang, a triangle being
three lines. Their company was very successful for many years due to the experience of the brothers and embraced almost
all forms of toys from dolls’ houses to Fairycycles, rocking horses, model aeroplanes, motor vehicles, clockwork toys and
trains. George died in 1921, Joseph in 1931, William in 1963, Walter in 1972 and Arthur in 1962.

Images on pages 2 and 3 courtesy of New Cavendish Books, Tri-ang Toys 1937/38
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EARLY G & J LINES AND LINES BROS.
WOODEN VEHICLES

Lot 1

1.
A large G & J Lines Wooden HorseDrawn Gypsy Caravan with Royal Coat of
Arms, of varnished wood with red lining, front
and rear door with circular window, a window
each side, chimney, large spoked metal wheels
with brass hubs, steps to rear, carved wooden
dappled grey horse on wheeled platform, brass
Royal coat of arms to sides and back door,
hooks to outside of van with various household
implements --39in. (99cm.) long (G, slight wear
and sides a little splitting) - sold with a Dolls’
House and Miniature Scene article and a letter
from The Royal Collection Trust suggesting that
this was made for Queen Victoria’s residence
Osborne House on the Isle of Wight £400-600

Lot 4

2.
An early G & J Lines 147A Wooden
Best Water Cart and Horse, dark red painted
wood with green and white lining, three
embossed Thistle labels, hatch to fill water,
chain pull to release water through perforated
pipe across back, metal spoked wheels with
rubber tyres, carved dappled grey horse on
wooden platform with metal wheels --27½in.
(70cm.) long (G, slight wear) - this cart appears
in the Gamages Christmas Bazaar 1913
catalogue £200-300
7.
An early G & J Lines Wooden Crane,
with embossed Thistle roundel, red painted
with yellow lining, hand cranked with hook on
chain --30in. (76.5cm.) high (F, some wear and
fading) £50-80

3.
A fine G & J Lines No 2 Wooden Tram
Floor Toy circa 1900, varnished wood with red
painted sides, knife board seat to roof, black
stencilled decoration, printed paper labels for
‘Metropolitan Tramways Company.’, Moorgate
Street & City.’ and ‘Holloway & Islington’ each
side, cast-metal wheels, glazing and stencilled
No.2 to base --18½in. (47cm.) long (G, very
slight wear) £200-30
4.
A rare G & J Lines Wooden Doll’s
Motor Limousine circa 1912, painted black
with yellow lining, transfer paper ‘caned’
side and radiator grille, brass rosettes to
bonnet, printed patterned paper flooring and
upholstery, opening passenger doors, steering
wheel, spoked metal wheels with brass hub
caps and rubber tyres and transfer Thistle logo
to back --32in. (81cm.) long (G, slight wear and
slight damage to corner of roof) £600-800
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5.
A G & J Lines Wooden open top
Motor Bus No 528, painted red and white
with yellow lining, stencilled radiator grille,
three brass rosettes, open top, rear stairs,
replaced paper destination signs and wooden
wheels --22in. (56cm.) long (F, some paint loss)
£100-150

6.
A G & J Lines Wooden Pickford & Co
Horse-Drawn Removal Cart circa 1910, with
orange painted cart with black detail, Pickford
& Co. stencilled to sides and front, spoked
wooden wheels, carved and painted wooden
grey horse on wheeled platform and five
packing crates, three stencilled Tri-Ang Service
and a larger with a gyroscope --26in. (66cm.)
long (G, slight wear) £150-200

8.
A Lines Bros. Baker and Confectioner
Wooden Hand Cart, painted blue, varnish
now discoloured to look green, red lining,
large transfer to sides with L. Bros Ltd London
triangular logo, spoked metal wheels with
black rubber tyres, top opening to reveal
various loaves of bread --29½in. (75cm.) long
(G, some wear, varnish discoloured and one
screw missing from top rail)
£150-200
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Lot 16

9.
A Lines Bros. Wooden General
Motor Bus, painted red and white, paper
advertising for Period Doll Furniture, General
transfer, two triangular tinplate logos to front
radiator grille, replacement advertising to
other side and rear, open top and rear stair,
1920s --21in. (53cm.) long (F, some restoration)
£80-120

10.
A G & J Lines Horse-Drawn
Pantechnicon, plain wood with green trim,
stencilled sign to side ‘Pantechnicon Road Rail
or Sea Removals’, spoked wooden wheels and
a pair of modern wooden horses on wheeled
platform --29in. (73.5cm.) long (G, some wear)
£100-150

13.
A G & J Lines Horse-Drawn
Pantechnicon,
varnished wood and red
painted, stencilled sign to side ‘Pantechnicon
For Removal By Road or Rail’, spoked wooden
wheels and a pair of modern wooden horses
on wheeled platform --34in. (86.5cm.) long (G,
replacement back doors andtail-gate, wheels
repainted) £100-150

17.
A G & J Lines Wooden General
Omnibus, painted red and white, yellow lining,
grey roof, open cab, lithographed tinplate
radiator grille, green destination for Victoria,
Piccadilly and Regent Street, rear stairs,
wooden wheels and thistle transfer to back
--22¼in. (56.5cm.) long (F-G, some retouching)
£100-150

14.
A G & J Lines Wooden Irish Jaunting
Cart, painted light brown and yellow with fold
down passenger seat either side, metal spoked
wheels with black rubber tyres, velvet-covered
driver’s seat, wooden lanterns and refurbished
wooden horse on wheeled platform --24½in.
(62.5cm.) long (F) £60-80

18.
A Lines Bros Wooden Doll’s Delivery
Van, painted blue and black with white and
black lining, tinplate radiator, opening rear
doors, four triangular tinplate logos to sides,
metal wheels with black rubber tyres and pull
chain --19in. (48cm.) long (F, restored) £50-80
19.
A G & J Lines for Hamley’s Wooden
Delivery lorry, painted black with green lining,
open cab, brass rosette studs, remains of paper
thistle label to front and Hamley’s 200 & 202
Regent St. ivorine label --24½in. (62.5cm.) long
(F, part repainted and replaced wheels)
£40-60

11.
A G & J Lines Double-Deck Electric
Tram, varnished wood with cast metal wheels
--20½in. (52cm.) long (completely stripped and
refurbished) £30-50

15.
A G & J Lines Wooden open top
Motor Bus No 528, painted red and white
with yellow lining, tinplate radiator grille, brass
rosette to rear, open top, rear stairs, replaced
paper destination signs and wooden wheels
--21½in. (54cm.) long (F, mainly repainted)
£50-80
12.
A Lines Bros Wooden Doll’s Motor
Car, painted brown and black with cream and
black lining, open cab, lithographed tinplate
radiator, opening doors, lifting roof for access,
inside of roof with Lines Bros triangular logo,
XC 8025 number plates and metal wheels with
rubber tyres --18in. (45.5cm.) high (F, some
paint loss) £150-200

16.
A G & J Lines Wooden HorseDrawn Great Eastern Railway Heavy Delivery
Van, varnished wood with red detail, black
stencilled Great Eastern 258 Railway on side,
raised driver’s seat, wooden spoked wheels,
a pair of painted grey horses with horse hair
tails and manes, original tack and on wheeled
platform, five turned wooden barrels and four
home-made sacks, circa 1913 --28in. (71cm.)
long (F-G) £200-300

20.
A Lines Bros or replica Wooden
Steam Lorry, painted red, green and black,
open cab, cylindrical boiler front with chimney,
large wooden wheels and front steering
--24½in. (62cm.) long (E, repainted, possibly a
complete home-build) £60-80
21.
A carved and painted Wooden
Horse on Wheels, probably G & J Lines,
dappled grey with horse hair mane and tail,
original tack including red cloth rosettes and
wheeled platform --10¾in. (27cm.) long (F-G);
and a skin-covered cart horse (broken leg)
£50-80

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
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Lot 23

22.
A large G & J Lines Wooden HorseDrawn Gypsy Caravan, repainted yellow
with green and yellow detail, brown roof with
chimney, front and back opening doors with
circular window above, a keyhole shaped
window either side, metal suspension with
spoked metal wheels, rubber tyres and brass
hubs, carved and painted grey wooden horse
on wheeled platform, back step and brass
thistle logo to three sides --38¼in. (97cm.) long
(E, repainted) £200-300
29.
A Tri-ang style Wooden Carter
Paterson Bull-Nose Van, refurbished replica
from standard Ford van, aluminum radiator,
tinplate mudguards, metal chassis and wheels
with rubber tyres and Triangtois black metal
roundel to roof --20in. (50.5cm.) long (E)
£60-80

LINES BROS TRI-ANG		
WOODEN VEHICLES
23.
A Triangtois large Wooden General
Omnibus No 1, painted red and white
with paper advertising for The Fairycycle
and Fairykar, tinplate Service 123 signs,
Hammersmith Broadway to Liverpool Street
destination signs, tinplate radiator, open
top with rear stairs and two Triangtois metal
roundels to front, 1928 --29½in. (75cm.)
long (F-G, some general wear, back two seat
missing) £200-300

26.
A Tri-ang Wooden Doll’s Motor
Van P/3, painted green with yellow and black
lining, lithographed tinplate radiator grille and
number plate XC 8025, wooden wheels and Triang black roundels to side --26in. (66cm.) long
(G, some slight wear, tail-gate replaced)
£80-100

30.
A Carter Paterson Carriers doublesided Enamel Sign, finished in green, white,
black and red with Bruton, Palmers Green, N13
stamp, right-angled flange to screw to wall
--16in. (40.5cm.) wide (VG, some retouching
to edge and bracket repainted); and a smaller
lithographed C.P. Co. sign, dated 1927 £80-120
24.
A Triangtois Wooden Wall’s Ice
Cream Cart 1920s, painted dark blue with
red lining, paper labels including ‘Stop Me
and Buy One’ and a price list, push handle,
red spoked metal wheels with white tyres
and Triangtois roundels --23in. (58.5cm.) high
(F-G, some wear); a few wooden ice cream
blocks and tubs; and some Wall’s and other ice
cream ephemera - purchased from Sotheby’s
Billingshurst in 1999 £200-300

27.
A Triangtois Wooden Evening
News Bull-Nose Van, painted yellow with
lithographed yellow and red Evening News
signs to side and roof, aluminum radiator, steel
mudguards, rear opening doors, metal chassis
and wheels with rubber tyres and Triangtois
black metal roundel to roof --19½in. (49.5cm.)
long (F, mudguards repainted) £100-150
31.
A Triangtois Wooden blue Ford
Delivery Van, with white and black lining,
black-painted roof, tinplate mudguards and
hubs, lithographed tinplate Ford radiator grille,
rear opening doors and Triangtois roundel to
each side --19¼in. (49cm.) long (F, roof, hubs
and mudguard repainted, some restoration to
body) £70-100

25.
A Tri-ang Wooden pull-along Steam
Roller, painted red, black and green with
yellow lining, tinplate tread to wheels, tinplate
registration L.B.3067 and triangular transfer
--16¼in. (41cm.) long (G, some wear)
£100-150
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28.
A Tri-ang Wooden Carter Paterson
Ford Van, painted green with black roof,
original transfer signs to sides and roof, rear
opening doors, tinplate radiator grille, wheels
and mud guards --19in. (48cm.) long (F,
restoration) £100-150

32.
A large Triangtois Wooden open
back Truck, painted green with yellow lining,
silver and black-painted radiator with tinplate
number plate XC 8025 and black Triangtois
roundel --29½in. (75cm.) long (G, expertly
repainted or replaced cab roof and wheels,
some retouching) £30-50
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

Lot 33

39.
A Tri-ang Wooden London Transport
Omnibus No E, painted red and cream, metal
radiator, 123 Service, paper destination
Liverpool Street from Hammersmith and
electrically-lit --20½in. (52cm.) long (F-G,
repainted roof and cab) £80-100

33.
A large Tri-ang Wooden London
Transport Double-Deck Bus, painted red and
cream with tinplate General radiator grille,
open cab, paper ‘The Fairycycle’ advertising,
Strand to Liverpool Street destination, Service
123, electric lighting , six metal wheels with
white rubber tyres and two triangular labels,
1937 --30in. (76cm.) long (G, repainted roof
and some other retouching) £200-300
36.
A Triangtois Wooden Fire Engine
1920s, painted red with yellow lining, bell,
ladder, lithographed tinplate radiator and black
circular label to back --26in. (66cm.) long (G,
some restoration) £80-120

34.
A Triangtois Wooden General
Double-Decker Bus, painted red and cream,
tinplate radiator grille, open cab, electricallylit, Service 123, red metal wheels with black
rubber tyres and black and silver roundels
to back --20½in. (52cm.) long (F-G, roof
repainted, side 123 replaced, some retouching
and wear) £60-80

35.
A Tri-Ang Toy Dairy Float, varnished
wood with yellow lining, metal frame with
three spoked metal wheels with white rubber
tyres, lithographed tinplate sign to each side
featuring a cow, two lithographed tinplate
Triangtois Dairy milk churns and wooden milk
bottles --19½in. (49.5cm.) high (F, signs faded
and worn) £80-120

37.
A Triangtois Wooden Bull-Nose Royal
Mail Van, painted red and black, lithographed
tinplate sign to each side, aluminum radiator,
steel chassis, opening rear doors and black
circular label --19¾in. (50.5cm.) long (F)
£80-120

38.
A Tri-ang Wooden and steel open
top General Double-Deck Bus, painted red
and cream with steel chassis and bonnet,
123 Service, paper advertisements for The
Fairycycle and Motor??, destination Liverpool
Street from Hammersmith, black circular labels
to front and electrically-lit --21in. (53cm.) long
(G, some retouching and Motor advert missing
end) £100-150

40.
A Triangtois Wooden Wall’s Ice
Cream Cart 1920s, painted dark blue with red
lining, paper labels including ‘Stop Me and Buy
One’ and a price list, push handle, red spoked
metal wheels with white tyres and Triangtois
roundels --18in. (45.5cm.) high (G)
£150-200

41.
A Triangtois Wooden blue Bull-Nose
Doll’s Series Taxi, with aluminum radiator,
opening passenger doors, metal wheels with
rubber tyres and black Triangtois roundel
--19½in. (49.5cm.) long (G, professionallyrestored) £50-80

42.
A Triangtois Wooden blue Bull-Nose
Doll’s Series Open Tourer, with aluminum
radiator, windshield, headlamps, leatherette
upholstery, metal wheels with white rubber
tyres, pull chain and black Triangtois roundel
--19½in. (49.5cm.) long (G, professionallyrestored) £50-80

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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Lot 51

43.
A professionally-restored or rebuilt
Triangtois Wooden Doll’s Series Bull-Nose
Charabanc, painted red, with aluminum
radiator, windshield, headlamps, old Pratts oil
can, cream leather upholstery, pull chain and
black Triangtois roundel --31in. (79cm.) long (E)
£150-200

44.
A Triangtois Wooden Doll’s Series
Box Van, painted green with black and yellow
lining, wooden wheels, open cab, tail-gate and
black Triangtois roundel --29in. (73.5cm.) long
(VG, professionally restored) £50-80

48.
A Triangtois for J Langley & Co
Wooden Horse-Drawn Milk Cart, varnished
wood cart with two spoked metal wheels with
brass hub, painted wooden grey horse with
original tack on wheeled platform, tinplate
milk churn with tap, two tinplate lidded
buckets, black Triangtois roundel and J. Langley
& Co Ltd. ‘Toyland’ Prince of Wales Road,
near G.P.O. Norwich labels to cart and horse
--29½in. (75cm.) long (F-G) £100-150

52.
A Triangtois Wooden open top
General Double-Deck Bus, painted red and
cream with open cab, Service 123, Destination
Liverpool Street from Hammersmith Bdy.,
advertisements for The Fairycycle and
metal wheels with black rubber tyres --30in.
(76.5cm.) long (F, some slight restoration)
£100-150

45.
A Tri-ang Wooden pull-along Steam
Roller, painted red, black and green with
yellow lining, tinplate tread to wheels, tinplate
boiler door and triangular transfer --13in.
(33cm.) long (F, back of cab replaced)
£70-100
46.
A Triangtois Wooden Crane, painted
red and black with yellow lining, metal chassis
and crane arm with grab made from an
Ovaltine tin and black Triangtois roundel --24
in. (61cm.) high (F) £30-40

47.
A Triangtois wood and steel Royal
Mail Van, painted red and black, lithographed
tinplate sign to each side, aluminum radiator,
XC 8025 number plate, black roundel to front
of van and red wheels with black rubber tyres
--18¾in. (47.5cm.) long (F-G, black areas
repainted, replace back doors)
£80-120
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51.
A rare Tri-ang Wooden London
Transport Double-Deck Bus Brick Box, printed
paper applied to wood with detail including
destination 101 Wanstead The George,
advertisements for Tri-ang Toys, The Fairycycle,
Frog Model Aircraft, Pedigree Pets and Baby
Carriages, clippy, driver and passengers,
wooden wheels and hinged lids --18¼in.
(46.5cm.) long (F, replica piece of paper applied
to lower left hand side and other wear)
£200-300

49.
A Triangtois Wooden Ford Fire
Engine, painted red with yellow lining,
lithographed Ford tinplate radiator, hydrants,
steel mudguards and wheels with black rubber
tyres, steering wheel and black Triangtois
roundel --23in. (58.5cm.) long (F, replacement
ladder and some light restoration) £80-100

50.
A Triangtois Wooden Evening
News Bull-Nose Van, painted yellow with
lithographed yellow and red Evening News
signs to side and roof, aluminum radiator,
tinplate mudguards, rear opening doors, metal
chassis and wheels with rubber tyres and
Triangtois black metal roundel to roof --19½in.
(49.5cm.) long (F, paint flaking) £80-100

53.
A Triangtois Wooden Doll’ Series
Box Van P/1, painted blue with black and
red detail, yellow lining, lithographed tinplate
radiator grille, open cab, tail-gate on chains
and black Triangtois roundel --20in. (50.5cm.)
long (F-G) £40-60

54.
A Tri-ang Toys For Quality & Strength
Retailer’s Hanging Sign, with steel casing
painted brown and white with fluorescent tube
below lighting up ‘For Quality & Strength’ on a
perspex strip, the light also shining up and back
lighting red-painted cut-out wooden Tri-ang
Toys logo, with chains for hanging and wired
for electricity --38½in. (98cm.) wide, 1950s (G)
£200-300

www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

60.
A professionally-restored or rebuilt
Triangtois Wooden Daily Mail Ford Van,
painted red and black, replica tinplate signs
to side, tinplate radiator, rear opening doors,
black metal wheels with rubber tyres and black
Triangtois roundel --20in (50.5cm.) long (G,
repainted) £50-80
55.
A Triangtois Wooden yellow BullNose Doll’s Series Taxi, roof, chassis and
detail painted black, aluminum radiator grille,
opening passenger doors, black metal wheels
with black rubber tyres and black Triangtois
roundel --19½in. (49.5cm.) long (F)
£150-200
56.
A professionally-restored or rebuilt
Triangtois Wooden Cox’s Motors Bull-Nose
Delivery Van, painted deep red and black, sign
written to sides, opening rear door, aluminum
radiator, metal wheels with black rubbers and
replica Triangtois roundel --20½in. (52cm.) long
(VG) £50-80

65.
A Triangtois Wooden London
Transport Omnibus No E,
painted red
and cream, metal radiator, 123 Service,
paper destination Liverpool Street from
Hammersmith and electrically-lit --20½in.
(52cm.) long (G, repainted roof) £100-150
61.
A Triangtois Wooden Bull-Nose
Royal Mail Van, painted red and black,
lithographed tinplate sign to each side,
aluminum radiator, rear open doors, metal
wheels with black rubber tyres and black
Triangtois roundel to roof --19¾in. (50cm.) long
(G, complete repaint) £50-80

66.
A Tri-ang Wooden Horse-Drawn
Farm Cart, varnished wood cart with metal
spoked wheels, rubber tyres, tilt action,
opening tail-gate, Tri-ang triangle to front
and painted grey horse on wheeled platform
--26½in. (67cm.) long (G, horse repainted and
cart revarnished) £40-60

62.
A Triangtois or Tri-ang style Wooden
six-wheeled Carter Paterson Van, painted
green and black, replica transfer to side, open
cab, rear opening doors and metal wheels with
black rubber tyres --22½in. (57cm.) long (G,
completely repainted) £50-80

57.
A Triangtois Wooden Doll’s Series
Taxi, earlier style, painted yellow and black,
lithographed tinplate radiator grille, open cab,
opening passenger doors, yellow metal wheels
with black rubber tyres and black Triangtois
roundel to roof --18¼in. (46cm.) long (F-G,
some old retouching) £150-200

67.
A Tri-ang Wooden Horse-Drawn
Farm Cart, varnished wood cart with metal
spoked wheels rubber tyres, tilt action,
opening tail-gate, Tri-ang triangle to front
and painted grey horse on wheeled platform
--28½in. (72.5cm.) long (G, horse refurbished)
£60-80
63.
A rare Tri-ang Wooden London
Transport Double-Deck Bus brick box, printed
paper applied to wood with detail including
destination 101 Wanstead ‘The George’,
advertisements for Tri-ang Toys, The Fairycycle,
Frog Model Aircraft, Pedigree Pets and Baby
Carriages, clippy, driver and passengers,
wooden wheels and hinged lids --18¼in.
(46.5cm.) long (F, replaced lid, clippy area
replaced paper, splitting to corners)
£100-150

58.
A Triangtois Wooden Carter
Paterson Ford Van, painted green and black,
yellow, red and black transfer to side ‘Special
Luggage Service to the SEASIDE and COUNTRY’,
opening rear doors, tinplate radiator grille, red
metal wheels with black rubber tyres and black
Triangtois roundel to roof --19½in. (49.5cm.)
long (F, roof and bonnet P)
£80-120
59.
A Triangtois Wooden Royal Mail
Ford Van, painted red and black, lithographed
tinplate sign to each side, tinplate radiator, rear
open doors, metal wheels with black rubber
tyres, pull chain and black Triangtois roundel
to roof --19¾in. (50cm.) long (F, repainted rear,
other restoration and replace windscreen)
£80-120

64.
A Triangtois Wooden Horse-Drawn
Farm Cart, varnished wood cart with wooden
spoked wheels, tilt action, opening tail-gate,
Triangtois black roundel and painted grey
wooden horse on wheeled platform --26½in.
(67cm.) long (G)
£80-120

68.
A Triangtois Wooden green BullNose Delivery Wagon, with yellow lining,
aluminum radiator, open cab, metal chassis
with red wheels and black rubber tyres,
Triangtois black roundel and six lithographed
tinplate Triangtois Dairy milk churns --20in.
(50.5cm.) long (G, repainted, churns F-G)
£60-80

69.
A replica Tri-ang Wooden Green
Line Express Coach, painted dark green and
cream, grey roof, tinplate radiator, red metal
wheels with black rubber tyres, open half cab
and electrically-lit --22in. (56cm.) long (VG)
£50-80
70.
A replica Triangtois Wooden General
Double-Deck Bus, painted red and cream
with grey roof, open cab, No. 123 to Liverpool
Street, replica advertisements, stairs at back
and red metal wheels with black rubber tyres
--29in. (73.5cm.) long (E)
£40-60

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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71.
A replica Triangtois Wooden
General open top Double-Deck Bus, painted
red and cream, open cab, No.123 to Liverpool
Street, replica advertisements, stairs at back
and wooden wheels --22in. (56cm.) long (E)
£30-50

77.
A Tri-ang Wooden British Commerce
Glasgow No 2 Coastal Steamer, painted
cream, black and red, clockwork motor, funnel,
ventilators shafts, portholes, cargo hold,
Tri-ang transfer and working rudder --22in.
(56cm.) long (F-G) £40-60
72.
A Tri-ang Wooden Hangar, painted
dark green, tinplate glazed windows, front
opening, windsock on pole and Tri-ang roundel
to front --14½in. (37cm.) wide (G); and a
tinplate bi-plane of recent manufacture
£60-80

78.
A Tri-ang Wooden British Commerce
Glasgow No 2 Coastal Steamer, painted
dark blue, cream and red, clockwork motor,
funnel, portholes and working rudder --23½in.
(59.5cm.) long (F, some paint loss) £40-60

73.
A Triangtois Wooden Hangar and
two steel Monoplanes, repainted grey with
tinplate glazed windows and Triangtois black
roundel --14½in. (37cm.) wide (F, repainted,
replaced door and windsock and pole); two
steel 2811 monoplanes (repainted) £40-60

79.
A Tri-ang Wooden British Commerce
London Coastal Steamer, painted black and
red, brown deck, clockwork motor, funnel,
cargo hold and working rudder --17½in.
(44.5cm.) long (F-G, some retouching)
£30-50

74.
A Lines Bros/IMC
FROG
Vickers-Supermarine Spitfire Monoplane,
camouflaged printed cardboard and balsa
wood, plastic propeller, elastic band function,
in original box --12½in. (31.5cm.) long (G, box
G) £60-80
75.
A Lines Bros Tri-ang Toy Electrostatic
Aeroplane, a wood, plastic and tin pole with
cloth to make static charge, with small thin
foil gliders, in original box with instructions
--23in. (58.5cm.) length of box (G, box G); and
a wooden propeller to fix to a bicycle, probably
Lines Bros £60-80

76.
A Tri-ang Wooden British Merchant
Liverpool No 3 Coastal Steamer, painted
cream, black and red, electric motor, funnel,
ventilators, portholes, cargo holds, Tri-ang
transfer and working rudder --32in. (81cm.)
long (G, knock to left side of superstructure)
£60-80
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80.
A Tri-ang Wooden British Trader
London Coastal Steamer, painted black and
red, brown deck, funnel, cargo hold and
working rudder --17¾in. (45cm.) long (G)
£30-50
81.
A Tri-ang Wooden Flat-Bed Lorry,
painted red with black removable roof, yellow
radiator with foiled paper sticker grille, black
rubber wheels and eight lithographed tinplate
Tri-ang Dairies milk churns --19½in. (49.5cm.)
long (F, a few churns P and four missing lids)
£40-60
82.
A large Tri-ang LMS Wood Engine
No F, painted red and black with yellow lining,
tinplate front of boiler and steam dome and
wooden wheels --32in. (81.5cm.) long (F,
completely repainted and replacement labels)
£30-50

83.
Two Lines Bros LMS Wood Engines,
painted red and black with yellow lining,
tinplate boiler doors and LMS labels to sides,
whistle on chain and wooden wheels --16in.
(40.5cm.) and 14in. (35cm.) long (F, poor
quality paint finish)
£40-60

84.
A Lines Bros LMS Wood Goods Train,
the locomotive painted red and black with
yellow lining, lithographed tinplate boiler door
and labels to side --14½in. (37cm.) long; two
open goods wagons and a break van painted
grey and a red tank wagon, all with metal
wheels (F) £40-60
85.
A replica Triangtois Wooden
Pickfords Bull-Nose Van,
painted dark
blue and black with white lettering to side,
aluminum radiator, opening back and large red
wheels with black tyres --20in. (50.5cm.) long
(E) £60-80

86.
A Triangtois Wooden Royal Mail
Ford Van, painted red with yellow and black
lining, black-painted roof, lithographed
tinplate sign to each side, tinplate radiators,
opening rear doors, black wheels with black
rubber tyres and replica Triangtois roundels
to roof --19½in. (49.5cm.) long (G, mudguards
and steps possibly replaced, some minor
restoration) £100-150
87.
A Triangtois Wooden Royal Mail
Ford Van, painted red with yellow and black
lining, black-painted roof, lithographed tinplate
sign to each side, tinplate radiators, opening
rear doors, black wheels with black rubber
tyres and replica Triangtois roundels to roof
--19½in. (49.5cm.) long (F, some restoration)
£80-120
88.
A replica Triangtois Rover Garage,
with tinplate glazed windows, rough-cast and
brick-paper walls, double front doors and
paper tiled roof --21¼in. (54cm.) long (E)
£30-50

89.
A Tri-ang wood and steel Fire
Engine, rebuilt with steel bonnet and chassis,
red painted wooden back with yellow lining,
tinplate radiator, bell and ladder --18in. (46cm.)
long (E, repainted) £50-80
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90.
A replica Tri-ang Wooden streamline
Limousine Fire Pump, rebuilt with steel
bonnet, red painted wooden back with yellow
lining, tinplate radiator, bell, ladder and rubber
hose --18¾in. (47.5cm.) long (E, repainted)
£50-80

91.
Tri-ang lithographed tinplate Milk
Churns, three Triangtois Dairy Pure Milk Only
churns --4½in. (11cm.) high; and two Tri-ang
Dairy Grade A Milk churns (F-G) £60-80
92.
Tri-ang Loads, four lithographed
tinplate Triangtois Dairy Pure Milk Only milk
churns --4½in. (11cm.) high (two F, two P, one
missing lid); and four Tri-ang wooden crates (FG) £40-60
93.
Tri-ang lithographed tinplate Milk
Churns, five Grade A Milk Churns --5 1/8n.
(13cm.) high (F) £40-60

98.
Tri-ang Makouwa, an interesting
French wooden camel Wakouwa with
manufacturing details on base --6½in.
(16.5cm.) high; Tri-ang - a Patent Pending
Horse and Jockey, in original illustrated box, a
dog in Patents Pending plain card box, a pair
of boxers (one foot missing), a stained wood
dog with stick and a stained wood horse; a
small plastic dog and a cat; and another small
wooden cow (F-G) £100-150
99.
Tri-ang Makouwa, Horse and Jockey,
two boxers, five dogs, one with stick; and small
plastic dog and cat (F-G) £60-80

100.
A Tri-ang Retailer’s Colour Printed
Advertising Banner 1930s, featuring a twoseater pedal sports car, another, a Pedalkar
and two bicycles, framed and glazed --33¾in.
(85.5cm.) long (G, some creasing) £40-60

94.
Three
Tri-ang
Locomotives,
Triangtois red wooden Locomotive with green
and yellow lining, whistle and replica roundel to
front --18½in. (47cm.) long (F, parts repainted),
small Tri-ang streamline Locomotive and steel
LMS locomotive (repainted) (3) £60-80

101.
A rare G & J Lines Wooden Carousel
Ride circa 1910, with three carved and painted
wooden galloping horses and three two-seater
boats, central shaft holding tented awning
and red steel flag, hand-cranked mechanism
causing music to play and the carousel to
go around --26in. (66cm.) high (F-G, horse
expertly repainted, slight damage to awning)
£300-400

106.
Tri-ang Teachem Wooden Toys,
three men in green wheeled rowing boat
--15½in. (39.5cm.) long; a pair of marching
guardsmen on wheeled platform; and a black
cat with cardboard clock (G)
£60-80
107.
Tri-ang Wooden Toys, steam tug
boat on wooden sea platform --11¾in. (30cm.)
long and chef with cart; Teachem Toys - three
men in green wheeled rowing boat, and two
children on see-saw (G, see-saw needs slight
repair) £70-100

96.
A Tri-ang Wooden Kitchenette No
1 (Junior), painted pale green with tinplate
canisters and aluminum cooking equipment,
in original box with packing tissue --15¼in.
(38.5cm.) high (E, box F) £40-60
97.
Tri-ang Toys for Girls, Cookery Set
No.1; and Little Helpers Pastry Set, in original
boxes; and Tri-ang steel Sweeper, ‘Faithful
reproduction of modern suction sweeper’,
painted dark turquoise and red --23 in.
(58.5cm.) long (G, boxes F-G) £70-100

104.
A Tri-ang Wooden large Barrel
Organ, painted light blue and cream, with
brass studs and lion-head handle, locker box,
spoked metal wheels with white rubber tyres
and Thorens disc musical box with fifteen discs
--24in. (61cm.) long (F-G) £60-80

105.
A Tri-ang Teachem Toys Wooden
Gypsy Caravan, painted pale green and dark
green with red lining, blue wheels, brown
wheeled horse and transfer label on back
--21in. (53.5cm.) long (G); and an additional
horse £40-60

LINES BROS TRI-ANG TOYS AND
PROMOTIONAL ITEMS

95.
A Tri-ang Wooden Noah’s Ark,
painted red, white and yellow with stencilled
windows --27½in. (70cm.) long (G, red and
yellow areas repainted); a replica ramp; Mr.
and Mrs. Noah made of rubber; and nine pairs
of wheeled plastic animals including polar
bears and donkeys £50-80

103.
A Tri-ang Wooden Size A Barrel
Organ, painted light blue, pierced sound
box, red lining and wheels with white rubber
tyres and hand-cranked musical box --14in.
(35.5cm.) high (F-G, lid of locker box replaced
and one handle restored) £40-60

102.
A Tri-ang Wooden small Barrel
Organ, painted light blue with red stencilled
decoration, handles and metal wheels with
black rubber tyres and hand cranked music
box, in original box --12¼in. (31cm.) high (E,
box G) £40-60

108.
A Tri-ang Teachem Toys Wooden
Race Horses and Jockeys, painted brown with
jockeys in green and yellow silks, wheeled,
with transfer label --12½in. (31.5cm.) long (G)
£30-40

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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109.
Two Tri-ang Wooden Huntsmen,
painted grey horses with articulated men in
riding pinks on metal-framed wheeled chassis
and triangular maker’s transfer --10¾in.
(27cm.) long (F-G) (2) £60-80
110.
Three Tri-ang Wooden Toys, black
man riding tricycle, simplistic construction with
bell on rear --8¾in. (22cm.) high;s imilar man
pushing barrel organ; andTeachem Toys boy
pulling pink cart (F-G) £50-80

116.
A Tri-ang Wooden Zoo 7517, painted
cream with red and blue lining, red signage
with paper labels, in three parts with three
opening cages across the back and two side
cages, twelve plastic wheeled animals and tin
table and four chairs --24in. (61cm.) width of
main cage (F-G); and a photocopy of catalogue
description £80-120

111.
Tri-ang Wooden Scottie Dogs, two
pulling carts --12¾in. (32.5cm.) longest (one
repainted) and one large and three smaller,
all joined together by rubber tubing, all on
wooden wheels (F-G) £50-80

117.
A Tri-ang Wooden No E Stores 3128,
painted pale yellow with thirteen drawers
with produce labels, shelf until with glazing
and roller shutter, labels to top, a tinplate
cash till and scales, with some produce --32in.
(81.5cm.) high (G) £80-100
112.
Two Tri-ang Wooden Teachem Toys,
fawn pulling blue cart with child rider and frog
passenger --12in. (30.5cm.) long and goat cart;
and Tri-ang wooden donkey with rabbit rider
and donkey barrel cart (F-G) £50-80

124.
A Tri-ang Wooden Noah’s Ark,
painted red, white and yellow with stencilled
windows --27½in. (70cm.) long (G, red and
yellow areas repainted); a replica ramp; Mr.
and Mrs. Noah made of rubber; six pairs of
wheeled plastic animals and additional polar
bear, lion and tiger £50-80

119.
Three Tri-ang ride-on Plastic
Animals, donkey --27in. (68.5cm.) long, white
horse and lion, all on metal tubular frames with
wooden foot rests and black rubber wheels,
the lion pull-along with handle, the other two
push alongs (F-G) £80-100
120.
A Tri-ang carved Wooden Push
Horse 3003, painted dapple grey, leather tack,
metal and wood push handle and wooden base
with triangular logo, metal wheels and black
rubber tyres --30in. (76cm.) high (G, repainted)
£30-50

115.
Tri-ang Wooden Nursery Toys, a
Teachem Toys Tower Wagon --13¼in. (33.5cm.)
long, Tri-ang - pile driver, test your strength
with bells and another (F); and Good-Wood
Toys Pile Driver, in original box
£40-60
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123.
A Tri-ang Wooden Stores, painted
pale blue with cream drawers with black knobs
and Tri-ang Stores transfer --29½in. (75cm.)
high (F-G); two lithographed tinplate Tri-ang
Dairy milk churns; a British Made lithographed
tinplate Working Toy Cash Register, in remains
of original box; and German tinplate shop
paper dispenser, in original box £60-80

118.
A Tri-ang Ranch, painted brown,
two barns, two homesteads, animal shelters,
two similar white homesteads and various
accessories (G) and an original colour printed
label from a box £60-80

113.
A Tri-ang Wooden Teachem Toys
Bunny Cart, on green platform, the bunny
moving and ringing the bell with transfer
label --14in. (35.5cm.) long (bunny probably
repainted); and three chicks and one duckling
pulling carts, all with bells (F-G)
£40-60
114.
Tri-ang Wooden Carts, a Tiny Tots
Tinkle Toys horse and cart with transfer label
on back --12in. (30.5cm.) long; a larger horse
and cart; and an elephant cart with bell (F-G)
£40-60

122.
A large Tri-ang Wooden Kitchenette,
similar to No.3 in 1937/38 catalogue but with
additional tall cupboard down right hand
side housing Tri-ang Sweeper and broom, the
bottom with double cupboard and two drawers,
the top with five cupboards, triangular logo on
back and small selection of house hold items
--30½in. (77cm.) high (F, one hinge damaged)
£60-80

121.
Tri-ang Role Play Toys, Wood Porters’
Trolley 3023 --26½in. (67cm.) high; Milk Float,
painted light blue with two lithographed
tinplate Tri-ang Dairies milk churns; and a
Wringer with scrubbing board, galvanized bath
and pail (F-G) £70-100

125.
A Tri-ang Wooden No 2 Greenhouse,
painted cream with green base, tinplate and
glass windows, hinged roof, door, internal
staging including double tier centre stand and
Triangtois roundel to outside --27in. (69cm.)
long (G, some restoration, floral trim replica)
£80-120
126.
A Tri-ang Wooden Cold Frame 3046,
painted cream and green with sliding lid with
metal and glass windows --14½in. (37cm.) wide
(F, repainted); and a quantity of modern flower
pots and plants £30-40
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

133.
A Tri-ang Toys Wooden Shop Sign,
painted red --33¼in. (84.5cm.) wide (G, a little
faded) £40-60

127.
Tri-ang Wooden Toys for Young
Children, red Junior Tourer --8½in. (21.5cm.)
long, two green Junior Jeeps and green and
yellow Junior Transport, in original card
window boxes; and Busy Baby Series Dog, in
original box (G-E, boxes F-G) £60-80

134.
A reproduction Tri-ang Toys six-tier
Shop Display, metal with transfer triangular
logo to top disc, perspex shelves --34in.
(86.5cm.) high; a wooden illuminated Tri-ang
box with aluminum frame and two replica
cardboard advertising signs (one stained)
£40-60

141.
Tri-ang Fit-Bits, No. 4 S.S. Special
Compendium and 1 C Circus Set, in original
boxes (F-G, boxes F) and an assembled chef
£40-60

128.
A Tri-ang Wooden No 100 Tip Lorry,
painted red and green, simplistically made for
a younger child, in original colourful box --16in.
(40.5cm.) long (E, box F-G) £30-50
129.
Tri-ang Toys, Teachem Toys wooden
wheeled box of blocks ---14in. (35.5cm.) long;
Tri-ang Baby Walker, wooden trolley with
blocks and metal handle (G); a pressed steel
Scooter (P-F); and red painted wooden farm
cart by unknown maker (P-F) £40-60

135.
Two Tri-ang Wooden Stores, one
pink with white drawers --29½in. (75cm.) high;
and a light blue with white drawers --14¾in.
(37.5cm.) high; four canisters; and doll’s high
chair (F) £40-60
136.
A Tri-ang Wooden No 2 Kitchenette,
painted pale blue, flour sifter, tinplate canisters
and various cooking equipment --20¾in.
(52.5cm.) high (F, some restoration) £30-40

130.
Tri-ang Teachem Wooden Toys, brick
house and tree set on garden base with label
--13in. (33cm.) wide (G, missing some fencing);
ILR Lady Ramrod lady soldier (P-F); and six sets
of bricks in original boxes (G-E, boxes G)
£60-80

137.
A Lines Bros Tri-ang Sales
Representative’s Stereoscopic Viewer, black
bakelite sales aid viewer with twenty-nine glass
slides of Lines Bros products, in carrying case,
1950s --10¾in. (27cm.) width of case (G); a Triang envelope; and fourteen printing plates for
Tri-ang products including a Double Deck Bus
£40-60
138.
Various Tri-ang Items, including
two tinplate red, white and blue spinning tops
--5½in. (14cm.) high, another lithographed with
farm yard animals, three Inflatables in original
envelopes, a Minic clockwork plastic Mouse, in
original box, a spare box, two Inflator Pumps,
a tag ‘This is a Tri-ang Trike’ and a hi-life! game
(F) £40-60

131.
Tri-ang Toys, wooden zither --17½in.
(44.5cm.) long (E), wood and steel machine
gun (F, front barrel possibly replaced); TwoTone Horn, in original box; and six Historical
Figures of the Past, in original boxes (G, boxes
G, one box pierced with holes) £60-80
132.
A Tri-ang Wooden No 2 Theatre,
painted silver and black with Art Deco
proscenium arch, electric footlights and
spotlights with rotating vari-coloured discs,
curtain and orchestra pit curtain --20in.
(51cm.) wide; with Theatre Sets - Sinbad the
Sailor and Jack and the Beanstalk, in original
brown envelopes (G) £40-60

140.
Tri-ang Fit-Bits, Compendium Set
with animals and humans; No.1 S.O Soldier Set
and No.1 S.A. Sailor Set, in original boxes with
instructions (G-E, boxes G); and an assembled
guardsman £60-80

139.
Lines Bros Good-Wood Toys, painted
wooden pull alongs - G523 Paddle Boat --10in.
(25cm.) long, G509 Jaguar Racer with large
plastic head and G503 Ice Cream Man, in
original box; and a similar Tri-ang helicopter
with large plastic head (G-E, boxes F-G)
£60-80

142.
Tri-ang Fit-Bits, 1T Train Set, No.
3 M.M. Five Merry Men Set and a small
conversion set (?), in original boxes (G, boxes
F-G), an assembled guardsman and pages from
Meccano Magazine featuring Fit-Bits £50-80
143.
Tri-ang Fit-Bits, No. 4 S.S. Special
Compendium and Guards Set, in original boxes
with instructions (G, boxes G and F) and an
assembled guardsman £40-60
144.
Tri-ang Miniature Pull-A-Long Toys,
three Container Lorries --4in. (10cm.) long,
Delivery Van and Tank Lorry, in original boxes,
four other lorries, a tractor and train (F-E,
boxes F-G) £30-50

OTHER BRITISH MANUFACTURED
WOODEN VEHICLES

145.
An unusual Swan Toys clockwork
wood and tinplate Motor Bus, painted red with
yellow lining and black detailing, open cab with
steering wheel, open top with seats, rear stair,
transfer advertising for Swan Toys, Cadbury’s,
Mackintosh’s Toffee, Bovril and Simcett Baby
Cars, route schedule from Covent Garden
to Elephant & Caste, number plate LF 267,
stencilled Swan Toys to bonnet and clockwork
motors on front and rear axle --24½in. (62cm.)
long (F, some paint loss and wear) £150-200

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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146.
A rare The Priory Toys Wooden
World War One Military Ambulance, painted
dark green with paper Red Cross roundels,
open cab, rear opening doors with shelves and
two stretchers and stencil on base ‘The Priory
Toys British Make’ --19in. (48.5cm.) long (F,
roof very worn, splitting to sides) £40-60

147.
An unusual Joiboy Wooden Steam
Tipper Lorry, painted red and black with yellow
lining, steel front with coppered tin label
JOIBOY on carriages of a train - ‘Strength in the
Toy is Joy for the Boy’ and tipping back, circa
1913 --20½in. (52cm.) long (F-G); this toy and
company appear in the Gamages catalogue for
1913 £40-60
148.
A Styrex (?) GPO Mail Delivery Cart,
with red painted wooden frame and wicker
basket with stencilled GPO to lid and remains
of label to axle --24½in. (62cm.) long (F-G)
£50-80

149.
A rare The Priory Toys Wooden
Royal Mail Van, painted red and black, G.R.
in gold to sides, opening rear doors and stencil
on base ‘The Priory Toys British Make’ --27in.
(68.5cm.) long (F-G, front axle and all wheels
replaced, some light restoration) £80-120

150.
An unusual Atora Hugon’s Beef Suet
Advertising Cart, with orange lithographed
tinplate covered wagon printed with Atora
details, wooden framed cart with cast-iron
wheels and two German composition cotton
covered bullocks --19in. (48cm.) long (F, fading
and bullocks not attached) £100-150
151.
A Leeway Wooden Horse-Drawn
Farm Cart, varnished, with opening back, metal
spoked wheels with white tyres, maker’s name
stencilled to back and carved and painted grey
horse on wheeled platform --18½in. (47cm.)
long (F-G) £30-50
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152.
Two repainted Wooden Commercial
Vehicles, unusual Joiboy steam tipper lorry
with original label --19¾in. (50cm.) long;
and Swallow Toys red and green lorry with
lithographed tinplate radiator grille (G)
£40-60

153.
A Binbak Models of Bradford
Wooden World War Two Wheeled Tank
Landing Craft, painted grey with black interior,
hinged ramp on chains, aft super structure with
funnel and two guns, LCT 601 painted to sides
and transfer logo on one end --22¾in. (58cm.)
long (G) £60-80
154.
An unusual commericially-made
stained-wood Delivery lorry, with open cab,
steering wheel, brake and gear lever, tinplate
radiator grille and painted wooden wheels
--24½in. (62cm.) long (G, wheels replaced or
repainted) £30-50

155.
A rare Joitoys Wooden open top
Omnibus, painted yellow and green with red
lining, wire steering wheel, stencilled radiator
grille, coppered tin label JOIBOY on carriages
of a train ‘Strength in the Toy is Joy for the Boy’
and cast iron wheels --24½in. (62cm.) long (FG) £200-300

156.
An early Wooden Motor Car,
painted red, yellow and black, stencilled door
decoration and cast-iron spoked wheels --16in.
(40.5cm.) long (F-G, repainted areas and some
restoration) £60-80
157.
A Wooden S S Prince Edward Coastal
steamer, painted black, red and cream, brown
deck, clockwork motor, funnel with Prince
of Wales feathers, porthole, cargo hold and
lifeboats, front of superstructure with AGE
label, probably German, circa 1930 --22in.
(56cm.) long (F-G, some retouching)
£40-60

158.
A German Wooden Grace Darling
tug boat, painted black and red with brown
deck, clockwork motor, funnel and mast,
ink stamped Germany to underside --10½in.
(26.5cm.) long; and a similar smaller vessel
with no motor (F-G) £40-60
159.
An early Wooden Motor Lorry,
possibly home-made or cottage industry,
painted dark green and red, open cab, tinplate
bonnet and radiator, cast-iron wheels with four
large and four small holes in each and RPW 1
number plate --21¼in. (54cm.) long (F)
£30-40

160.
A Chad Valley Noah’s Ark No 1533,
yellow and red painted wood, lithographed
paper on wood animals, in original box
--13¼in. (33.5cm.) long (E, box F-G); a Chad
Valley wooden Donald Duck pull-along toy
playing the xylophone (E); and Chad Valley
duck on wheels (F) £50-80

161.
Various Wooden Toys, The Finbat
Motor Tip Wagon with red label on side
--17½in. (44.5cm.) long, Collis Timber Toys for
Toddlers, Weymouth, G.P.O van money bank,
Luntoy Product donkey cart, a Good-Wood
Toys Ice Cream cart and a Star Productions
sailing boat £60-80
162.
Wooden
Lorries,
red
Chad
Valley Mechanical Lorry with Bevel-Gear
Transmission, in original box --8½in. (21.5cm.)
long (P, box F-G), two other Chad Valley lorries,
a Tri-ang Bingo No.1, trains and other items (PG) £30-50
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SWALLOW TOYS

173.
A Swallow Toys Wooden Milk Float,
varnished wood, red painted metal handle
and wheel frame, two wooden and one metal
wheel with rubber tyre, lithographed tinplate
Swallow Dairy label to front and two milk
churns --18½in. (47cm.) high (F) £30-50

GERMAN TINPLATE TOYS
AND PENNY TOYS

163.
A Swallow Toys United Dairies
Horse-Drawn Milk Float, red and white
painted wood with transferred signage and
Royal Household By Appointment coat of arms,
four hinged doors, metal spoked wheels with
white rubber tyres, two crates of wooden milk
bottles, Swallow Toys transfer logo and carved
and painted grey wooden horse on wheeled
platform --29½in. (75cm.) long (G, slight wear)
£150-200

164.
A Swallow Toys Coster Cart, green
painted wood with yellow lining and red detail,
large spoked cast metal wheel and Swallow
Toys transfer to one side --30in. (76cm.) long
(G, old repair to handle and some wear)
£100-150
165.
A Swallow Toys Wooden World War
One Army Ambulance, with brass rosettes,
wooden wheels and opening back doors --24in.
(61cm.) long F, restored) £40-60

168.
A Swallow Toys Wooden Pratts
Spirit Delivery lorry, painted red with black
detail, lithographed radiator, transfers to side,
wooden wheels and four Pratts High Test Petrol
cans --17¾in. (45cm.) long (F-G, replacement
label on cab roof) £80-100
169.
A Swallow Toys Wooden HorseDrawn Milk Float, light blue painted cart
with two large spoked wheels with rubber
tyres, large green and gold lithographed
tinplate circular label ‘Swallow Dairy Pure
Milk’ with cow and cream-painted simplistic
horse on wheeled platform --15½in. (39.5cm.)
long (F); and Cadbury’s Dairy Milk Chocolate
lithographed tinplate milk churn candy
container --5½in. (14cm.) high £50-80

170.
A Swallow Toys steel and wood
Milk Delivery Lorry, painted red and green
with yellow lining, Swallow Toy sticker to cab
roof, eight lithographed tinplate Swallow Dairy
milk churns and white metal wheels with black
rubber tyres --23in. (58.5cm.) long (F) £60-80
171.
A Swallow Toys Wooden Milk Float,
painted light blue with three lithographed
tinplate green roundels with Swallow Dairy
Pure Milk and cow in the centre, six wooden
milk bottles, red painted metal handle, chassis
and wheels with black tyres --21½in. (54.5cm.)
high (F-G) £40-60

166.
A Swallow Toys steel and wood
Station Wagon, painted red with varnished
and painted wood back, opening back, number
plate TOT 5454 and replica label to cab roof
--21in. (53cm.) long (F-G, some wear)
£50-80
167.
A Swallow Toys steel and wood Milk
Delivery lorry, painted light blue with yellow
lining, Swallow transfer to cab roof, red wheels
with black tyre and two lithographed tinplate
Swallow Dairy milk churns --23¼in. (59cm.)
long (G, cab restored)
£40-60

172.
A Swallow Toys Wooden DoubleDeck Bus, painted red and cream, lithographed
tinplate radiator grille, painted yellow and
green ‘Swallow Transport’ and ‘Swallow Brand
Toys & Prams’ to each side, lift-off top deck,
wooden wheels and maker’s transfer to front
--20in. (50.5cm.) long (F, some over-painting,
rear maker’s transfer a photocopy) £50-80

174.
A Meier Penny Toy Swing Boat,
lithographed tinplate, boy and girl seated in
striped boat swinging from an A frame, red
base with embossed logo --3¼in. (8cm.) high
(F-G) £80-100

175.
A Meier Penny Toy Pair of Gnomes
Sawing, lithographed tinplate, green base
with embossed logo, lever push mechanism
causing the Gnomes to pull a saw backwards
and forwards --4in. (10cm.) long (F-G, faded)
£80-100
176.
Three Penny ToyCars, all painted
tinplate, the largest yellow with lavender
interior and II 235 embossed in circle on
back --3½in. (9cm.) long (F, some damage to
wheels); and two smaller cars £70-100
177.
Three Penny Toy Dolls’ House
items, a painted tinplate Meier baby carriage
with lithographed girl holding clown doll
--3½in. (9cm.) long; a push chair possibly made
by Fischer with lithographed child; and painted
Meier bird cage with moving canary (F)
£150-200

178.
A Meier Penny Toy Grand Hotel
Horse-drawn Omnibus, lithographed tinplate,
blue with yellow lining, embossed logo to roof
and grey horse --5in. (12.5cm.) long (G) - the
horse in this example is smaller than the ones
shown in David Pressland’s book on Penny Toys
£80-100

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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186.
Four German Penny Toy Commercial
Vehicles, larger size Fischer orange
lithographed tinplate open wagon with 74
printed on back --5¼in. (13cm.) long; smaller
grey Fischer wagon; green Express delivery
van; and green tipper truck (P-F)
£60-80
179.
A German Penny Toy Dirigible,
probably by Distler, lithographed tinplate
balloon, painted basket and propeller with
pulley mechanism --3½in. (8cm.) long (G); and
later painted aeroplane £150-200
180.
Four German Penny Toy Cars, all
lithographed tinplate, two by Fischer - yellow
and orange coupé --4¼in. (10.5cm.) long and a
blue limousine, both with GF logo (G, the first
faded); an orange example possibly by Meier
and another (F) (4) £80-100
181.
Two Fischer Penny Toy Commercial
Vehicles, both lithographed tinplate with GF
logo on doors, Express delivery van --4½in.
(11cm.) long (G); and tipper truck (F, back
repainted) £60-80

182.
A German lithographed tinplate
Shunting Train on Track, possibly by Distler,
station and engine shed at each end, in original
plain cardboard box --15in. (38cm.) long (G, box
G); and quantity of Penny Toy trains including
Hess red lithographed 100 locomotive and
tender (F, some parts missing) £80-100

187.
Three British Penny Toy Limousines,
all lithographed tinplate, two cream and green
with driver at windows, 465 number plate and
printed British Made --3½in. (9cm.) long (one
G, the other G, but one side F); and similar
green and black example, printed T. Made in
England (F, one side P) £50-80

188.
Five German Penny Toy HorseDrawn Vehicles, Meier hansom cab,
lithographed green with driver and lady
passenger at window --3¾in. (9.5cm.) long;
Fischer goods wagon (both F-G); two unknownmaker hansom cabs (P-F, both missing driver);
and another painted carriage
£80-100

189.
Small German tinplate Aircraft,
lithographed silver aeroplane with two pilots
and D-10EE registration --3¾in. (9.5cm.)
long, red passenger plane, clockwork Einfalt
Autogyro, two whistles and three others (F-G)
£80-100

183.
A Penny Toy Motor Bus, possibly by
Distler, lithographed and painted tinplate, red,
white, yellow and black, made in Germany
on side --4¼in. (10.5cm.) long (G, roof F,
replacement military driver) £60-80
190.
Five German Penny Toy and Small
Aircraft, clockwork Einfalt Autogyro --3½in.
(9cm.) long; silver lithographed fighter with
machine gunner, A-D AKC 587 registration, red
passenger plane; yellow and red passenger
plane with GB 111 registration and clockwork
fighter (F-G) £100-150
184.
Two German Penny Toy Fire Engines,
Meier fire engine with gold spirit-painted parts,
red painted chassis with embossed logo and
lithographed driver ringing bell --3½in. (9cm.)
long; and Kellermann lithographed example (F,
second with crazed lithography)
£70-100
185.
Five German Penny Toy Road
Vehicles, lithographed tinplate comprising
orange car with painted grey roof, possibly
Meier --4in. (10cm.) long; two trucks; red
limousine with G.E. 181 number plate, possibly
Einfalt, and clockwork steam roller (P-F)
£50-80
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191.
Five Penny Toy-type Racing Car
Track Toys, yellow No.6 racing car with outsized driver --2½in. (6.5cm.) long; blue and red
pair of cars with A & B on grille (F-G); and two
others (P-F) £50-80
192.
Small
tinplate
Horse-Drawn
Vehicles, Wells Brimtoy Coronation Coach, in
original box --9¼in. (23.5cm.) long; German
hansom cab; tinplate covered wagon, possibly
Japanese, and an Italian lithographed horse on
plastic wheeled platform (F-G, box P)
£50-80

193.
Six small tinplate Racing Cars,
clockwork red lithographed No.1 racing car
with diamond-shaped maker’s mark with OUO
inside --4¼in. (10.5cm.) long (F-G); similar
silver No.32 friction-drive racing car (P); one
green and one red No.2 racer; and two other
simply-made cars £70-100

194.
German Penny Toy Garages with
Cars, lithographed tinplate garage with brick
and stone walls, painted roof and doors with
‘Garage’ printed above --3½in. (9cm.) long (FG); Kellermann dark blue limousine --3½in.
(8.5cm.) long (G); and orange open tourer (F);
smaller single garage (missing door); and three
small limousines (G) £100-150
195.
Five
small tinplate
Coupés,
clockwork red painted coupé with chromeplated roof and grille --3¼in. (8cm.) long; a
tiny lithographed blue, light blue and cream
clockwork coupé --2½in. (6.5cm.) long (F-G);
and three simply-made painted others
£50-80

196.
Three small clockwork Commercial
Vehicles, lithographed tinplate, Wells ‘Thank
you for Buying British’ double-deck bus --4in.
(10cm.) long (F-G, mechanism inoperative);
a German General double-deck bus with six
wheels; and a yellow Express delivery van (F,
mechanisms not working)
£50-80

197.
An SFA France 756 clockwork
Military Motorcycle and Sidecar,
white
lithographed tinplate with dark blue detail, red
driver and passenger with machine gun --4in.
(10cm.) long (F-G, mechanism needs attention)
£40-60
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198.
A rare Schuco Roller Aeroplane
and Pilot, pale yellow lithographed tinplate
aeroplane with S-903 on wing, blue lining and
trademark on body, friction-drive and feltcovered tinplate pilot, possibly Lindbergh, late
1920s --4in. (10cm.) long (F-G) £150-200

203.
A German lithographed tinplate
Chocolate Dispenser, red with yellow lining,
the back featuring comic children with dogs
and chocolate with key --6in. (15cm.) high (FG, dent to side); and two clockwork dogs
£70-100
204.
A Japanese Alstoy Co/Kuramochi
(CK) clockwork Over the Field Fox Hunting Toy,
a lithographed tinplate clockwork mound with
two celluloid dogs chasing a fox around the
mound, in original box --12½in. (32cm.) wide
(F-G, box F, base replaced) £40-60

199.
A small Bing clockwork lithographed
tinplate Open Tourer, red with black lining,
brown seats, chauffeur and BW logo on back,
1920s --6in. (15cm.) long (VG) £80-100

205.
Four composition Wild Animals,
giraffe --5¾in. (14.5cm.) high, leopard, tiger
and zebra, painted string tails, circa 1900 (G);
Elastolin-type tiger; and Coronation Zoo sign
£40-60

209.
Penny Toys, whistle with bird in
wheel --4¾in. (12cm.) long, trestle sewing
machine and high chair (F-G, missing baby)
£60-80

210.
Penny Toy and Larger Vehicles, red
and yellow covered lorry --4¼in. (10.5cm.)
long, Johaku 307 limousine with passengers
at window, clockwork fire engine Made in US
Zone Germany (F-G) and three others (P-F)
£50-80
211.
Tinplate
Garages,
Lehmann
lithographed tinplate single garage --6¼in.
(16cm.) long, lithographed brick garage
(missing doors), two small service stations and
a few other items (F-G) £40-60

206.
Erzgebirge Wooden Vehicles, two
yellow motor caravans --2½in. (6.5cm.) long,
market garden lorry, yellow taxi, horse-drawn
field kitchen and others; and parts from
interesting stacking blocks in the form of
houses with separate roofs £50-80
200.
A
small
German
clockwork
lithographed tinplate Open Tourer, possibly
Bing, red with yellow lining, black chassis,
hood and headlamps, chauffeur in brown and
Made in Germany printed on bonnet --5¾in.
(14.5cm.) long (F, rust speckling to top surface)
£60-80
207.
German lead ornaments involving
Lamp Posts, two black and white dogs seated
beside lamp posts, one in top hat; a ragamuffin
climbing a lamp post with boots left on the
ground --6¾in. (17cm.) high (G); and a ballerina
holding balloons next to a lamp post (P-F, part
repainted) £60-80

213.
The B G L Floodlighting Set, in
original box with A. W. Gamage Ltd label (G,
box F), three similar lamp posts, two small spot
lights and three other lamp posts (F-G)
£40-60
214.
German lead flat Steam Ships,
possibly Günthermann, the largest --3½in.
(9cm.) long, three similar and four gaming
pieces (F-G) £30-40

201.
A
Hessmobil
flywheel-drive
lithographed tinplate Open Tourer, red with
black and white lining, No.16 on radiator, JLH
on doors, driver and hand crank --8in. (20cm.)
long (F, hat of driver squashed)
£60-80
202.
A Hess flywheel-drive lithographed
tinplate Gun Boat, grey, red, dark blue and
gold with printed firing guns, the wood effect
deck with funnel, two rotating guns and
flywheel mechanism --11¾in. (30cm.) long (F,
deck P) £50-80

212.
Various tinplate Toys, Russian
tobogganing track toy, the sides printed with
snowy scenes --18¾in. (47.5cm.) long, Gescha
porter with tinplate suitcase,cottage biscuit
tin, Schoenhut clown and other items (F-G)
£60-80

208.
Various tinplate Vehicles, two
Schuco Studio Mercedes racing cars --5½in.
(14cm.) long, Schuco Old Timer Mercer;
Masudaya Modern Toys vintage car, various
Penny Toy type cars and other items (F-G)
£60-80

215.
A lithographed tinplate Tea Set,
printed with flowers, pot and two cups and
saucers; German lithographed tinplate trunk,
two L & NWR trunk sweet containers, leather
trunk and some Hornby luggage (F) £30-50

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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CONSTRUCTION VEHICLES AND TOYS

216.
Boxed Wooden Construction
Vehicles, Motor and How to Make It, wooden
pieces to make an early motor car, in original
box with colour label ‘Lithographed in
the British Isles’; and a similar The Young
Engine Builder, wooden piece to build a tank
locomotive; and Motor Maker (F-G, not
checked for completeness, boxes F-G)
£60-80
217.
Construction Sets, British-made
Constructional Scenes, six card and paper
scenes including Croydon Aerodrome and
St. Pancras station with plastic-coated paper
figures, vehicles and objects to insert in the
foreground, in original box; The Becklin Bridge,
metal, in original box; and The Construction
Box for Aero and Hydroplanes, wooden, in
original box (G, Becklin F, boxes F-G) £50-80
218.
Prince William Construction Steel
Trains, comprising two locomotives and
tenders, two tank wagons and goods wagon,
assembled and painted green and red,
locomotive and tanker box, and unassembled
tanker, in original box (G-E, boxes F-G) £80-120

221.
A Structo No 12 Automobile Deluxe,
blue painted steel, crank handle keywind
mechanism with gears, Structo transfer to
grille, windshield, dummy hood and spare
wheel --16in. (40.5cm.) long (F, mudguards and
running boards possibly replicas) £80-120

222.
A Structo No 14 Giant Dump Truck,
red painted steel, crank handle keywind
mechanism with gears, Structo Toys transfers
to sides and grille, tipping mechanism and
spoked wheels with white tyres --18½in.
(47cm.) long (F-G) £150-200

223.
A Structo No 10 Automobile, red
painted steel, fixed keywind mechanism with
brake, windshield and spoked wheels with
white tyres --16½in. (42cm.) long (F) £80-120
224.
A Structo No 12 Automobile Deluxe,
repainted orange steel, crank handle keywind
mechanism with gears, windshield, dummy
hood and spare wheel --15¾in. (40cm.) long
(G) £50-80

229.
A Structo diecast and steel 844 HiLift Dump truck, white and red, clockwork,
black rubber tyres and transfers to sides
--12½in. (32cm.) long (P-F) £30-40

230.
A Meccano pre-war No 0 Aeroplane
Constructor, painted cream and green, made
up as bi-plane with separate seaplane floats
and transfer to front --10in. (25cm.) long (E)
£60-80

231.
A Meccano pre-war No 2 Motor
Car Constructor, made up as boat-tail racer,
painted blue and cream, red seats, whiteclothed driver with red helmet, clockwork
and transfer to rear --13½in. (34cm.) long (G);
instructions (taped); and a No.1 Motor Car
Constructor box only (F) £200-300

225.
A Structo No 8 Green Dragon
Speedster,
repainted green steel, fixed
keywind mechanism, textured brown seat,
spare tyre, Structo Toys transfer to front and
spoked wheels with treaded rubber tyres
--13in. (33cm.) long (F, two tyres melting, two
replaced) £40-60
219.
Prince William Construction Steel
Trains, comprising tank wagon, goods wagon
and tender, in original boxes with illustrated
lids, two locomotives and tender with one
locomotive box (F, boxes F-G) £80-120
226.
A Structo Caterpillar Tractor, painted
green and red steel, fixed keywind mechanism,
Structo transfer to front, cast iron driver and
chain tracks --8¼in. (21cm.) long (F) and four
red near matching trailers £60-80

220.
A Structo No 12 Automobile Deluxe,
orange painted steel, crank handle keywind
mechanism with gears, windshield, dummy
hood and spare wheel --15¾in. (40cm.) long,
a small orange box of tools and spares and
instructions for No.10 set (F, some retouching
to mudguards) £100-150
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232.
A Meccano pre-war No 1 Motor Car
Constructor, made up as saloon coupé, painted
blue and cream, clockwork, with transfer to
bonnet, in original box with instructions and
some extra parts --8¼in. (21cm.) long (G, box
F-G); and yellow, blue and silver Meccano
made up as racing car --14½in. (36.5cm.) long
£100-150

227.
A Structo Caterpillar Tractor,
painted blue and orange steel, fixed keywind
mechanism, Structo transfer to front, cast iron
driver and chain tracks --8½in. (21.5cm.) long
(F) and four red near-matching trailers
£60-80
228.
A Structo Traction Engine and Trailer,
painted green and red steel, crank handle
keywind mechanism and brake --11in. (28cm.)
long (F); and wooden home-built showman’s
caravan £60-80

233.
A Meccano pre-war Motor Car
Constructor Retailer’s Display Card, cut-out
cardboard depicting red racing car ‘Each Outfit
builds four different cars’ --9½in. (24cm.) high
(E) £30-50
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

Lot 234

BRITISH TINPLATE VEHICLES

244.
An early Wells clockwork
lithographed tinplate Ambulance, cream with
black detail, red cross to roof and back, driver,
Wells logo on side and W1929 number plate
--4¾in. (12cm.) long (G) £100-120
234.
A rare Burnett Ubilda Series Set
No 2, comprising three lithographed tinplate
vehicles - red clockwork Aeroplane with
electric lights --14¼in. (36cm.) long (F, faded),
blue and cream clockwork Car open tourer and
green 4-4-2 Locomotive 11861, in original large
box (G, box F-G, restored) £300-400

238.
A Burnett Ubilda Fort, lithographed
tinplate to be assembled on cardboard box
base, in original box with instructions and
Ubilda Toy catalogue (E, box G) £60-80

245.
An
early
Wells
clockwork
lithographed tinplate Carter Paterson Van,
green and black, red, yellow and white sign to
sides, Wells logo, driver and CP 1860 number
plate --5 in. (12.5cm.) long (G, slight paint loss
to back of roof) £200-300

235.
A Burnett Ubilda Aeroplane, red
and silver lithographed tinplate with British
roundels, in original orange box --13½in.
(34cm.) long (F-G, box F, one end restored);
and additional set of wings £80-100

236.
A Burnett Ubilda Racing Car, orange
lithographed tinplate with black lining, No1.,
clockwork and electric headlamp, in original
box --11¼in. (28.5cm.) long (F, rust spot back,
no battery housing, box F) £60-80

239.
A Burnett Ubilda Fire Engine, red
lithographed tinplate with yellow lining, escape
ladder and clockwork, in original box --11½in.
(29cm.) long (G, box F-G) £80-100
240.
A Burnett Ubilda Racing Car, orange
lithographed tinplate with black lining, No1.,
clockwork and electric headlamp --11¼in.
(28.5cm.) long (F, rust spot back, no battery
housing, box F) £30-50

241.
A Burnett Ubilda Loco,
red
lithographed tinplate clockwork LMS 4-4-2
locomotive, in original box --10in. (25.5cm.)
long (G, box F); green Burnett 11861 locomotive
(G, missing central wheels) and another (F,
incomplete) £40-60
242.
A Chad Valley Ubilda Open Tourer,
red lithographed tinplate, clockwork and spare
wheel --10½in. (26.5cm.) long (F-G); and LMS
4-4-2 locomotive 17841 (G) £40-60

237.
A Burnett Ubilda Tower Bridge,
lithographed tinplate construction toy, in
original box (F, a little rusty, box F-G)
£80-120

243.
A Chad Valley Ubilda Locomotive,
red lithographed tinplate, clockwork LMS 4-4-2
locomotive 17841, unmade up, in original box
(E, box G, one end repaired) £40-60

246.
An
early
Wells
clockwork
lithographed tinplate Royal Mail Van, red and
black, gold GR sign to sides, Wells logo, driver
and CP 1928 number plate --4¼in. (10.5cm.)
long (F) £50-80

247.
A Burnett Limited clockwork
lithographed tinplate Royal Mail Van, red and
black, yellow GR and Burnett logo to side --6in.
(15cm.) long (G, slight scratching) £200-300
248.
A Burnett Limited clockwork
lithographed Fordson Army Tipping Lorry,
brown and green camouflaged, tipping
mechanism and makers details on back --7in.
(17.5cm.) long (F, inside floor of back and cab
roof a little rusty) £30-50
249.
A Burnett Limited clockwork
lithographed tinplate Armoured Car, grey
with khaki machine gun operator, Burnett logo
on back and WD 429 number plate --7½in.
(19cm.) long (G) £80-100

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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250.
An unusual Manufacturers Supply
Co Wickham Ltd steel clockwork Shell BP
Lorry, simplistically made, painted red and
green with transfers and transfer maker’s mark
to base with address of Totton, Southampton
--8¾in. (22cm.) long (G) £40-60

256.
A Wells lithographed tinplate The
Gyroplane, silver with British roundels, pilot,
stand and gyroscope, in original box --12in.
(30.5cm.) long (G, box F) £70-100
251.
A Wells clockwork lithographed
tinplate Limousine, yellow with black roof,
mudguards and lining, driver, makers logo on
side and W 0815 number plate --6in. (15cm.)
long (F-G) £60-80

257.
A
Chad
Valley
clockwork
lithographed tinplate Fire Engine, red with
yellow lining, nut and bolt construction,
separate escape ladder, maker’s details on
back and CV 10033 number plate --10½in.
(26.5cm.) long (VG) £40-60

254.
A Burnett Limited Ubilda clockwork
lithographed tinplate Open Tourer, cream and
light blue, nut and bolt construction, spare
wheel and maker’s details on back --10½in.
(27cm.) long (G, slight scratching) £80-120

255.
An unusual Wells for Marks &
Spencer Swift Racing Car, clockwork silver
lithographed tinplate with red lining, driver,
exhaust, Dunlop Cord tyres and MS 3518
number plate, in original box, circa 1935
--11¼in. (28.5cm.) long (F, one side F-G, box
F, ends replaced) - for the saloon in this range
see British Tin Toys by Marguerite Fawdry, page
222 £100-150
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262.
Four Wells Brimtoy Pocketoy
clockwork Buses, a 9/507 Green Line Single
Deck Bus --4¼in. (10.5cm.) long (G); a cream
and green single-deck bus (F, roof P); and two
red half-cab double-deck buses (G) £80-100
263.
Five Wells Brimtoy Pocketoy
clockwork Buses, a 9/507 Green Line SingleDeck Bus --4¼in. (10.5cm.) long; a cream and
green single-deck bus; two red half-cab double
deck buses and a 9/516 Trolley Bus (F)
£100-120

252.
Two Wells clockwork lithographed
tinplate Limousines, one yellow, detailed
wheels, driver and electric headlamp, the
other blue, both with Wells logo on side and W
0815 number plates --6½in. (16.5cm.) longest
(F) £70-100
253.
A Burnett Limited clockwork
lithographed tinplate Sedan, blue with cream
lining and roof, makers detail’s to back --7in.
(18cm.) long (F, missing headlamps and part of
mechanism) £40-60

261.
A Wells Brimtoy 9/516 Stop &
Go Trolley Bus, clockwork red lithographed
tinplate, black poles and black plastic wheels,
in original box --4½in. (11cm.) long (E, box G)
£40-60

258.
A
Chad
Valley
clockwork
lithographed tinplate Removal Van, red,
white and blue, map of England and ‘We Move
to Please You’ to the front, back door and CV
10133 number plate, in original box --6in.
(15cm.) long (VG, box F-G) £60-80

259.
Two Wells clockwork lithographed
tinplate Double-Deck Buses, unusual World
Service with Balloon Tyres and destination
London to Canada, Australia, New Zealand and
the Continent (G, roof F); and National Service,
both red with half cabs, clippy, passengers at
windows and W 1934 number plates --7?in.
(18cm.) long (F, speckled) £70-100
260.
Two Wells clockwork lithographed
tinplate Double-Deck Buses, both red with
passengers at windows, the larger with
Cinderella Sweeper Sets and Kitchen Stoves
advertising, half cab and AWW130 number
plate --8 1/8in. (20.5cm.) long (F-G, some fading
and rubbing to stove advert); and the other a
trolley bus with clippy, Buy British advert and
COL 204 number plate --6¾in. (17cm.) long (FG) £60-80

264.
A Wells Brimtoy Pocketoy clockwork
9/507 Green Line Bus, green lithographed
tinplate, black plastic wheels, in original box
--4¼in. (10.5cm.) long (G, box F-G) £40-60
265.
Two Wells Brimtoy Pocketoy
clockwork Commercial Vehicles, plastic and
lithographed tinplate, a No.540 Cleansing
Lorry Gyro and red Transport articulated lorry,
in original boxes (G, lorry cab F, faded and
cracked, boxes F-G) £50-80

266.
Six Wells Brimtoy Pocketoy
clockwork Commercial Vehicles, plastic and
lithographed tinplate, 9/541 Gyro Overhead
Repair Lorry, in original box, Snack Bar, Esso
Tanker, Breakdown Service and Tip-up Truck (FG, some slight fading, box G) £60-80
267.
Seven Wells Brimtoy Pocketoy
clockwork Commercial Vehicles, Royal Mail
Van, two Esso Tankers, Cider Tanker, Cement
Mixer, Breakdown Service and plastic lorry
front (F-G, some fading, a few with rusting to
bases and cement with damage to plastic)
£50-80
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268.
British tinplate Post Office Pillar Box
Savings Banks, two Burnett Bank of England
--6½in. (16.5cm.) high, similar box with an
alphabet, coins and stamps printed on one
side, an Oxo Edward VIII Coronation Treasure
Chest, Oxo George VI Coronation pillar box,
two Chad Valley, one Happynak, eight others
and one made in Belgium (mainly F-G, a few P
and dented) £100-150
269.
Diecast and Lead Vehicles, including
Brimtoy tipping lorry with tinplate back --3¾in.
(9.5cm.) long (missing headlamp), Taylor &
Barrett breakdown lorry and monoplane,
a French lead gunboat on wheels, Tri-ang
Minic ships and others by Lesney, Budgie and
Charbens (P-G) £60-80

278.
A Tri-ang Toys tinplate Saloon
Car, painted blue with black mudguards,
lithographed tyres and driver and clockwork
motor --10½in. (26.5cm.) long (P, corroded);
and Tri-ang pressed steel Saloon Car, painted
blue, chrome-plated Lincoln grille and black
wheels --8¼in. (21cm.) long ( quality repaint)
£60-80
273.
A Lines Bros Tri-ang Series
lithographed tinplate Motor Lorry, No.50/1
red with black and white lining with driver,
clockwork motor and white rubber tyres
--10in. (25.5cm.) long (G, some scuffing)
£100-150

279.
A Tri-ang steel W Series Shell Tanker,
painted blue cab and chassis, red tank and
black rubber tyres --8¾in. (22cm.) long (G,
slight wear); two steel tipper trucks, one red (F)
and one red and blue (G); and red break down
truck (P) £60-80

LINES BROS TRI-ANG
TINPLATE VEHICLES

274.
A Lines Bros Tri-ang Series
lithographed tinplate Motor Dust Lorry,
No.51/1 red cab and yellow back with black,
yellow and red lining, driver, clockwork motor
and white rubber tyres --10in. (25.5cm.) long
(G) £80-100

280.
A Lines Bros Tri-ang steel Royal Mail
Van, painted red with lithographed sign and
white rubber tyres --11in. (28cm.) long; and
similar smaller example --9in. (22.5cm.) long
(both F) £100-150

270.
A Lines Bros Tri-ang Series
lithographed tinplate Shell Motor Petrol
Tanker, No.52/1 red, yellow and black with
driver, clockwork motor and white rubber tyres
--9½in. (24cm.) long (VG) £200-300

275.
A Lines Bros Tri-ang Series
lithographed tinplate Motor Box Van, No.53/1
green with yellow, red and black lining, driver,
clockwork motor and white rubber tyres
--9¼in. (23.5cm.) long (F, some slight corrosion)
£70-100
271.
A Lines Bros Tri-ang lithographed
tinplate Steam Box Van, No.63/1 green with
black and yellow lining, painted green box
back, lithographed driver and clockwork motor
--8½in. (21.5cm.) long (F-G, back door missing
catch) £100-150

272.
A Tri-ang Toys tinplate Saloon
Car, No.541, painted green and red with
lithographed tyres and driver and clockwork
motor, circa 1937 --8½in. (21.5cm.) long (F-G)
£100-150

281.
A Tri-ang Series Mechanical Toys
Magic Sports Car No MT4, clockwork, painted
green with darker green chassis, mudguards
and dummy hood, folding windscreen, steering
and electric headlamps, in original box --17in.
(43cm.) long (G, tyres melting, some chipping,
box F-G) £300-400

276.
A Lines Bros Tri-ang Series
lithographed tinplate Motor Dust Lorry,
No.51/1 red cab and yellow back with black,
yellow and red lining, driver and white rubber
tyres --10in. (25.5cm.) long (F, slight corrosion
and missing motor) £50-80

277.
A Lines Bros Tri-ang Series
lithographed tinplate Motor Box Van and
trailer, No.53/1 blue with white and black
lining, clockwork motor and white tyres --9¼in.
(23.5cm.) long (P-F, roofs repainted, corrosion
to drivers door, key end broken off mechanism,
wear to advertisements and address painted to
base); and a similar trailer (G
) £60-80

282.
A Tri-ang Series Mechanical Toys
Magic Sports Car No MT4,
clockwork,
painted mushroom with repainted red
chassis, mudguards and dummy hood,
folding windscreen, steering, and headlamps,
in original box --17in. (43cm.) long (F, rust
speckling, tyres slightly melting, some chipping,
box F, water damaged and car illustration
rubbed) £200-300

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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293.
An unusual Tri-ang steel Lorry Biscuit
Tin, painted red with open cab, lithographed
tinplate biscuit tin trunk chained to the back
and Nocturne Sweet Biscuit Assortment label
to cab roof, probably breakdown lorry originally
--15¼in. (39cm.) long (F, radiator replaced or
restored) £40-60
283.
A Tri-ang clockwork tinplate No.1
Sports Car, painted grey, folding windscreen,
steering wheel and lithographed tinplate Triang Cord 935-135 wheels --16in. (40.5cm.)
long (F, rust speckling) £80-100

289.
A Tri-ang pressed steel Green Line
Single-Deck Bus, painted green, red interior,
704 Tunbridge Wells to Windsor via London,
chrome-plated radiator, pull-operated bell and
black rubber tyres --22½in. (57cm.) long (VG,
slight scuffing) £80-120

294.
A Tri-ang pressed steel Bedford
Shell Tank Wagon, No.2789, painted red with
tinplate radiator, gold and black transfer and
black rubber tyres --17¼in. (44cm.) long (F)
£50-80

284.
A Tri-ang Mechanical Series Trailer,
red lithographed tinplate with black and white
lining, white rubber tyres, in original box
--5¾in. (14.5cm.) long (G, box F-G) £30-40
285.
Three lithographed tinplate Toy
Petrol Cans, two red Shell Motor Spirit --5¼in.
(13.5cm.) high (F-G) and one green Pratts
Motor Spirit --5½in. (14cm.) high (F); and
Smiths car dash clock £40-60

LINES BROS. TRI-ANG STEEL VEHICLES

286.
A Tri-ang pressed steel Bedford
Shell Tank Wagon, No. 2789, painted red, with
tinplate radiator, gold and black transfer, black
rubber tyres and triangular Tri-ang label to
back --17¼in. (44cm.) long (VG)
£100-150

290.
A Lines Bros Tri-ang pressed steel
clockwork No 1E Saloon, painted dark green
with opening doors, red wheels with black
tyres and electric headlights --16½in. (42cm.)
long (F-G) £60-80

295.
A Tri-ang pressed steel Junior Series
Ice Cream Van, painted white and blue,
keywind musical chimes, original transfers and
plastic accessories --14½in. (36.5cm.) long (G)
£100-150

291.
A Lines Bros Tri-ang pressed steel
clockwork No 1E Saloon, painted beige and
red with opening doors, black rubber tyres and
electric headlights --17in. (43cm.) long (F)
£60-80

296.
A Tri-ang pressed steel Diesel Series
Mobile Concrete Mixer, No.6011, painted red
and blue with black rubber tyres and operating
instructions --16½in. (42cm.) long (G, some
wear) £60-80

292.
A rare Tri-ang pressed steel dark
turquoise Green Line Single-Deck Bus, with
destination 704 Windsor, via Victoria, chromeplated radiator, black rubber tyres and pulloperated bell --23in. (58.5cm.) long (G, some
scuffing) £200-300

297.
A Tri-ang New pressed steel New
Diesel Series Fire Engine, No.6015, painted
red and yellow with extending ladder, yellow
decal, black rubber tyres and plastic man, in
original box --16in. (40.5cm.) long (VG, box G,
graffiti) £50-80

Lot 292
287.
A rare Tri-ang pressed steel Glasgow
Corporation Double-Deck Bus, painted cream,
green and pink, chrome-plated radiator grille,
No.42 Glasgow and Glasgow coat of arms
transfers, black rubber tyres and pull-operated
bell --23in. (58.5cm.) long (F-G, some scuffing)
£200-300

288.
A retailer’s Tri-ang Toys Ltd CabinetTop Sign, white with ‘The Big Toy Makers’ in
red lettering and blue, red and black Tri-ang
logo with feet with screw holes --26in. (66cm.)
wide (G, some scuffing) £60-80
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298.
Two early Lines Bros steel Metal
Vans, one red and black with white rubber tyres
--17½in. (44.5cm.) long (F, part repainted); and
another refurbished as a Carter Paterson van
£50-80

Lot 308

299.
An unusual Tri-ang clockwork RAF
No 2 Tractor, pressed steel painted blue with
white transfers and black rubber wheels, in
original box --8½in. (21.5cm.) long (F, box F-G)
£50-80
300.
Tri-ang pressed steel clockwork
Farm Tractors, a red No.1 Farm Tractor and
Trailer --9½in. (24cm.) long; and an orange
No.2 Farm Tractor (F-G) £40-60
301.
Six small Tri-ang W Series steel
Vehicles, 2810 Green Line Coach --6½in.
(16.5cm.) long (P-F), beige 2800 Farm Truck,
2802 green Saloon Car, two Tipping Lorries (FG) and Breakdown Lorry (P)
£60-80

308.
A rare Tri-ang pressed steel Thames
Trader ‘Pickfords’ Mechanical Horse and
Pantechnicon, painted dark blue with diecast
cream and blue cab, opening rear doors,
uncoupling mechanism and black rubber
tyres --21in. (53.5cm.) long (G, some wear to
roof and one small coupling tyre melted to
mechanism) £200-300
304.
A Tri-ang pressed steel Thames
Trader Breakdown Truck, painted blue and
yellow diecast cab, blue steel back with
transfers of saluting man, operating crane and
black rubber tyres --16¼in. (41cm.) long (F-G,
cab roof chipped and slight rusting to crane)
£40-60
309.
A Tri-ang pressed steel Thames
Trader ‘Express Delivery’ Mechanical Horse
and Pantechnicon, painted light blue with
diecast cream and red cab, opening rear doors,
uncoupling mechanism and black rubber tyres
--21½in. (54.5cm.) long (VG) £100-150

302.
A Tri-ang pressed steel Thames
Trader Fire Engine, painted red and yellow,
Tri-ang Fire Service transfer with coat of arms,
rubber tyres, pull-operated bell and plastic
fireman, in original box --16½in. (42cm.) long
(G, slightly faded and rub to top of cab roof,
box F-G); and rubber hose with bladder (P,
damaged) £60-80

303.
A Tri-ang pressed steel London
Transport Single-Deck Bus, painted red with
white interior, chrome-plated radiator grille,
No.9B, black rubber tyres, pull-operated
bell and ‘British Made’ cardboard tag --23in.
(58.5cm.) long (VG)
£100-150

305.
A Tri-ang pressed steel 300 Series
Long Distance Transporter, painted red cab
and mudguards, dark turquoise back, chromeplated radiator grille, transfers to side, opening
back and six black rubber wheels --23¾in.
(60.5cm.) long (G, one transfer scratched,
some scuffing) £70-100

310.
A Tri-ang pressed steel Thames
Trader ‘Shell BP’ Mechanical Horse and Petrol
Tanker, painted red with diecast red and
yellow cab, working tank with tap, uncoupling
mechanism and black rubber tyres --22¾in.
(57.5cm.) long (G, mechanical horse repainted
to a high standard) £100-150

306.
A Tri-ang steel articulated Log
Wagon, painted red, silver and black stencilled
radiator and headlights with TT logo, red metal
wheels with black tyres and logs chained to
trailer --32½in. (82.5cm.) long (F-G)
£60-80
307.
A Tri-ang pressed steel Bedford
Breakdown Lorry, No.6165, painted red with
tinplate radiator, red wheels with black rubber
tyres, working crane and Tri-ang transfer on
roof --17½in. (44.5cm.) long (F-G)
£40-60

311.
A Tri-ang pressed steel 300 Series
Horse Transporter, painted red and white
with transfer to sides, opening rear doors and
side door, brown and white horse plastic horse
on wheels and black rubber tyres --18¾in.
(47.5cm.) long (VG) £60-80

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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312.
A Tri-ang pressed steel Diesel
Express Delivery Van, No.6103, painted red
with yellow transfer, rear opening doors and
black rubber tyres --16in. (40.5cm.) long (F-G)
£40-60

313.
A Tri-ang pressed steel six-wheel
Diesel Series RAF Covered Wagon, painted
RAF blue with RAF and roundel transfers,
cloth cover and six black rubber tyres --18¼in.
(46cm.) long (F) £40-60

314.
A Tri-ang pressed steel London
Transport Double-Deck Bus, painted red,
destination 93 Morden, Wimbledon and
Putney Bdg Stn, advertising for Pedigree Prams
and Shell Oil, cream interior, black rubber tyres
and pull-operated bell, in original box --22¾in.
(57.5cm.) long (G, box G)
£80-120

315.
A Tri-ang pressed steel 200 Series
Transport Van No 200, painted red and green,
paper advertisements on side for Frog Penguin
aircraft, Pedal Motors, Tricycles, Pedigree Pets
Soft Toys and Dolls, Pedalkars and Wakouwa,
rear opening door and black rubber tyres
--18½in. (47cm.) long (F-G)
£50-80
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316.
A Tri-ang pressed steel Birmingham
Corporation Double-Deck Bus, painted cream
and dark blue, chrome-plated radiator grille,
No.48a Birmingham and Birmingham coat
of arms transfers, black rubber tyres and
pull-operated bell --23in. (58.5cm.) long (E,
professionally refurbished) £80-100

317.
A Tri-ang pressed steel 300 Series
Mobile Cafeteria, painted blue and white with
hatch opening each side with chef transfer,
rear opening door and black rubber tyres
with clear plastic display shelf and urn, 1962
--18¾in. (47.5cm.) long (F-G)
£50-80
318.
A retailer’s Tri-ang Toys Ltd Cabinet/
Shelf-Top Sign, white with ‘The Big Toy
Makers’ in red letters and blue, red and black
Tri-ang logo with metal poles for attaching
--26in. (66cm.) wide (G, some scuffing)
£60-80
319.
A Tri-ang pressed steel 300 Series
Circus Van, painted red and blue, transfers
of performing elephant and equestrienne,
caged back with Tri-ang Circus Van above, rear
opening door and six wheels with black rubber
tyres --23½in. (60cm.) long (F, back repainted
around transfers, tape stuck over Tri-ang Circus
Van transfer one side) £30-40

320.
A Tri-ang pressed steel Thames
Trader Mechanical Horse Car Transporter,
with white and red diecast cab, red painted
steel back, four different coloured plastic cars
and eight wheels with black rubber tyres, in
original box (G, tail ramp replaced and box F
one corner crushed) £80-120

321.
A Tri-ang pressed steel Thames
Trader Mechanical Horse Rocket Transporter,
with black and yellow diecast cab, yellow
painted steel back, white, red and black steel
US Army rocket, winching mechanism and six
wheels with black rubber tyres --30in. (76cm.)
long (P-F, rocket repainted) £80-120

322.
A Tri-ang pressed steel Junior Diesel
Series Rocket Launcher, painted green with
articulated cab with red plastic Tri-ang sign, flat
bed with rocket launching mechanism, plastic
rocket and eight wheels with black rubber tyres
--25½in. (65cm.) long (G, incorrect rocket)
£60-80

323.
A retailer’s ‘Tri-ang Toys Last Longer’
Illuminated Sign, double-sided plastic with
red and black lettering, metal frame, two eyes
for hanging and wire for electricity --26¼in.
(66.5cm.) wide (G, faded)
£100-150
324.
A Tri-ang pressed steel Thames
Trader Tipper Lorry, with white and red
diecast cab, green painted steel back with
Tri-ang Transport transfer, black rubber tyres
and thirty black and pink plastic pigs --15½in.
(39.5cm.) long (F-G, inside of back repainted)
£30-50

325.
A Tri-ang pressed steel Thames
Trader Milk Truck, with white and red
diecast cab, blue painted steel back, electric
headlights, black rubber tyres and eight plastic
milk churns --16¾in. (42.5cm.) long (F, red area
repainted) £30-50
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326.
A Tri-ang pressed steel Thames
Trader Tipper Lorry, with white and red diecast
cab, blue painted steel back with Tri-ang
Transport sticker, electric headlights and black
rubber tyres --15½in. (3
9.5cm.) long (F, some rusting to inside of back)
£30-50
333.
A Tri-ang large pressed steel United
Dairies pull-along Milk Float, painted orange
and white, black handle and wheel supports,
white wheels with black rubber tyres, paper
labels including ‘Drinka Pinta Milka Day’ and
forty plastic milk bottles with red, yellow, blue
and green tops --18¾in. (47cm.) long (F-G)
£40-60

339.
A Tri-ang pressed steel Thames
Trader Mechanical Horse Flat Truck with Boat,
painted blue with diecast white and red cab,
six wheels with black rubber tyres, coupling
mechanism and plastic motor boat, in original
box (VG, box F-G) £100-150

327.
A Tri-ang pressed steel Metal
Tipping Lorry I/T, painted red and black, open
cab, lithographed tinplate radiator, white
rubber tyres and six lithographed tinplate Triang Dairy milk churns --18in. (46cm.) long (G,
repainted, churns F-G) £40-60
328.
A Tri-ang pressed steel Bedford
Tipping Lorry, painted red and pale blue,
Tri-ang Transport transfers to sides, cream
radiator grille, black rubber tyres and six Triang Dairies lithographed tinplate milk churns
--19in. (48cm.) long (F, churns F-G) £40-60

334.
Two repainted Tri-ang pressed
steel Commercial Vehicles, Metal Breakdown
Lorry 1/BL and Bedford Tip Lorry, repainted
red, tinplate radiators and black rubber tyres
--19½in. (49.5cm.) long (G) £40-60

329.
A Tri-ang pressed steel Shell Metal
Tank Wagon 1 T/W, painted red with tinplate
radiator, gold and black transfer and black
rubber tyres --15¼in. (44cm.) long (39.5cm.)
long (P-F) £30-50

335.
A Tri-ang pressed steel Metal
Tipping Wagon I/T, painted red and blue,
tinplate radiator and red wheels with white
rubber tyres --18½in. (47cm.) long (P-F)
£30-50

340.
A Tri-ang steel Imperial Airways
Plane, painted beige and red with three
chrome-plated propellers, three-wheel landing
gear with black rubber tyres and clicking
mechanism --25¾in. (65.5cm.) long (repainted,
E, bleeding to transfers) £50-80

336.
A Tri-ang pressed steel Metal
Breakdown Lorry 1/BL, painted red, tinplate
radiator grille, working winch and black rubber
tyres --21in. (53.5cm.) long (P-F) £30-50

330.
A Tri-ang pressed steel Metal Milk
Lorry, painted an unusual blue, lithographed
tinplate radiator, red wheels with black rubber
tyres and six Triangtois Dairy lithographed
tinplate milk churns --18¼in. (46.5cm.) long (P,
milk churns missing lids) £40-60
331.
A Tri-ang pressed steel Diesel Milk
Truck, No.6057, painted red and blue, black
rubber tyres, Tri-ang transfer to cab roof and
eight lithographed tinplate Tri-ang Dairies milk
churns --16¼in. (41cm.) long (G, some scuffing)
£70-100

341.
A large Tri-ang pressed steel sand pit
Dock Crane, painted red and light blue, pivots
on base, handle to lower jib and another to
lower bucket, circa 1962 --31in. (79cm.) height
to top of cab (F-G) £30-50
337.
A Tri-ang pressed steel 300 Series
Circus Van, painted red and blue, transfers
of performing elephant and equestrienne,
caged back with Tri-ang Circus Van above, rear
opening door, six wheels with black rubber
tyres and six pairs of wheeled plastic animals
--23½in. (60cm.) long (F, sides G) £60-80

342.
Three Tri-ang Cranes, black steel
No.1 crane with red wooden roof on wheels,
bucket and Tri-ang roundel on roof --10¾in.
(27.5cm.) height of cab; black and red steel
Dock Crane, circa 1937; and another on wheels
(F) £50-80
343.
Three Tri-ang steel Cranes, blue and
yellow RAF Mobile Jib Crane with black rubber
wheels, circa 1962 --8in. (20cm.) high; Jones KL
44 crane and another red painted crane (F-G);
and two Priestman grabs, one orange and one
plain metal £70-100

332.
A Tri-ang pressed steel friction drive
Transport Six, No.2785, painted black and
red, tinplate radiator, transfers to sides, six
metal wheels with black rubber tyres and six
wooden Tri-ang crates --19¾in. (50cm.) long (F,
completely repainted) £30-50

338.
A Tri-ang pressed steel Junior Diesel
Series Mechanical Horse Rocket Launcher,
painted green with articulated cab with
red plastic Tri-ang sign, flat bed with rocket
launching mechanism, red plastic rocket and
eight wheels with black rubber tyres, in original
box --25½in. (65cm.) long (G, box F) £80-120

344.
A Tri-ang pressed steel 200 Series
Transport Van No 200, painted red and blue,
paper advertisements for Tri-ang products,
rear opening and black rubber tyres --19in.
(48.5cm.) long (F, some damage to paper
advertisements
£30-50

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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345.
A Tri-ang pressed steel Diesel
Mechanical Horse and Open Truck, painted
red and blue with Tri-ang Transport transfer
on side, coupling mechanism, six wheels
with black rubber tyres and load of coloured
wooden bricks --21½in. (54.5cm.) long (G, a
little F in parts) £50-80
346.
A Tri-ang pressed steel Tiger Tank,
painted dark green with swivelling gun turret
and guns at side, clockwork and rubber tracks
--10in. (25.5cm.) long (F-G, tracks replaced)
£30-50

352.
Two Tri-ang pressed steel Junior
Delivery lorries, one white and blue with
chrome-plated grille, black rubber tyres and
load of seven plastic fruit crates --13¾in.
(35cm.) long (F-G, missing cab sign); and similar
in white and dark turquoise with twenty-one
plastic milk floats (F, missing cab sign) £50-80
353.
A Tri-ang pressed steel ‘Scrap Yard’,
three vehicles for restoration including a
forward control dust cart and a Junior Delivery
Van (P) £30-50

357.
A Tri-ang Minic pressed steel M 119
Air Tender and Bomb Truck, Advanced Airfield
Maintenance Wing, painted RAF blue and
red with black rubber tyres, in original green
product-illustrated box and accessories in
packet --13¼in. (33.5cm.) long (G-E, box G-E)
£60-80

347.
A Tri-ang pressed steel six-wheel
tipping Transport Six lorry No.2785, painted
black and red, tinplate radiator, transfers to
sides, six metal wheels with black rubber tyres
and six wooden Tri-ang crates --19¾in. (50cm.)
long (F, black areas repainted) £30-50
354.
A Tri-ang pressed steel No.0 Tip
Lorry, green and red, black tyres and triangular
transfer, in original plain card box --13in.
(33cm.) long (E, box G); and green Metal
Van 1/V --17½in. (44.5cm.) long (P-F, part
repainted) £50-80
348.
A Tri-ang pressed steel and wood
Royal Mail Van No.2791, painted black and
red, lithographed tinplate sign to each side,
tinplate radiator, red wheels with black rubber
tyres, opening back doors and Triangtois black
roundel --19½in. (F-G, repainted, signs original)
£40-60
349.
A Tri-ang pressed steel Diesel Shell
Tanker No.6060, painted red, tinplate radiator
grille and black rubber tyres --14¼in. (36cm.)
long (F, repainted) £30-40

358.
A Tri-ang Minic pressed steel M
118 Gloster Javelin Transporter, Advanced
Airfield Maintenance Wing, painted RAF blue
with black rubber tyres, grey plastic Javelin,
in original green product- illustrated box and
protective brown sleeve, ariel in packet --13in.
(33cm.) long (E, box G-E) £80-120

355.
Small Tri-ang steel Toys and Vehicles,
Wagon & Horses Size OO, in original box --8in.
(20cm.) long (E, repainted, box F), another (F),
two clockwork cards with huntsmen in riding
pinks, one with single horse and one with two,
red Farm Truck, green Dock Crane; and two
tinplate vehicles, by unknown maker (F-G,
some possible repainting) £80-120
359.
A Tri-ang Minic No 3 Push and Go
Express Delivery Van, pressed steel painted
red and cream, advertisement to sides, frictiondrive motor and black rubber tyres, in original
box --8¼in. (21cm.) long (E, box G) £50-80

350.
An unusual Tri-ang steel Napro
tipping lorry, painted red with silver and black
stencilled radiator grille and headlights with TT
logo, blue Napro transfer to sides and large red
wheels with black rubber tyres --20in. (51cm.)
long (F, missing tail-gate and front bumper
detached one end) £40-60
351.
A Tri-ang pressed steel Bedford
Tip Lorry No.6164, painted red with tinplate
radiator, red wheels with black rubber tyres
and six lithographed tinplate Tri-ang Dairies
milk churns --19¼in. (49cm.) long (F) £40-60
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356.
A Tri-ang Minic pressed steel M
120 Aircraft Refueller, Advanced Airfield
Maintenance Wing, painted RAF blue with
black rubber tyres, in original green product
illustrated box and protective brown sleeve,
aerial and oil can in packet --12in. (30.5cm.)
long (E, box G-E) £80-120

360.
A Tri-ang Minic No.3 Express
Delivery Van, pressed steel painted red and
cream, advertisement to sides, clockwork
motor and black rubber tyres --8¼in. (21cm.)
long (G); and Brimtoy red plastic and tinplate
Royal Mail Van, friction-drive (F-G)
£40-60
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LINES BROS. TRI-ANG PLASTIC TOYS
AND VEHICLES

361.
A Tri-ang Minic plastic M 121
Caterpillar Tractor,
Advance Airfield
Maintenance Wing, clockwork, orange plastic
and black rubber tracks, in original green
product-illustrated box --7in. (18cm.) long
(G, tracks melted); and Armoured Brigade
Headquarters Squadron M116 Sherman Tank,
in original green product-illustrated box (G,
missing ariel, box F) £60-80
362.
A Tri-ang Minic Wooden Service
Station, painted beige and grey with forecourt,
two petrol pumps and red garage door --13in.
(33cm.) deep (G), and clockwork Minic tinplate
Fire Engine and green and red Tanker (F-G)
£50-80

367.
A Tri-ang celluloid and wood
Tricyclist, using the boy from the Gyro-cycle,
green clothing, wooden simplistic pull-along
tricycle with articulated legs --8in. (20cm.) high
(G, small crack to top of head); and similar
boy pulling wooden barrel organ with handcranked musical box £50-80
368.
Tri-ang plastic clockwork Novelties,
comprising Puppy and Spider --8in. (20cm.)
long, Kitty and Butterfly, yellow Snail and
Ladybird, in original boxes (G, snail missing
tail and ladybird faded, boxes F-G); blue Miss
Muffet’s Immortal Spider, yellow Jabberwock
and green Loch Ness Monster £80-120

373.
A Tri-ang Minic Series II plastic Fire
Fighter, red with friction-drive and bladder
operated hose, in original box --8¼in. (21cm.)
long (F, slightly faded and missing pieces from
roof, box F); and diecast and plastic RoadWorks Ltd crane (F) £30-50

374.
A Tri-ang Minic yellow plastic Push
and Go Aircraft, with blue lower half, in
original window box --11¾in. (30cm.) long (G,
box F); and Tri-ang silver plastic friction-drive
Gloster Javelin --6in. (15cm.) long (F) £40-60
375.
Two Rovex Tri-ang The Big Big Train
Sets, electric yellow plastic diesel shunter with
wagon with steam roller and track, in original
box (G-E, box P-F); and another similar, the box
applied with sticker ‘Special! Extra Value! Now
with Crash Service Land Rover’, and orange
Spot-On vehicle, in original box (G-E, box F-G)
£40-60

363.
Tri-ang lithographed tinplate Milk
Churns, six cream Tri-ang Dairies Grade A Milk
--4in. (10cm.) high (G)
£60-80
364.
Tri-ang lithographed tinplate Milk
Churns, eight cream Tri-ang Dairies Grade A
Milk --4in. (10cm.) high (F)
£60-80

372.
Five plastic Minic No 2 clockwork
Cars, two Sports Cars with Four Speeds and
Reverse, one green and one red, two yellow
Taxis, one without transfers and red Wizard
Stop-on Car (G, one taxi chrome plating rusty)
£40-60

369.
Tri-ang plastic clockwork Novelties,
Mother and Pram --6½in. (16.5cm.) long; Kitty
and Butterfly and ladybird, in original boxes (G,
boxes F-G); unusual Puffin, blue Jabberwock,
green Loch Ness Monster and red Miss Muffet’s
Immortal Spider (missing two shoes) £80-120
370.
Tri-ang plastic Boats, No.491S
clockwork Motor Lifeboat, in original box
--10in. (25cm.) long (G-E, missing back end of
anchor and searchlight, box G); a Sailor Buoy!
and Scalex Titan, in original boxes and Mary (FG, dusty, boxes F-G) £50-80

376.
A Tri-ang Minic Electric Railway,
steel and plastic railway, battery operated,
in plain card box with red writing --23in.
(58.5cm.) long (G, box G); and another similar
in colour printed box (F, box F); Tri-ang Alpine
Railway, in original box (F, box F) and HornbyDublo Transformer, in original box; and Hornby
System reproduction advertising cut-out
£40-60

365.
Tri-ang steel Boats, two clockwork
speed boats, one blue and light blue with
transfer to prow --12½in. (31.5cm.) long,
smaller red and light blue example and red and
black sailing boat (F-G) £50-80
366.
An unusual Tri-ang steel Traction
Engine, painted green with black rubber
wheels and wooden fly-wheel --6½in. (16.5cm.)
long (F-G), red, yellow and white plastic Triang Minic M252 showman’s traction engine,
Minic green tinplate steam roller; and English
clockwork tinplate steam roller (P-F)
£50-80

371.
Four plastic Minic No 2 clockwork
Cars, yellow Taxi --6¾in. (17cm.) long, red
Wizard Stop-on Car, blue Sports Car with Four
Speeds and Reverse and maroon Police Car, in
original boxes (G, boxes G) £60-80

377.
A Tri-ang Minic Push & Go RAF
Special Squadron Presentation Set, comprising
sixteen friction-drive plastic vehicles including
two jets, two low loaders, tractor unit with
‘Queen Mary’ trailer, anti-aircraft gun lorry,
crane lorry, radar lorry, ambulance bus and
tractor, in original pink and blue illustrated box
with insert card (G-E, radar a little warped, box
G, lid side with surface paper damage)
£300-400

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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378.
A Tri-ang Minic Push & Go Armoured
Assault Group presentation Set, comprising
eighteen friction-drive plastic vehicles
including three low loaders, four tanks, radar
lorry, bull dozer, staff car and ambulance bus,
in original red, white and blue patterned box
with green insert card (G, slight warping, box
F-G, some wear) £200-300

384.
Tri-ang Push and Go Armoured
Assault Group, nineteen plastic friction-drive
vehicles including three low-loaders, four
tanks, radar lorry and breakdown truck (F-G,
one crane missing boom) £80-120
385.
Tri-ang Minic plastic clockwork
Vehicles, green breakdown truck, in original
box (box P-F, missing end), dark turquoise
Morris Light delivery van, blue Austin A40
saloon, cream Morris 8 and red friction car (G)
£40-60

391.
A Tri-ang Spot-On Cotswold Village
Series No 10 Farm House, Holly Farm, in
original cellophane-fronted box (G, box F-G)
£40-60

379.
A Tri-ang Minic Kit Assemble Six
Super Cars, comprising six plastic car bodies
with six wheel pairs and five fly-wheels, in
original box with folding display lid (G, missing
parts, box F, tape repairs) £30-40
380.
A Tri-ang Minic Push and Go
Presentation Set, comprising six friction-drive
plastic lorries, all with red cabs and chassis, in
original box (G, box F, repaired) £30-50

386.
Tri-ang Minic plastic clockwork
Vehicles, blue Morris Minor, one red and one
cream Morris 8, red breakdown truck, blue
Standard Vanguard, and red friction Standard
Vanguard and another (G) £40-60
387.
Tri-ang plastic friction Vehicles,
including Daimler ambulance, red Express
Delivery van, blue Super Speed delivery van,
four buses, tanker and a racing car (F-G)
£50-80

381.
A Tri-ang Minic Push and Go No 2
Presentation Set, comprising six friction-drive
plastic lorries, all with red cabs and chassis,
including anti-aircraft and dust cart, in original
box (G, box G) £50-80

392.
Tri-ang Spot-On Cotswold Village
Series, 7 Town Hall, 6 General Store, 10 Farm
House ‘Holly Farm’, 12 Post Office and 4
Cottage A ‘Fourways’; and Country Side Series
Village Store (F, some warping) £60-80
393.
An Airfix 1930 Bentley 4½ Litre
Supercharged, 1:12 scale model plastic kit,
unmade in plastic packets, instructions, in
original box £30-40

388.
Tri-ang Minic Push & Go plastic
lorries, sixteen friction-drive, all with red cabs
and chassis, various loads and two trailers (G,
dusty, a few F) £70-100

382.
Three boxed Tri-ang Minic Push
and Go Vehicles, plastic friction-drive - Car
Transporter with two cars, low-loader with
tank and red Morris Light Van, in original
colourful boxes (E, boxes G, car transporter box
F) £50-80

383.
Tri-ang Push and Go RAF Vehicles,
seventeen plastic friction-drive vehicles
including two low-loaders, a tractor unit with
‘Queen Mary’ trailer, orange crane and bull
dozer, two staff cars and ambulance bus (F-G)
£80-120
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394.
Tri-ang plastic Animals on Wheels,
nine elephants --3¼in. (8cm.) high, seven
hippo, seven rhinoceros, two lions, two tigers,
two cows, giraffe, deer, sheep and St Bernard
(F-G, a few damaged); and similar pair of Hong
Kong Plutos £80-120
389.
Tri-ang Minic Push & Go plastic
Commercial Vehicles, eighteen friction-drive
including Seven Up lorry, low-loader with car
load, anti-aircraft gun and other trucks (F-G,
dusty) £70-100
390.
Tri-ang Minic Motorways and Motor
Racing, Motor Racing M/1514 European Silver
Eight Trophy Race with Aston Martin DB6
and E-Type Jaguar, in original box (G, box F);
Motorways M.1542 white Jaguar 3.4 Saloon,
in original box, four accessory packs, Sentinel
steam lorry, track and other items (F-G)
£40-60

395.
Two Tri-ang Minic plastic Petrol
Pump Money Boxes, one in original box
--8½in. (21.5cm.) high (G and F, box G), three
cast metal road signs, two metal barrels and
two rubber Tri-ang milk churns (F)
£30-40
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

Order of Auction
		DAY TWO
		
		

G & J Lines Dolls’ Houses, Earlier Dolls’ House Furniture
and Chattells by Other Manufacturers 						

		
		

Lines Bros. Tri-ang Dolls’ Houses and Furniture, Later Dolls’ House Funiture
and Chattels by other Manufacturers						591-764

396-590

Lot 614
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G & J LINES DOLLS’ HOUSES,
EARLIER DOLLS’ HOUSE FURNITURE
AND CHATTELS BY OTHER
MANUFACTURERS

Lot 408

401.
A G & J Lines No 4 boxed-back Dolls’
House, re-papered with brick upper and stone
lower façade, central front door, two balconies,
front opening to reveal four rooms and 4
stencilled to back, probably pre 1906 --25in.
(63.5cm.) high (façade and interior completely
refurbished) £80-100

396.
A large G & J Lines boxed-back Dolls’
House, with central front door, embossed
‘Letter’ box, arched porch, four arched
windows with arched pediments, brick-papers,
front opening to reveal four rooms with three
tinplate fireplaces, wooden range and some
original papers, circa 1909 --33½in. (85cm.)
high (F, exterior painted area overpainted, two
glazing loose)
£150-200

398.
A G & J Lines Wooden Horse-drawn
Gypsy Caravan, painted yellow with red roof,
green detail and yellow lining, front and rear
door with circular windows, window each side,
chimney, large spoked metal wheels with brass
hubs, replacement ladder to rear, refurbished
carved wooden dappled grey horse on wheeled
platform and various buckets and implements
hung on outside --47in. (119cm.) long (F-G,
replacement thistle logo labels to side)
£200-300

402.
A G & J Lines No 5 or 6 boxed-back
Dolls’ House, re-papered with brick façade,
central front door, front opening to reveal
four rooms, pre 1915 --25in. (63.5cm.) high
(completely refurbished) £60-80
403.
A German Arts & Crafts-style Dolls’
House Set, shelf-backed settle --5½in. (14cm.)
high, two arm chairs and chair with dark floral
printed upholstery and knee hole desk; and
similar table (G) £60-80

397.
A G & J Lines No 4 boxed-back
Dolls’ House, 2nd version, pre 1906 with
brick-papered façade, central front door with
brass rosette, porch and six windows, front
opening to reveal four rooms with original
tinplate fireplaces and range, original papers
and 4 stencilled to back --24½in. (62cm.) high
(painted white work repainted and some
retouching to bricks)
£100-150
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399.
A G & J Lines No 4 boxed-back Dolls’
House, childhood-named Marcia Cottage and
Monica Cottage, brick upper and stone lower
façade, central front door with porch, lion
head knocker, balcony across entire front, front
opening to reveal four rooms, original papers,
carrying handle and 4 stencilled to back,
probably pre 1906 --25in. (64cm.) high (some
wear and split to front) £150-200
400.
A G & J Lines No 6 boxed-back Dolls’
House, with brick upper and stone lower
façade, central front door with porch, lion
head knocker, balcony across entire front, front
opening to reveal four rooms, old papers and
6 stencilled to back --29in. (74cm.) high (some
wear and slight restoration) £100-150

404.
A German brown bisque head
Dolls’ House doll, with brown glass eyes, black
mohair wig, composition body with painted
shoes and socks and original striped dress
--5in. (12.5cm.) high; and similar pink doll
£70-100
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

405.
German Dolls’ House Furniture,
blonde wood extending dining table --4in.
(10cm.) long (missing leaf); two art movement
tables; dark blue velvet upholstered three
piece suite, tinplate washstand and two
cupboard (G) £50-80

414.
A Westacre Chinoiserie Sofa and
Chairs, black-painted sofa with gold design
and cotton caning --4in. (10cm.) wide; and two
similar chairs, all with different silk cushions;
and table top book stand with books £60-80

410.
A G & J Lines Dolls’ House, creampainted with gold lining, central brown front
door with lion head knocker, bay window
either side, central dormer window, printed
paper tiled roof and brick sides, front opening
to reveal four rooms, hall, stairs and landing,
original papers and fireplace, 1920s --28in.
(71cm.) wide (some wear and ageing)
£150-200

415.
German metal
Dolls’ House
Chattels,
comprising
typewriter
and
gramophone, probably Plank; tinplate wireless
receiver set and horn speaker; Art Deco desk
set comprising ink well, letter rack and blotter
and clock (G) £100-150
416.
Small-scale French Penny Toy Dolls’
House Furniture, cradle --2¾in. (7cm.) high;
trestle sewing machine, two dressing tables,
two seater sofa and larger scale high chair
converting to rocking chair (G) £70-100

406.
A G & J Lines No 14 Dolls’ House
1906-13, with central front door with lion head
knocker, columned porch with balustraded
balcony above, bay window either side on
ground floor, peaked roof, front opening to
reveal four rooms --32in. (81.5cm.) high (old
repaint and worn) £80-100
407.
Gottschalk Dolls’ House Matching
Furniture, all painted mahogany brown with
gold detailing, silk upholstered sofa --5¼in.
(13cm.) wide; rocking chair; cupboard and
circular table (G, retouching to table top)
£50-80
408.
German chromolithographed papercovered Wooden Dolls’ House Furniture,
decorated with insects and flowers, comprising
sofa --4in. (10cm.) wide, cupboard with clock
above, two pedestal tables, two chairs, foot
stool and cupboard (E) £200-300

411.
A large painted Wooden Dolls’
House probably G & J Lines, of three stories,
central front door with bay window either
side, balustraded balcony across the entire first
floor, French doors, five windows, two dormer
windows in grey painted roof, brick painted
façade with cream-painted coining and stone
work, staff accommodation to right side, front
opening in two halves to reveal six rooms with
fireplaces, internal doors, windows to sides,
working elevator to all floors with hall and
landings --41in. (104cm.) high (G, completely
refurbished, some parts replaced) £300-400

417.
A small G & J Lines Dolls’ House,
with cream-painted façade, brick detail to
edges, central front door with brass rosette,
pillared porch with curved balcony above,
four windows and front opening to reveal two
rooms with fireplaces --20½in. (52cm.) high
(completely restored) £60-80

412.
A G & J Lines No 20 boxed-back
Dolls’ House, with central front door with
lion head knocker, bay window each side, two
large first floor windows with balustraded
balcony across whole front, tiled roof with
two chimneys, front opening in the middle to
reveal four rooms, ‘real staircase’, fireplaces,
dresser and original papers, circa 1910 --31¼in.
(79.5cm.) high (F, exterior repainted and repapered, front door original, interior mainly
original) £80-120
409.
A G & J Lines No 60 Dolls’ House
1915-17, repainted cream, green front door
to the left with lion knocker, large bay window
to ground floor and balustraded balcony to
first floor, tinplate windows, front opening to
reveal four rooms, two fireplaces and staircase
--28½in. (72.5cm.) high (exterior refurbished,
interior with old papers) £80-100

413.
A G & J Lines Wooden Motorised
Gypsy Caravan, varnished and green painted
detail with yellow and red lining, lithographed
tinplate radiator with thistle motif, opening
rear door, back steps and lift-off roof and
fireplace --24in. (61cm.) long (completely
refurbished) £100-150

418.
A G & J Lines No 35 Dolls’ House
1913-15, with cream-painted front, the central
section with half-timbered printed paper and
central dummy front door, five lithographed
tinplate windows, central gable, brick-papered
sides and tiled paper roof, front opening to
reveal two large rooms with original papers
and fireplaces --22½in. (57cm.) high (G, some
restoration including roof re-papered and
green base repainted) £80-120

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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428.
A Waltershausen
Dolls’ House
Mirrored-Back Dresser, with glazed lower
half --5½in. (14cm.) high (drawer replaced);
German writing bureau, another cupboard
and two chairs (F-G) £60-80
429.
German white-painted Dolls’ House
Bedroom Furniture, comprising wardrobe
--5¾in. (14.5cm.) high, dressing table with
triptych mirror, another dressing table, twin
beds, bedside cupboard and chair (G) £80-120

419.
A G & J Lines No 37 Dolls’ House
1925, painted cream and grey with nine
tinplate windows, green front door with
knocker and letter box, pillared overhanging
roofs on ground and first floor, central gable
and front opening to reveal four rooms
with fireplaces --21½in. (54.5cm.) wide (G,
completely refurbished)
£60-80

422.
A pair of German bisque shoulderhead Dolls’ House Dolls, with blonde painted
moulded hair, blue eyes and rosy cheeks,
stuffed bodies with bisque lower limbs, brown
moulded boots and matching girl and boy
black velvet clothes trimmed in white cotton
and black beads --5½in. (14cm.) high (G)
£80-120

423.
A German lithographed papercovered Wooden Dolls’ House Bedroom
Set, satin wood finish printed with black line
decoration comprising half-tester bed --4½in.
(11.5cm.) high, dressing table, washstand and
three chairs (G) £150-200
424.
A larger scale German oak Dolls’
House Furniture Set, buffet --9¼in. (23.5cm.)
high, dining table, high back settle and four
dining chairs upholstered in green velvet (G)
£80-120

430.
A G & J Lines small box-back Dolls’
House,
with central front door, arched
pediments, four windows, white painted
ground floor and brick-paper first floor, front
opening to reveal two rooms --16in. (40.5cm.)
high, 1902-14 (F, repainted and re-papered)
£50-80

425.
German ‘My Home’ Modern
Movement or International style
Dolls’
House Furniture, yellow painted bedroom
pieces including wardrobe stamped ‘My Home’
Made in Germany --6¼in. (16cm.) high, chest
of drawers, bedside cupboard and dressing
mirror; white painted kitchen dresser and
cupboard, all with black detail
£70-100
420.
A German bisque shoulder-head
Gentleman Dolls’ House Doll, with moulded
blonde moustache and painted hair, blue eyes,
stuffed body with bisque hands and boots with
holes in heel for stand, original black felt suit
and cotton dress shirt --6½in. (16.5cm.) high
£80-100
426.
Two German all-bisque Dolls’ House
Dolls, both with blue glass eyes, fixed necks,
jointed at hip and shoulder, painted socks and
shoes, one dressed as sailor girl and he other in
green felt coat --3½in. (9cm.) high (G) £80-120
421.
German chromolithographed papercovered Wooden Dolls’ House Furniture,
printed with roses and other flowers on gold
ground, comprising sofa --3½in. (9cm.) wide,
cupboard, circular and rectangular table, four
chairs and hall mirror (G)
£150-200
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427.
Three German bisque shoulderhead Dolls’ House Dolls, man with light brown
painted hair and brown felt suit --4¾in. (12cm.)
high, women with blonde painted hair moulded
into bun, re-dressed in cream and lace, and
similar woman dressed as housekeeper, stuffed
bodies and bisque lower limbs (G) £100-150

431.
A G & J Lines No 33 Dolls’ House
circa 1909, cream-painted with central front
door and canopy above, two storey large bay to
left and four windows to right with balustraded
garden, mansard roof with dormer window
and widow’s walk and two chimneys, front
opening in the middle to reveal four rooms
with fireplaces, dresser, hall, stairs and landing
--32½in. (82.5cm.) high (F-G, fully repainted
and re-papered, some smaller parts replaced)
£200-300
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436.
German oak Dolls’ House Furniture,
desk with two large and four small drawers
--6in. (15cm.) wide; chaise lounge with red
upholstery and mantel clock £40-60
437.
Schneegas Dolls’ House Chairs,
Gothic sofa with brown velvet upholstery
--5¾in. (14.5cm.) wide, similar armchair, two
white painted chairs with gold detail and cane
seating, similar rocking chair and three other
chairs £70-100
432.
A G & J Lines No 34 The Clock House
Dolls’ House circa 1910, painted cream with
gold lining, half-glazed front door to the right
with small window either side, pillared porch
with balustrade balcony above, first floor
French windows, timbered to left and clock
dormer with working clock, front opening in
the middle to reveal four rooms with fireplaces
and range, original interior papers --32in.
(81.5cm.) high (F, some restoration) £200-300
438.
Eight china shoulder-head Dolls’
House Dolls, one dressed as maid --6¼in.
(16cm.) high, three others similar size and four
smaller, all with bisque limbs and black-painted
hair £60-80
439.
Four bisque shoulder-head Dolls’
House Dolls, all with blonde hair and bisque
limbs, one dressed in pink satin --3¾in. (9.5cm.)
high and another with painted Alice band
£80-120
433.
A G & J Lines for Gamages No 5
Dolls’ House, painted cream with gold lining,
half glazed front door to the right with ‘Letter’
box, pillared porch with balustraded balcony
and two windows above, the left with two
windows and balcony, dormer window in roof,
two chimneys, A.W. Gamage Ltd Holborn,
London brass plaque to front and opening at
each side with four rooms, tinplate fireplaces
and original papers, 1906-9 --29½in. (75cm.)
high (F-G, some restoration) £150-200
434.
A G & J Lines box-back Dolls’ House,
with central front door with brass rosette,
arched pediments and two windows to ground
floor, two windows with pointed pediments to
first, cream-painted and brick-papered, front
opening to reveal four rooms with fireplaces,
dresser and original papers, circa 1910 --25½in.
(64.5cm.) high (P-F) £80-100

445.
Three all-bisque
Dolls’ House
Children, one with blonde moulded curls,
blue painted shoes and socks --3½in. (9cm.)
high; another with orange socks and smaller
example, all jointed at shoulders and hips; and
bisque baby £70-100
446.
A Dolls’ House Oak What-Not,
three-tier shelf with shop stamp to base
‘Roland Porter - High Street Sutton Surrey’
--6¾in. (17cm.) high; oak revolving book
case with paper-covered books (feet a little
damaged); and table and stool £60-80
447.
Schneegas Dolls’ House Furniture,
chest of drawers with metal knobs --4½in.
(11cm.) wide, sewing table and three Gothic
chairs £50-80

440.
German blonde wood Dolls’ House
Furniture, cupboard with small cupboard
above, metal knobs and hinges --6½in.
(16.5cm.) high, upholstered sofa with fringing,
matching armchair and chair and table with
scrap on top £40-60

441.
A German Dolls’ House Sitting Room
Set, comprising floral printed upholstered sofa
with brass lion heads --5¼in. (14cm.) wide,
two matching arm chairs and three smaller
chairs; upright piano with transfer design and
an extending dining table with two leafs (F-G,
upholstery fraying and one lion head replaced)
£70-100

435.
A G & J Lines Wooden Dolls’ House,
painted cream, paper bricks to edge and sides,
width of house balustraded veranda, three
windows, paper tiled roof and front opening
to reveal two rooms with fireplaces --26in.
(66cm.) high (G, completely repainted and repapered) £80-100

444.
Three bisque shoulder-head Dolls’
House Dolls, man with blonde painted hair
and blue eyes, embellished to look like older
man, stuffed body and velvet robes --6½in.
(16.5cm.) high; woman with blonde painted
and moulded hair in bun (missing foot) and
another £60-80

442.
Dolls’ House Pewter and Glass
Chattels, stand with six wine glasses --3½in.
(8.5cm.) high, kettle on stand, lidded dish,
toast rack and glass jug £60-80
443.
Nine Dolls’ House Carpet Cleaners,
Taylor & Barrett cylinder vacuum with hose
and plug, French tinplate carpet sweeper and
Hoover model 262 £50-80

448.
A German blonde wood Dolls’
House Bedroom Set, comprising half-tester
bed with pink curtains and gold Dresden
paper trim --4¼in. (10.5cm.) long, dressing
mirror with drawers and cupboard, coat hook,
bedside cupboard, chair and foot stool
£70-100
449.
An unusual German Dolls’ House
Custard Set, six lidded porcelain cups on tray
decorated in pink and green, impressed 10862
and red painted teapot mark --2¼in (5.5cm.)
wide; similar coffee set in blue and gold
with pink roses (missing sugar lid and saucer
damaged); and other items
£80-120
450.
French Penny Toy small-scale Dolls’
House items, including grand piano, two
perambulators, rocking chair, day bed, dressing
table and convertible highchair rocker, possibly
Britains (G) £60-80

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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458.
Dolls’ House Gardening, red painted
lead watering can --2in. (5cm.) high, two steel
working lawn mowers, garden roller and wheel
barrow, turned wooden bowl with composition
hyacinth bulbs, various flower post and
wooden garden furniture of smaller scale
£60-80
465.
Metal Dolls’ House Chattels, giltmetal dressing table mirror --2¼in. (5.5cm.)
wide, similar blotter (tarnished), soft metal
and cloth screen, electric table lamp with glass
shade, oil and vinegar cruet, coal scuttle and
work basket £120-180

451.
Schneegas Dolls’ House Furniture,
comprising Davenport desk, wardrobe/display
stand --6in. (15cm.) high, upright piano,
bedside cabinet with marbled top and two
chairs £70-100
452.
Dolls’ House Pictures, pressed
tinplate oval ornate picture frame with children
playing --3¼in. (8cm.) high, one gold painted
cast lead, one pressed gilt metal and others
£50-80
453.
A bisque shoulder-head gentleman
Dolls’ House Doll, with moulded brown
moustache and hair, blue eyes, stuffed body,
bisque limbs, brown felt suit and cardboard hat
--7in. (17.5cm.) high including hat £60-80

459.
German Art Nouveau stencilledwood Dolls’ House Furniture, buffet with
silver transfer decoration --5in. (12.5cm.) wide
and similar table; pine glazed dresser with
black stencilled decoration; and five chairs and
sofa in plain wood with red upholstery and
fringing £60-80
460.
Painted pressed card Dolls’ House
Garden Furniture,
cream-painted basket
furniture with blue edge - one two seater --4½in.
(11.5cm.) wide, five armchairs and rocking
chair; wooden telephone, gramophone, tea set
and radio; and other items £60-80

454.
Two bisque shoulder-head Dolls’
House Child Dolls, both with blonde moulded
painted hair and blue eyes, the boy possibly
dressed boy scout --4¾in. (12cm.) high, the girl
in pink with ‘ermine’ trim and muff
£60-80

461.
Five all-bisque Dolls’ House Dolls,
comprising boy in moulded top hat and felt
clothes --3½in. (9cm.) high, girl with blonde
moulded hair including loop for ribbon and
three with brown hair, each with different hair
styles, jointed at shoulders and hips £100-150

455.
A Dolls’ House grey stained wood
Set, comprising wardrobe --5¾in. (14.5cm.)
high; three single beds, cupboard, dressing
table, bedside cabinet, table, two arm chairs,
two chairs and towel rail £60-80

462.
Eight shoulder-head Dolls’ House
Dolls, five bisque, one made up as needle case,
another bisque with moulded bonnet and two
chinas, all with stuffed bodies and bisque limbs
(generally lower quality) £60-80

456.
Upholstered Dolls’ House Furniture,
burgundy velvet armchair with lion heads --3in.
(7.5cm.) high, three similar armless chairs,
three other red velvet chairs; and green sofa
£60-80
463.
Schneegas Dolls’ House Furniture,
an upright piano with working keys and
mirrored front --5in. (12.5cm.) high, Davenport
desk, sewing table and two Gothic chairs
£60-80
457.
Two pieces of Kate O’ Rourke Dolls’
House Furniture, oak mirrored buffet --6¾in.
(17cm.) high and similar hall mirrored stand,
both ink stamped; oak bed, oak mirror and
washstand £60-80
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464.
Metal Dolls’ House Chattels, goldpainted cast lead wall mounted clock with
pendulum --3¾in. (9.5cm.) high, lead mantel
clock with cherub, soft metal and cloth screen,
pair of vases, pair of pictures and other items
£100-120

466.
Oak Dolls’ House Furniture, four
chairs upholstered in gold-figured velvet --5in.
(12.5cm.) high, fireplace with overmantel,
D-end dining table, mirrored buffet and
another £70-100
467.
Schneegas embossed Dolls’ House
Furniture, full length dressing mirror --7in.
(17.5cm.) high (one foot replaced), chest of
drawers, hanging corner shelf, chair and wall
mirror, all but the corner shelf embossed with
Art Nouveau decoration £50-80

468.
German Dolls’ House Furniture,
painted tinplate highchair stamped Germany
--2½in. (6.5cm.) high, white-painted Gottschalk
bed, washstand and chair with gold detail,
floral upholstered sofa and four chairs
£70-100
469.
A Schneegas Davenport Desk, with
pigeon holes and drawers across top --5¼in.
(13.5cm.) high; upholstered sofa and four
chairs with printed design to back (fraying) and
carpet £70-100
470.
Metal
Dolls’ House Chattels,
including white metal table centre-piece fruit
bowl with horse and tree base --2½in. (6cm.)
high (one foot missing), gold painted lead stick
stand, radiator, soft metal and cloth screen and
other items £80-100

471.
Earlier Dolls’ House Chattels, Evans
& Cartwright painted tinplate fender --4½in.
(11cm.) wide, four plates of composition food,
three on pressed card plates, Jo Kerr & Co
tinplate matchbox, brush set, painted tinplate
bath and other items £100-150
472.
Schneegas Dolls’ House Furniture,
marbled top buffet --6½in. (16.5cm.) high
(crack to marble), extending dining table with
two leaves, four carvers and two chairs all with
cane seats £60-80
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479.
Four all-bisque Dolls’ House Dolls,
two with bobbed curly blonde moulded hair,
one dressed as nurse maid, the other in felt
outdoor coat --3¼in. (8cm.); man dressed
in felt plus-fours; and another with brown
bobbed moulded hair £100-150
473.
Dolls’ House Chattels, lead bentwood rocking chair painted green and white
--2¾in. (7cm.) high, soft metal two-tier tea
stand, interesting wooden wall mounted two
person telephone with working bell, Plank?
vacuum cleaner, metal wall-mounted clock and
other items £100-120

474.
Oak Dolls’ House Furniture, German
art movement cupboard/dresser with brass
detail --6in. (15cm.) high, pair of red velvet
armchairs, gate-leg table, settle, glazed dresser
and other items £80-100
475.
Dolls’ House boxed or carded
Sets, Doll’s House Water Set in Jacobean
Glassware; blue diecast Dollie’s Bathroom Set;
and German single place setting with cutlery
basket, in original boxes; Tiny Toys metal place
setting, priced 6½d; and cast-iron fire irons and
iron, both on original card £60-80

480.
An unusual G & J Lines Wooden
Dolls’ House in Two Parts, of three bays, the
right bay separate section, dummy front door
with two lion head knockers, rosettes and two
letter boxes, three bay windows across ground
floor and three pairs of windows with balconies
across first floor, stone and brick-paper facade,
opening in three sections to reveal six rooms
with fireplaces --42¾in. (108.5cm.) wide (G,
mainly refurbished) £200-300
481.
A G & J Lines Wooden No 37 Dolls’
House circa 1915, painted cream with nine
tinplate windows, brown front door with
lion head knocker and brass rosette, squarepillared supports to roof, paper tiled roof, front
opening to reveal four rooms with fireplaces,
original papers and thistle paper label to back
--26in. (66cm.) high (F, repainted facade)
£80-120

484.
A G & J Lines No 32 Dolls’ House
circa 1909, cream-painted with front door
and canopy above, two storey large bay to left
and three windows to right with balustraded
garden, mansard roof with dormer window
and widow’s walk and two chimneys, front
opening in the middle to reveal four rooms
with fireplaces and dresser --33½in. (85cm.)
high (E, completely restored)
£200-300
485.
19th century Dolls’ House Furniture,
an oak gate-legged table with D ends and cloth
hinge --3¼in.(8cm.) high, twisted wire bed,
German tinplate hip bath, two pine chairs with
red upholstery and two tinplate coal scuttles
£80-120

486.
Interesting Dolls’ House Chattels,
lithographed tinplate plate printed with roast
chicken and sausages --2 7/8in. (7cm.) wide,
composition roast chicken on plate, metal stick
stand, some good quality clear glass, three
mirrors and other items (F-G)
£100-150

476.
Three bisque shoulder-head Dolls’
House Dolls, the largest with blonde painted
moulded hair, impressed 272?, stuffed body
and bisque limbs --5¾in. (14.5cm.) high; and
two smaller similar (one missing foot) £70-100
477.
A bisque shoulder-head Gentleman
Dolls’ House Doll, with blonde painted and
moulded moustache and hair, stuffed body
with bisque limbs and light brown felt suit
--5¼in. (13.5cm.) high; and similar maid (G)
£60-80
478.
Two bisque headed Dolls’ House
Children, both with dark glass eyes, brown
mohair wig and orange painted shoes, with
remains of original clothes --3½in. (9cm.) high
(F-G) £50-80

482.
A G & J Lines Wooden No 37 Dolls’
House,
painted cream with six tinplate
windows, brown front door with lion head
knocker, round-pillared supports to roof, paper
tiled roof, front opening to reveal four rooms
with fireplaces, 1920s --25½in. (64cm.) high (F,
restored) £60-80
483.
A G & J Lines Wooden Dolls’ House,
painted cream with gold detail, brick-paper
quoining to sides, central green front door,
five large windows, four pillars supporting
balustraded balconies, tiled paper roof, front
opening in two sections to reveal four rooms
with fireplaces, dresser, hall, stairs and landing
and some original papers, 1910s --28in. (71cm.)
high (F, exterior restored) £80-100

487.
Dolls’ House Beds, an interesting
curled wire half-tester bed painted green with
original lace hanging --7¼in. (18.5cm.) high,
similar white child’s bed; and early looking
Moses basket £50-80

488.
Schneegas Dolls’ House Furniture,
comprising extending table with leaf --2½in.
(6cm.) high, embossed wood dressing table
with marble top, upright piano, two Gothic
chairs and bed
£70-100
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489.
19th century Dolls’ House Furniture,
white-stained buffet with applied scraps --4in.
(10cm.) high, yellow velvet upholstered sofa
with Dresden paper trim, pair of bent-wire
beds, pair of chairs and foot stool £100-150

498.
A G & J Lines Wooden Dolls’
House No 35, with cream-painted and brickpaper façade, small central front door, pillars
supporting roof, tinplate windows, central
gable with window and front opening to reveal
two rooms with fireplaces, circa 1925 --22½in.
(57cm.) high (F, restored) £50-80

490.
Dolls’ House Clocks, comprising
tinplate Penny Toy-type wall clock with
winding mechanism and pendulum --3¾in.
(9.5cm.) high, gold-painted soft metal wall
clock with bird pediment and pendulum, five
metal mantel clocks and longcase clock (F-G,
longcase probably repainted) £120-180
491.
German metal Dolls’ House Chattels,
knife stand, gong, fire side companion set, tray
with glass Scotch bottle and two glasses, cruet
stand with glass bottles, tiered stand with fruit,
probably originally for knives, glass dish with
metal lid and saucer, other items; and bear rug
£80-100

492.
A German Art Nouveau Dolls’ House
Set, red stained with gold transfer decoration
comprising sofa, four chairs and foot stool
upholstered in flowery print, side cupboard
--6¼in. (15.5cm.) high, hall mirror and small
upright piano (G) £80-120

495.
A G & J Lines for Gamages Wooden
Dolls’ House No 71, painted cream with
large central two-storey bay window, tinplate
windows, front door to right hand side,
balustraded balconies to first floor windows
either side, paper tiled roof with large dormer
window, front opening to reveal two large
rooms with fireplaces, hall, stairs and landing,
original wall papers and brass Gamages plaque
applied to front, 1915-22 --29in. (73.5cm.) high
(F-G, cream repainted) £100-150
496.
A G & J Lines Wooden Dolls’ House
No 70, painted cream with large two-storey
bay window to left, tinplate front door to
right, tinplate windows, dormer window, front
opening to reveal two rooms with fireplace,
hall, stairs and landing, 1915-22
--27in.
(68.5cm.) high (F, completely refurbished)
£50-80
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500.
A German grey stained Dolls’ House
Furniture, dressing table --5¾in. (14.5cm.)
high, upholstered ottoman, two wardrobes,
two beds and four other items
£70-100
501.
German metal
Dolls’ House
Chattels, tinplate Penny Toy style wall clock
with pendulum --3¾in. (9.5cm.) high, gold
painted soft metal - umbrella stand, nut dish
and work basket; and green cutlery tray
£80-120

493.
Schneegas Dolls’ House Furniture,
Gothic sofa and two matching armchairs
upholstered in red velvet --4½in. (11.5cm.)
high, dressing table, rocking chair and two
other chairs £100-150

494.
German Dolls’ House Furniture, an
upholstered corner chair --2¼in. (5.5cm.) high,
blue upholstered sofa with three matching
chairs, oak washstand with printed marbled
paper top and other items
£80-120

499.
German Dolls’ House Furniture,
an oak fireplace with mirrored overmantel,
printed paper tiles and flame --5¾in. (14.5cm.)
high, green upholstered sofa and matching
arm chair, oak buffet, three chairs and mirror
£80-100

497.
A G & J Lines Wooden Dolls’ House
No 72, painted cream with central tinplate
front door, tinplate windows, dormer window,
front opening in the middle to reveal four
rooms, hall, stairs and landing, also back
opening to reveal two small rooms on side,
some original papers, circa 1920 --28in. (71cm.)
high (F, needs some restoration, missing one
tinplate window) £50-80

502.
German metal Art Nouveau Dolls’
House Chattels, gold-painted lead lady holding
mirror --3½in. (8.5cm.) high and three goldpainted soft metal frames, one with mirror,
the other two with printed pictures; and goldpainted soft metal modernist coat stand
£80-120
503.
Dolls’ House Bedroom Furniture,
two small cream-painted wrought iron beds
with springs --4in. (10cm.) long, larger similar
black and gold bed, tinplate washstand,
wooden towel rail and white painted table and
pair of armchairs £70-100
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517.
German
tinplate
Bathroom
Furniture, cream-painted bath on stand with
draining tap --3¾in. (9.5cm.) high, flushing
lavatory, two washstands (one repainted) and
lead pink-painted jug and basin £50-80
504.
Metal Dolls’ House Furniture, soft
metal fireplace painted cream and gold with
smoking fire --3in. (7.5cm.) high, two white
painted soft metal cots, one missing sides, blue
painted tinplate highchair and pink painted
tinplate cutlery tray stamped Germany (F-G)
£70-100
505.
German Dolls’ House Furniture,
Schneegas wardrobe with shop stamp for
Beale Ltd Bournemouth --6¼in. (15.5cm.) high,
chest of drawers with transfer flower to top,
oak Schneegas - bed and green upholstered
sofa; and set of bent-wood furniture £70-100

506.
Schneegas Dolls’ House Furniture,
embossed dressing table with shop stamp for
Beale Ltd Bournemouth --7in. (17.5cm.) high
(slight damage to top), mirrored wardrobe,
two single beds, chest of drawers and two
Gothic chairs £70-100
507.
Tinplate Dolls’ House Bathroom
Furniture, pink-painted bath on stand --4¾in.
(12cm.) high (missing emptying tap), creampainted bath with working tap and similar
washstand (G); repainted flushing lavatory and
sink with plug £70-100

508.
German Dolls’ House Furniture, an
upholstered sofa, matching armchairs and two
chairs, oak upright piano --5½in. (14cm.) high,
chest of drawers and other items £80-120

510.
A pair of German all-bisque 135
Dolls’ House Dolls, with blue painted eyes,
closed mouths, red hair mohair wigs, jointed
at shoulders and hips with painted shoes and
socks and original clothes --4½in. (11.5cm.)
high £80-100
511.
Gottschalk Dolls’ House Furniture,
brown-painted upholstered sofa--6in. (15cm.)
wide, circular brown painted table, wood
drinks trolley and corner cupboard, whitepainted rocking chair and chair; and five scatter
cushions £60-80
512.
Wooden Dolls’ House Chattels, two
painted part dinner sets, pair of candlesticks,
tazza with flowers, electric lamp, flower pots
and set of three plain wood graduated buckets
decorated with violets £60-80

513.
Dolls’ House 20th Century
Technology, Tiny Toys heated towel rail with
towel printed Tiny Toys --2¾in. (6.5cm.)
high, two telephones, wooden crystal radio,
Plank horn speaker for radio, bakelite pencil
sharpener radio, table top gas cooker and
other items £60-80

518.
Three German bisque shoulderhead Dolls’ House Dolls, with blonde painted
moulded hair, stuffed body and elaborate
original old gold wedding dress --3¾in.
(9.5cm.) high and two others similar wearing
blue dresses £70-100
519.
Seven china shoulder-head Dolls’
House Dolls, all with black-painted hair, stuffed
bodies, bisque limbs and some old clothes
--6¼in. (16cm.) high (two feet missing)
£40-60

520.
A bisque shoulder-head gentleman
Dolls’ House Doll, with moulded top hat,
blonde painted hair, blue eyes and painted
moustache, stuffed body, bisque limbs and
felt suit --5in. (12.5cm.) high; and lady bisque
shoulder head doll in original clothes (clothes
discoloured) £70-100

514.
German Dolls’ House Furniture,
pine dresser printed with Art Nouveau design
--6in. (15cm.) high, red stained upright piano,
table and cupboard all with printed pattern,
radio, sofa and three arm chairs and small bed
£50-80
515.
Schneegas Dolls’ House chairs, red
velvet upholstered sofa and matching chair
--4½in. (11.5cm.) high, two rocking chairs and
four other chairs £60-80

509.
A pair of French Unis bisque headed
Dolls’ House Dolls, with blue painted eyes,
closed mouths, brown wigs, composition
bodies and original clothes --5in. (12.5cm.)
high £60-80

521.
Four all-bisque Dolls’ House Dolls,
three with moulded hair, two blonde and one
brunette, one dressed as nurse maid --3¼in.
(8cm.) high, another as maid and one in blue
checked dress; and another with mohair wig
and original dress, all jointed at shoulders and
hips £80-120
516.
German Dolls’ House Furniture,
cream-painted dressing table, probably
Schneegas with triptych mirror --5in. (12.5cm.)
high, similar bed and two chairs, extending
table (replacement leaf) and other items
£50-80

522.
Two German bisque headed Dolls’
House Dolls, one with blue glass eyes, brown
mohair wig and closed mouth, composition
body and original blue dress --4½in. (11cm.)
high; and another similar slightly larger with
open mouth £60-80
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529.
All-bisque Dolls’ House Babies,
large baby impressed 202 with blue painted
eye, hair wig and blue gingham dress --3½in.
(9cm.) long, five babies with blonde painted
hair --2½in. (6cm.) long (two legs missing) and
three others (one leg damaged) £70-100

523.
Two French all-bisque Dolls’ House
Dolls, both jointed at neck, shoulders and hips,
blue painted eyes and boots, original clothes
--2½in. (6cm.) high; and miniature doll’s trunk
with lift out tray and knitted outfit £80-120
524.
Seven bisque shoulder-head Dolls,
six with blonde mohair wigs, one with moulded
black hair, all stuffed bodies with bisque limbs,
one dressed as maid, one made into needle
case --6½in. (16.5cm.) height of largest
£70-100

525.
Two all bisque
Dolls’ House
Children, one boy with lightly moulded and
painted blonde hair, blue painted eyes and
closed mouth, jointed body with painted shoes
and socks --3½in. (8.5cm.) high; and similar girl
with bobbed moulded blonde hair £60-80
526.
Two German all-bisque
Dolls’
House Dolls, boy with deep blue glass eyes,
blonde mohair wig, jointed at shoulders and
hips, painted shoes and socks and original
costume--3 1.2in. (9cm.) high; and similar girl
with painted blue eyes (firing flaw to cheek)
£60-80
527.
Six small all-bisque Dolls, girl with
blonde moulded curly hair with blue painted
shoes --3in. (7.5cm.) high, two smaller similar
dolls, two miniatures in crochet clothes; and
similar black doll £60-80

528.
Four Dolls’ House Children, Hertwig
boy with moulded blonde hair and dressed
torso, cloth arms and legs with bisque lower
limbs --4in. (10cm.) high, shoulder-head girl
with blue ribbons in her hair, another shoulder
head and pink all-bisque doll £60-80
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536.
Three bisque headed Dolls’ House
Dolls, all with blue painted eyes, closed
mouths, wigs and composition bodies --3½in.
(9cm.) high; and another all-bisque £60-80
530.
A bisque shoulder-head
Dolls’
House Doll, with blonde moulded hair, dressed
as maid, stuffed body and bisque limbs --3½in.
(9cm.) high, six others; peg wooden doll and
pudding charm doll £70-100

537.
Japanese bisque Dolls’ House Dolls,
five shoulder head dolls, two with moulded
hair held with ribbons, another with blonde
moulded hair and blue painted shoes --6¾in.
(17cm.) high and two others; all-bisque and
another £40-60

531.
Four all-bisque
Dolls’ House
Children, one dressed as Little Red Riding Hood
--3½in. (9cm.) high, another sad looking with
blonde moulded hair and two others £80-100

538.
Four all-bisque Dolls’ House Dolls,
all with glass eyes and wigs, one with socket
head and green dress --4in. (10cm.) high and
three others all jointed at shoulders and hips
(F, some repairs) £60-80
532.
Four bisque shoulder-head Dolls’
House Dolls, one with blue painted eyes, head
slightly to the left and down, blonde mohair
wig, stuffed body, bisque limbs and blue floral
printed dress --3½in. (9cm.) high; and three
others with blonde moulded hair £70-100

539.
Five all-bisque Dolls’ House Dolls,
all with wigs and jointed at shoulders and hips,
one with pink painted shoes --3in. (7.5cm.)
high and twins in pink party dresses; and
shoulder-head doll £60-80

533.
Two all bisque
Dolls’ House
Children, one with dark glass eyes and blonde
wig, the other with brown glass eyes and black
wig, jointed at shoulders and hips, redressed
-4in. (10cm.) high £50-80

540.
Bisque Children with jointed arms,
German and Japanese including cutie girl with
painted side glancing eyes and blonde moulded
hair --4in. (10cm.) high; others smaller and two
bisque figures £50-80

534.
Four all-bisque Dolls’ House Dolls,
one with blue glass eyes, blonde wig and
brown shoes with black socks --3½in. (9cm.)
high, another with jointed head and yellow
socks with black shoes (chip to body) and two
others £50-80

535.
Five all-bisque
Dolls’ House
Children, girl with blonde moulded hair and
brown painted shoes with socks --3in. (7.5cm.)
high, smaller with her head held to left and
forward (missing leg); and three others with
wigs £50-80

541.
A pair of German bisque shoulderhead Dolls’ House Dolls, with blonde moulded
hair, blue painted eyes, stuffed bodies, bisque
limbs and pink dresses with cotton fur trim
with black beads and muff --4¾in. (12cm.) high
(clothes fraying) £60-80
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549.
Oak Dolls’ House Furniture, sofa
and three chairs upholstered in green brushed
cotton printed with silver pattern, the sofa
stamped ‘Kate O’Rourke’ --5in. (12.5cm.) wide,
chest of drawers, buffet and bedside cupboard
(G) £50-80

555.
German Dolls’ House Furniture,
sofa upholstered in patterned burgundy velvet
--5½in. (14cm.) wide, display cabinet, five
chairs and other items (G) £40-60

550.
Schneegas Dolls’ House Furniture,
marble topped washstand with embossed
patterned doors --4¾in. (12cm.) wide (marble
repaired), chest of drawers with illegible shop
stamp, single bed and small cupboard both
with embossed decoration and marble topped
table; dark stained extending dining table and
four dining chairs with oil-cloth upholstery (G)
£100-150

557.
Dolls’ House Chattels, tinplate and
paper wireless receiver and horn speaker,
two chandelier, gold painted soft metal work
basket, similar mirror, brass tray, coal scuttle
and other items (G) £80-120

542.
German lead Dolls’ House and
ornament dogs, including cold painted bronze
terrier, possibly the King’s dog Caesar --3in.
(7.5cm.) long, two Sealyham terriers, reclining
dog and others (F-G) £80-120

556.
Dolls’ House Kitchen Items, creampainted wooden sink --4in. (10cm.) high
with separate draining table and plate rack,
matching table and chair; DCMT Crescent grey
gas cooker, tinplate mangle and other items (FG) £40-60

543.
German lead Dolls’ House and
Ornamental Dogs, including three Dachshunds,
German Shepherd seated next to barrel --3in.
(7.5cm.) high, pug and Dachshund sat under
umbrelland other items (F-G) £70-100
544.
Smaller-scale
Dolls’
House
Furniture, three single beds, two cream and
one red stained, possibly Gottschalk --3in.
(7.5cm.) long, upholstered sofa with turned
feet and fringing, soft metal cream-painted
cot, upright piano and other items (F-G, piano
lid replaced) £60-80

558.
Dolls’ House Chattels, painted
tinplate hot water can (missing most paint),
turned bone chamber stick, soft metal coal
scuttle, two Black Forest mirrors and bracket
shelf and other items (F-G) £60-80
559.
Dolls’ House Chattels, including
cold painted bronze flower pot, French penny
toy rocking chair, soft metal fire companion
set and napkin holder, mantel clock and other
items (F-G) £40-60

545.
Interesting Dolls’ House Furniture,
stained wood grand piano, attributed by owner
to Westacre --4½in. (11.5cm.) long, oak coffer,
attributed by owner to Waltershausen, bentwire standard lamp, two display cabinets, book
case and turned wooden sink (G) £70-100
546.
Smaller-scale German Dolls’ House
Furniture, two dark stained single beds --4in.
(10cm.) long, oak chest of drawers, bedside
cabinet, display cabinet and other items (G)
£60-80

551.
Larger-scale Dolls’ House Furniture,
porcelain bathroom set comprising bath --5½in.
(14cm.) long, sink and lavatory with wooden
seat and taps, two pieces with red label for
‘Viking Toys K Wiles Ltd Manchester’ ; carved
and red painted wooden sofa and armchair,
‘Log Cabin’ Toy Furniture Set, in original box
and other items (F-G) £70-100
552.
Art Deco large scale Dolls’ House
Furniture, beige and red oil-cloth upholstered
three-piece suite --6in. (15cm.) width of sofa;
floral printed cotton and oil-cloth three piece
suite; grained wood sideboard and table; red
painted flecked with gold two chairs and table;
and another chair (G) £60-80

547.
Tinplate Dolls’ House Furniture,
single bed with canopy --5½in. (14cm.) long
(repainted), German Art Deco push chair,
blue and gold bath on legs, lavatory and
perambulator (F-G) £60-80

553.
Oak Dolls’ House Furniture, bureau
bookcase with dummy books --5½in. (14cm.)
high, display cabinet, two bureaus, Art
Nouveau sideboard and other items (G)
£40-60

548.
German grey stained Dolls’ House
Bedroom Furniture, comprising two wardrobes
--5¾in. (14.5cm.) high, two pairs of single beds
and three bedside cabinets (G)
£60-80

554.
Oak Dolls’ House Furniture, an
extending dining table with two leaves --4¼in.
(10.5cm.) wide, wardrobe, two bedside
cabinets and buffet, all four with metal
decoration, hall stand, sofa and two chair (G)
£40-60

560.
Soft metal Dolls’ House items,
including ornate wall mirror --3¼in. (8cm.)
high, bird cage on stand marked Germany, two
other bird cages and other items (F-G)
£50-80
561.
Tinplate Dolls’ House kitchen and
bathroom, cream washing tub with mangle
--3½in. (9cm.) high, Dolly’s Kitchen Range with
cardboard hearth, mangle, washstand and
other items (F-G) £40-60
562.
Dolls’ House Furniture, German
display cabinet --4¾in. (12cm.) high, upright
piano and table, three similar orange stained
furniture and other items (F-G)
£40-60
563.
German Dolls’ House Furniture,
Schneegas single bed --4½in. (11.5cm.) long,
red stained display cabinet, two gold painted
tinplate beds and other items (F-G)
£40-60
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564.
Cream-painted
Dolls’ House
Bedroom Furniture, dressing table --4½in.
(11.5cm.) high,
chest of drawers, bed,
bedside cabinet, towel rail and other items,
mainly German; wrought iron bed (F-G, some
repainting) £40-60
565.
A quantity of Dolls’ House Furniture,
wicker cot with baby and gingham awning
--4½in. (11.5cm.) high, repainted tinplate
lavatory, various chairs, table and cupboards
(F-G) £40-60
566.
cream-painted
Dolls’ House
Bedroom Furniture, comprising two single
beds --4¾in. (12cm.) long, dressing table,
wardrobe, two bedside cabinets, tables and
chairs (F-G) £40-60
567.
Tinplate Dolls’ House Furniture,
mauve bath on legs with tap --4in. (10cm.) high
(missing tap handle), two wash stands and two
beds (F) £40-60
568.
Dolls’ House Food, two Playtime
Food Plates, gold card with composition food,
ink stamp to underside, other food on china
plates, composition food including Happy
Xmas cake, turned wood tea set and other
items (F-G, some damage) £40-60

573.
China and bisque shoulder-head
Dolls, four bisque and one china; Frozen
Charlotte in baby robe (rough end to one hand,
factory flaw) and two others £60-80

574.
Bisque Dolls’ House Dolls, two allbisque girl dolls, one with glass eyes; French
brown all-bisque (chip to body), others missing
parts and spares (F) £60-80
575.
Dolls’ House Chattels, gold-painted
cast-iron fire irons tied on to the remains of
original retail card, glass perfume atomiser,
metal floor gong, candelabra, table cigar cutter
and twin egg cup and other items £40-60
576.
Dolls’ House Chattels, French penny
toy cradle, metal and glass cruet set, framed
photographs of George V and Queen Mary,
trinket casket, plush dog and other items (F-G)
£50-80

583.
A Wooden home built ‘Karine
Graham’ Sweets and Tobacco shop, creampainted with three bay windows, front door,
hand-painted sign, front opening to reveal
counter and shelves, electrically-lit, cash till
and quantity of produce including two Huntley
& Palmer’s sample tins --22½in. (57.5cm.) wide
(G) £40-60
584.
A German lithographed paper on
wood Stable, with grey painted roof, hay loft
door and two stalls with wheeled composition
horses --14½in. (37cm.) wide (G); Elastolintype wooden cart with composition horses and
few other items (F) £50-80
585.
A small D H Wagner & Sohn painted
wood Dolls’ House, painted cream with red
roof, stencilled timbering, uncut windows with
cardboard frames, front opening to reveal two
rooms with original papers --12½in. (31.5cm.)
high (G); and printed paper covered wooden
cottage £60-80

577.
Dolls’ House Kitchen Items,
including pine dresser --6½in. (16.5cm.) high,
tinplate mangle and gas cooker, plaster food,
German metal vacuum cleaner and other items
(F-G) £40-60
578.
Dolls’ House Chattels, pair of metal
candlesticks, Taylor & Barrett vacuum cleaner,
candlestick telephone, miniature playing cards
and other items (F-G) £40-60

569.
Dolls’ House 20th Century
Technology, including five telephones, two
vacuums and carpet cleaner, typewriter,
tinplate mangle and other items (F-G) £40-60

586.
A D H Wagner & Sohn Dolls’ House
Wooden Garage, with painted red roof, beige
sides with stone lower quarter, green double
doors with paper garage sign, separate ramp
and Moko Bavaria importer’s label to base,
blue pencil to base M/T 5/10 --14¼in. (36cm.)
deep (G) £100-150

570.
Dolls’ House Chattels, two castmetal steins with lids, tinplate hand mirror,
plaster salads and Christmas pudding, red lead
coal scuttle, pack of playing cards and other
items (G) £60-80
571.
Dolls’ House Chattels, cast metal
Anfoe carpet sweeper, French penny toy
convertible highchair, mantel clock and other
items (F-G) £40-60

579.
Dolls’ House kitchen items, onion
pattern porcelain part dinner service, in
circular box; cast-metal Jdeal carpet sweeper,
soft metal coal scuttle, kitchen utensils and
table (F-G) £60-80
580.
A large quantity of Dolls’ House
Chattels, including soft metal birdcage, food,
metal vessels, kitchen table and chair and
other items, some modern £50-80
581.
A large quantity of Dolls’ House
Chattels, including quantity of turned wooden
vessels, possibly Russian, pine dresser, metal
vessels and other items £50-80

572.
A painted bisque male shoulderhead Dolls’ House Doll, dark blonde painted
hair, stuffed body with bisque limbs and felt
clothes --4¼in. (10.5cm.) high, three all-bisque
dolls with blonde moulded bobbed hair and
miniature all-bisque in crochet outfit £80-100
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582.
A hand-built Wooden Model of
Church, painted brown with red tiled roof,
tower, spire and front step --26in. (66cm.)
high - label to the base reading ‘The outskirts
of Town - Thurston Laidlaw School - 30 Billing
???? Northamp?? £10. 10’ £30-40

587.
A German red roof Wooden Dolls’
House, with brick-paper façade, green front
door with steps to veranda, door to first floor
balcony, gable and front opening to reveal two
rooms with original papers --23in. (58.5cm.)
high (F, repainted roof and other restoration)
£150-200
588.
Miniatures and Novelties, two
celluloid fruit basket and bowl tape measures;
two lead bears under umbrella, pencil
sharpeners in the form of radio, cuckoo clock
and alarm clock, miniature frames, cracker
charms and cold-painted bronze pug with
Merry Christmas sandwich board £60-80
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

589.
Miniatures and novelties, Whitby Jet
dolls’ house chair and table, continental silver
birdcage, miniature frames, Mauchlinware
cradle, miniature playing cards and other items
£60-80

590.
An interesting G & J Lines Wooden
Dolls’ House, cream-painted and brick-paper
façade, rough-cast sides and back, red painted
roof, porch, tinplate windows, window boxes,
two turned fir trees in pots, front opening
to reveal two rooms, fire places and original
paper, Thistle logo transfer to back --24½in.
(62cm.) high (G) £80-120

593.
A Triangtois Size O Dolls’ House
circa 1924, with timbered and rough-cast
façade, green front door with ‘Letter’ box, two
windows with card shutters, front opening to
reveal two rooms, fireplace and original papers
--15¼in. (38.5cm.) high (F-G) £60-80
594.
Elgin
Dolls’ House oak finish
Furniture, two sideboards --4¾in. (12cm.)
width of largest, wardrobe, dressing table,
table and two chairs, all stamped Elgin Enfield;
and table top book stand and rug (E)
£60-80

LINES BROS. TRI-ANG DOLLS’
HOUSES AND FURNITURE, LATER
DOLLS’ HOUSE FURNITURE
AND CHATTELS BY OTHER
MANUFACTURERS

598.
A small Tri-ang 1930s Dolls’ House,
with cream-painted façade, plain wood front
door, tinplate windows with printed shutters
and front opening to reveal two rooms
--16½in. (41.5cm.) high (F, repainted roof and
re-papered interior)
£60-80
599.
A Triangtois Size B Dolls’ House, with
cream-painted rough-cast façade upper, brickpaper lower, green front door with lions mask
knocker, two tinplate window, the upstairs with
balustrade, front opening to reveal two rooms
with original fire places --22in. (56cm.) high (G,
completely restored)
£60-80

595.
Tri-ang Jacobean Period Furniture,
two J55 armchairs --3in. (7cm.) high, J59
Refectory Table, J54 oak chest and J50 Court
Cupboard (E) £80-100
596.
Elgin
Dolls’ House oak finish
Furniture, two beds --5½in. (13.5cm.) long,
display cabinet, chest of drawers, wardrobe,
three sideboards, two tables, long case clock
and dressing table mirror, most stamped Elgin
Enfield (E) £140-180
591.
A Triangtois Dolls’ House DH/1,
with central front door with knocker and
‘Letter’ box, balustraded balcony across most
of front supported on pillars, six tinplate glazed
windows, old stylish refurbishment giving
green marble finish to features and tiled green
roof, front opening to reveal four rooms with
fireplaces, hall, stairs and landing and remains
of original papers, 1920s --28¾in. (73cm.) high
(F, repainted exterior) £100-150

597.
A Triangtois Size C Dolls’ House
circa 1924, with Timbered and rough-cast
sides and top half façade, brick-paper lower,
central front door with lion mask door knocker,
three tinplate windows, front opening to reveal
two rooms with fireplaces and original papers
--23in. (58.5cm.) high (F, some restoration)
£80-100

600.
A Triangtois Dolls’ House Cottage,
possibly DH C, cream-painted with timbered
gables, four tinplate windows, green card
shutters, central front door, front opening to
reveal two rooms and black Triangtois roundel
to back --23in. (58.5cm.) high (G, some light
restoration) £80-100

601.
A Coles of New Barnet Dolls’
House Oak Extending Table, No. 33 with ends
that fold up and strip of wood pulling out to
support, with paper label --2 4/8in. (6cm.) high,
Coles box base with No.50 label; two miniature
pieces of furniture by unknown maker, tilt top
barley twist wine table and games sofa table
with inlaid chess board and opening to reveal
baize-covered card table
£60-80

592.
A Triangtois Size A Dolls’ House circa
1924, with timbered and rough-cast façade,
green front door with knocker and ‘Letter’
box, two tinplate windows, front opening to
reveal two rooms with original papers --19½in.
(49cm.) high (G, windows repainted) £60-80

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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Lot 604

610.
A rare Tri-ang Period Dolls’ House
Jacobean Dining Room Suite, comprising
fireplace and overmantel, fender, dining table,
sideboard, three small chairs and two arm
chairs, in original grey box (E, box F-G)
£150-200

602.
Coles of New Barnet Dolls’ House
Furniture 1930s, No.112 three seater country
chair with rush seating --3½in. (9cm.) wide;
No.113 similar window seat; and No.21 oak
dresser, all with paper label £60-80
603.
Pit-a-Pat Dolls’ House Furniture,
comprising cake stand --3in. (7.5cm.) high,
dining table, five chairs, wardrobe, dresser,
display cabinet and three others, seven with
red labels and others with remains of labels
£100-150
604.
A Triangtois Dolls’ House Motor
Caravan 1930s, with red painted steel bonnet,
chassis and wheels with black rubber tyres,
cream-painted wooden back with blue lining,
tinplate windows with green shutters, open
cab, rear opening doors to reveal interior with
stove, chest of drawers, wall shelf and bunk,
detachable steps, electrically-lit and paper
roundel to side --17½in. (44.5cm.) long not
including steps (F-G, some paint flaking)
£200-300

606.
A Tri-ang Period Dolls’ House Grand
Piano, QA20, ebony finish, in original green
box --5½in. (14cm.) long (E, box G) £100-150

607.
Tri-ang Period boxed Dolls’ House
Furniture, Queen Anne dining table --5in.
(12.5cm.) long and writing arm chair, in original
green boxes (G, one table leg repaired and
slight repair to chair and boxes G, base of table
box paler green) £50-80

608.
Tri-ang Period boxed Dolls’ House
Furniture, Queen Anne settee --4in. (10cm.)
wide and Easy Chair, in original green boxes (E,
boxes G) £50-80

605.
A Triangtois Dolls’ House Houseboat
1932-33, painted cream with green painted
hull, front door with knocker and letter box,
four tinplate windows with green shutters,
roof deck with metal guard rail, flag pole,
black Triangtois roundel and front opening
to reveal two rooms with stove and electric
lighting --19in. (48cm.) long (VG, completely
refurbished); this is believed to be an old
example, but there is no remains of the original
finish showing, so possibly a good replica; and
re-imagined Tri-ang style beach house with
deck and steps £100-150
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609.
A Tri-ang Period Dolls’ House Welsh
Dresser, in original green box --6¼in. (16cm.)
high (E, box F-G, lid faded)
£50-80

611.
A rare Tri-ang Period Dolls’ House
PF/20 Bedroom Suite, comprising dressing
table, bed, wardrobe and two chairs, in original
red box (E, box F-G) £150-200

612.
A rare Tri-ang Period Furniture
Construction Set No.1, to construct sitting
room pieces including unmade fire screen, oval
table and two arm chairs, bottle of walnut stain,
tins of white undercoat and lacquer and packet
of filler, in original red box (G, incomplete, box
G) £100-150

613.
A rare Tri-ang Period Dolls’ House
Walnut Bedroom Suite (Queen Anne) ,
comprising bedstead with mattress and bolster,
wardrobe, chest of drawers, dressing mirror,
two chairs, easy chair, footstool and occasional
table, some pieces with paper labels, in original
green box (E, box G) £200-300
614.
A large Tri-ang Wooden Dolls’
House, painted cream with tinplate windows
and green cardboard shutters, protruding bay
window and porch with balustraded terrace
above, two gables either end and ornate
chimneys, windows to side and back, sundial
to right chimney stack, red painted roof, front
opening in the middle to reveal four main
rooms, large hall with stairs and landing and
two attic rooms on the 2nd floor, original
papers and fireplaces, electrically-lit, the base
with storage drawer --42in. (107cm.) wide (G)
£300-400
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

Lot 614

622.
Welso Toys My Dolly’s tinplate
Dolls’ House Kitchen Series, Broom Cupboard,
Refrigerator, Washing Machine, Kitchen Sink
Unit and Electric Cooker, in original boxes (G-E,
boxes G) £60-80

623.
A Tri-ang Period Dolls’ House Grand
Piano, QA20, walnut finish with Henry’s Toy
Shop Manchester label --5½in. (14cm.) long
and QA22 walnut music stool, in original boxes
(G-E, boxes G) £50-80

615.
A small Tri-ang Wooden Size O
Dolls’ House, rough-cast and timbered façade,
green front door with knocker and letter box,
two windows, paper tiled roof and brick sides,
front opening to reveal two rooms, circa 1924
--17in. (43cm.) high (F-G, back corner of roof
missing) £60-80

616.
A small Tri-ang Wooden Size A Dolls’
House, rough-cast and timbered façade, green
front door with lion head knocker and ‘Letter’
box, two windows, paper tiled roof and brick
sides, front opening to reveal two rooms with
fireplaces, circa 1924 --18¾in. (47.5cm.) high
(F-G, some papers replaced)
£60-80
617.
A Tri-ang Wooden Dolls’ House
Cottage No DH C, rough-cast ground floor,
central front door with lion head knocker and
‘Letter’ box, two tinplate windows and larger
to the first floor, balustraded balcony, tiled and
brick-paper to the side, front opening to reveal
two rooms with fireplaces and original papers,
circa 1921 --23in. (58.5cm.) high (G, some
replaced exterior papers) £80-100

618.
A Tri-ang Wooden Dolls’ House
1920s, rough-cast with central green front
door with lion head knocker and ‘Letter’ box,
five tinplate windows with green card shutters,
paper tiled roof, front opening to reveal four
rooms with fireplaces and range, hall, stairs
and landing and some original papers --25in.
(63.5cm.) wide (G) £100-150

619.
Four Grecon Dolls’ House outdoor
Dolls, male and female hiker --3½in. (9cm.)
high, boy scout and girl guide (F-G, some fading
and slight moth) £40-60
620.
A Grecon Dolls’ House Family,
grandma and grandpa, mum and dad, boy and
girl, boy with label --2¼in. (6cm.) high (F-G)
£40-60
621.
Grecon
Dolls’ House Couples,
grandma and grandpa, 1950-60s man and
woman, and another couple, the man with
glasses, three with labels --3¼in. (8cm.) high
(G, one foot loose)
£40-60

624.
Rare Tri-ang Period Dolls’ House
Furniture, QA21 ebony Upright Piano --4
3/8in. (11cm.) wide, Mickey Mouse nursery
cupboard, GA11 Queen Anne Consul Table and
QA13 Hanging Mirror £80-120
625.
A Tri-ang Period
Dolls’ House
Queen Anne Bedroom Set,
comprising
bedstead --5¾in. (14.5cm.) long, wardrobe,
chest of drawers, dressing mirror, two chairs,
easy chair, footstool and occasional table, five
with J.S. Common & Son, Corridor, Bath shop
labels (G-E) £100-120
626.
Tri-ang Period
Dolls’ House
Jacobean Dining Room Furniture, refectory
table and two armchairs and two chairs with
brown oil-cloth seats --3in. (7.5cm.) high (G)
£50-80

627.
A Tri-ang Period Dolls’ House No 1
Jacobean Bedroom Set, comprising bed with
canopy --4¾in. (12cm.) long, fireplace and two
chairs (G) £50-80

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
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636.
Tri-ang Period Queen Anne Dining
Room Dolls’ House Furniture, comprising
dining cabinet --4¾in. (12cm.) high, dining
room table, four chairs and two writing chairs
(G) £60-80
637.
Tri-ang Period Dolls’ House Queen
Anne Bedroom Set, comprising bedstead
--5¾in. (14.5cm.) long, wardrobe, chest of
drawers, dressing mirror, two chairs, easy chair,
footstool and occasional table (G) £100-150

628.
A Tri-ang Wooden Dolls’ House
for W S Cowell Ltd 1920s, rough-cast first
floor, brick-paper ground floor façade, central
green front door with lion knocker and ‘Letter’
box, tinplate windows with green cardboard
shutters, applied tiled roof, two large roughcast chimneys, front opening to reveal four
rooms with fireplaces and range, central stairs,
electrically-lit and original papers; plastic
plaque to front ‘Supplied to W. S. Cowell Ltd,
Ipswich’ --24½in. (62cm.) wide (G) £150-200

629.
A Tri-ang Wooden Villa Garage,
No.1703A, rough-cast, tinplate windows,
double doors, paper tiled roof, Rover over
door and shelves in back of garage --14¾in.
(37.5cm.) deep (G, restoration) £50-80

631.
A Triangtois Wooden Dolls’ House
DH/9, rough-cast and brick-paper façade,
central front door with lion knocker and
‘Letter’ box, five tinplate windows with green
cardboard shutters, large detachable chimney
to left side, front opening to reveal four rooms
with fireplaces, range, dresser and sink, central
stairs, some original papers and roundel on
back --28½in. (72.5cm.) wide (G, completely
refurbished exterior) £60-80

632.
A Tri-ang Wooden Dolls’ House
DH/3, white painted and brick-paper façade,
central front door set back into pillared
porch with seat either side, five large tinplate
windows, balustraded and pillared balcony
running across the entire front, individually
grey tiled roof, front opening to reveal four
rooms with fireplaces, range and dresser, hall,
stairs and landing, original papers and roundel
on back --32in. (81cm.) wide (F-G) £150-200

638.
Tri-ang Period Queen Anne Dolls’
House Furniture, comprising writing desk,
chest of drawers --2¾in. (7cm.) high, firescreen,
writing armchair, settee, two easy chairs and
footstool (G) £70-100

639.
A Tri-ang The Queen’s Doll’s House,
exact replica of the dolls’ house furnished by
Her Majesty the Queen and given to London
hospital for sale in aid of their funds, 1928 timbered and rough-cast cottage with green
front door, leaded windows, painted wood
thatch, rear opening to roof and back revealing
large room, stairs to two rooms in roof and
original papers, circa 1928 --25in. (63cm.) wide
(G); Queen Mary was a keen doll and dolls’
house collector £200-300

633.
A Grecon Dolls’ House Family,
comprising mum and dad and three children,
four with labels (G-E) £50-80
634.
Three Grecon Dolls’ House Couples,
man with glasses, red headed woman in apron,
grandma and grandpa and two others, one
with label --3¼in. (8cm.) high (F-G) £40-60

630.
A Tri-ang Wooden Dolls’ House
similar to DH10, rough-cast and brick-paper
façade, complex wood timbering, tinplate
windows with cardboard shutters, white porch
with seat, green front doors, composition
thatched roof, front opening to reveal four
rooms with fireplaces, range and dresser, hall,
landing and stairs, original papers, electricallylit and Tri-ang roundel to back --31in. (79cm.)
wide (G) £150-200
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635.
Tri-ang Period Queen Anne Sitting
Room Dolls’ House Furniture, comprising side
table with plastic imitation marble top --4¼in.
(10.5cm.) long, china cabinet, occasional
table, settee, two easy chairs, writing bureau,
footstool and writing armchair (G)
£100-150

640.
A Tri-ang No 1 Princess Dolls’ House,
modelled on the cottage ‘Y Bwythyn Bach’
built in Windsor for Princess Elizabeth, the
current Queen, as gift from the Welsh people
- white-painted house with central front door,
two bay windows, tinplate windows, painted
wood thatched roof, back opening to reveal
four rooms, fireplaces, dresser, sinks and bath,
hall, stairs and landing, original paper and
electrically-lit, 1930s --30in. (76cm.) wide (G,
walls and green repainted); related Souvenir
booklet and Dean’s cut-out book (cut)
£100-150
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647.
A Tri-ang A symmetrical Wooden
Size D Dolls’ House, rough-cast façade,
timbered gable, green front door with lion head
knocker, small tinplate windows, symmetrical
roof, front opening to reveal two rooms with
fireplace and range back --27in. (68.5cm.) high
(F, completely restored) £40-60

641.
A Tri-ang No1 Mayflower Doll’s
House 1928, rough-cast façade with halftimbered gable, chimney breast to front of
house with front door going through and
1652 sundial, Elizabethan chimney stack and
individually tiled roof, the back opens showing
six rooms --28in. (71cm.) wide (G) £80-120
642.
Pit-a-Pat Dolls’ House Furniture,
two wooden armchairs with floral printed cloth
surface --3¼in. (8cm.) high, fireplace with club
fender, firescreen with floral transfer and table
all with red labels, oil-cloth sofa and two arm
chairs and hostess trolley possibly Pit-a-Pat
£80-120

648.
A Tri-ang Wooden Dolls’ House, with
plain wood front door, tinplate windows with
green shutters, plain wood balcony, timbered
gables, garage to one side, front opening to
reveal two rooms with fireplaces, stairs and
original papers, electrically-lit and triangular
label to back, circa 1930 --22in. (56cm.) high (F)
£40-60

643.
Pit-a-Pat Dolls’ House Furniture, oilcloth three piece suite, the sofa with oval label,
two oil-cloth upholstered chairs, one with
rectangular label, wardrobe, sideboard with
red bead handles --4 5/8in. (11.5cm.) wide and
dressing table £80-100
644.
Pit-a-Pat Dolls’ House Furniture,
long case --4½in. (11.5cm.) high, dressing
table, upright piano, single bed and floor
standing dressing mirror all with red square
labels, white painted bed with red ink stamp,
bureau book case, wardrobe, hostess trolley,
tray and small sideboard (F-G, some transfers
rubbed) £80-100

645.
Pit-a-Pat Dolls’ House Furniture, gas
cooker --4½in. (11.5cm.) high, hall stand, fire
screen, bedside cabinet, cream-painted child’s
nursery chair and table, all with red square
labels, meat safe with square ink stamp and
step ladder with ink stamp
£100-150
646.
A Tri-ang A symmetrical Wooden
Size D Dolls’ House, rough-cast façade,
timbered gable, green front door with lion
head knocker, tinplate windows, symmetrical
roof, front opening to reveal two rooms with
fireplace and range, dresser and sink, original
papers and roundel to back --27in. (68.5cm.)
high (F-G) £100-150

649.
A Tri-ang Wooden Dolls’ House
Cottage No DH B, rough-cast and brickpaper façade, green painted front door with
knocker and ‘Letter’ box, tinplate windows,
green shutters, front opening to reveal two
rooms, fireplace --21¼in. (54cm.) high (F, some
restoration, missing chimney) £40-60
650.
A Tri-ang Wooden half-timbered
Dolls’ House, painted cream, tinplate windows,
front door to side in porch with seat, integral
garage, front opening to reveal two room with
fireplaces, some original papers, bathroom
over garage with tub and sink and electricallylit --27in. (68.5cm.) high (G, restored) £40-60
651.
Five Grecon Dolls’ House Children,
three girls and two boys, two labels --2¼in.
(5.5cm.) high (F-G) £40-60
652.
A Grecon Dolls’ House Nurse maid,
mother and baby and two children, the last
three with labels --3½in. (9cm.) high (F-G)
£50-80

654.
A Tri-ang Wooden Dolls’ House
DH/3, white painted and brick-paper façade,
central front door set back into porch with seat
either side, five large windows, balustraded
and pillared balcony running across the entire
front, paper tiled roof, front opening to reveal
four rooms with fireplaces, range and dresser,
hall, stairs and landing, mainly original papers
--31½in. (80cm.) wide (G, slight restoration)
£150-200

655.
A Triangtois Wooden Dolls’ House
DH 80, ground floor rough-cast, half hung
painted tile roof and first floor, green painted
front door with bracketed porch, eight tinplate
windows with green shutters, window to each
side, front opening in the middle to reveal
six rooms with fireplaces, range and dresser,
staircase and original paper, electrically-lit and
roundel to back --34¾in.(88cm.) wide (G, some
restoration) £150-200

656.
A Triangtois Wooden Dolls’ House
DH 10, half-timbered rough-cast and brick
façade, central front door with knocker and
‘Letter’ box , porch, five tinplate windows with
green cardboard shutters, imitation thatched
roof, front opening in the middle to reveal
four rooms, fireplaces, range and dresser, few
original papers and roundel to back --31½in.
(80cm.) wide (E, completely refurbished)
£100-150

653.
Four Grecon type Dolls’ House
Celtic Dolls, Scottish boy --3¼in. (8cm.) high,
two Scots Guards and Welsh woman (F-G)
£50-80
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657.
A large Triangtois Wooden Dolls’
House DH 12, rough-cast and brick painted
façade, tinplate windows, front door set to
the left of centre beneath balustraded balcony
and dormer window, large detachable chimney
stack to left hand side, separate tiled roof
and front opening in two parts to reveal six
rooms with fireplaces, range and dresser, hall,
stairs and landing and Triangtois roundel to
back, circa 1939 --48in. (122cm.) wide (G-E,
completely refurbished) £150-200

662.
A Tri-ang Dolls’ House No 45,
painted cream with green tinplate and
cellophane windows, turquoise front door and
garage door, long balcony across front, sun
room on garage roof (possibly from another
house), red/brown painted roof, front opening
to reveal four rooms, fireplaces and stairs,
electrically-lit and triangular label on back,
circa 1939 -- 31¾in. (80.5cm.) wide (G, some
wear) £80-120

658.
A Triangtois Period Queen Anne
Bedroom Suite,
comprising two chairs,
wardrobe, chest of drawers, dressing table,
mirror and three leg table, in original box base
with end label and reproduction box lid, circa
1921 (G) £70-100

659.
Tri-ang Period
Dolls’ House
Furniture, including
1920s Queen Anne
sideboard, chest of drawers and dressing table,
items from sets PF/18 and PF/19 - tables, chairs,
sideboard and bed and Jacobean hexagonal
library table £80-100
660.
Tri-ang Period
Dolls’ House
Furniture, including Queen Anne dining chair,
items from PF/17, bed, wardrobe, table,
dressing table and chairs
£80-100

661.
Tri-ang Period
Dolls’ House
Furniture, including items from PF/2, two beds,
dressing table, wardrobe, Jacobean hexagonal
library table, sideboard and chairs
£80-100

668.
Tri-ang Period Queen Anne Dolls’
House Furniture, comprising side table with
plastic imitation marble top --4¼in. (10.5cm.)
long, settee, two easy chairs, writing bureau,
footstool, firescreen, two ladder back chairs
and dressing mirror (G) £100-150
669.
Tri-ang Period
Dolls’ House
Furniture, comprising PF/18 bed, wardrobe,
dressing table, sideboard, six chairs, table and
dressing mirror --4¼in. (11cm.) high (G)
£70-100

663.
A large Triangtois Dolls’ House
No 93, mock Tudor design, half-timbered
and cream-painted, tinplate windows, green
front door and garage door, green cardboard
shutters, large chimney up right side with porch
and seat, sundial, red painted tiled roof, front
opening in four places to reveal five rooms,
hall, stairs and landing, fireplaces, dresser and
original papers, electrically-lit and roundel to
back --47¼in. (120cm.) wide (G) £150-200

664.
A Tri-ang Dolls’ House No 64,
painted cream with brown half timbering,
flowers around base, brown tinplate windows,
sundial above porch, three bays and garage,
red separate tiled roof, front opening in four
places to reveal eight rooms with original
papers, electrically-lit and roundel to back
--45in. (114cm.) wide (F-G) £100-150
665.
A Tri-ang Dolls’ House No 91, roughcast and brick façade, green front door to left,
garage to right, central two-storey bay window,
tinplate windows, red painted tiled roof, front
opening in three places to reveal five rooms,
deco fireplaces, original papers, two wall lights
and triangular label to back --30in. (76cm.)
wide (G, exterior repainted) £60-80
666.
Lead Farm animals suitable for
Dolls’ Houses, six Barrett & Sons cats, three
with baskets four kittens, three kennels with
three dogs and five puppies, two rabbit holes
with various rabbits and baby fowl (F-G)
£50-80
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667.
Tri-ang Period Dolls’ House Queen
Anne Bedroom Set, comprising bedstead
--5¾in. (14.5cm.) long, wardrobe, chest of
drawers, dressing mirror, two chairs, easy chair,
footstool and occasional table (G) £100-150

670.
Tri-ang Period
Dolls’ House
Furniture, comprising Queen Anne dining table
--5in. (12.5cm.) long, from PF/18 and PF/109
table and four chairs, sideboard, wardrobe,
dressing table, another chair and fireplace with
printed tiled fire (G) £80-100
671.
Barton oak Dolls’ House Furniture,
including dresser with red label --5in. (12.5cm.)
high, refectory table and two benches, corner
cupboard, long case clock and dressing table
(G) £70-100

672.
Barton oak Dolls’ House Furniture,
four-poster bed --5¼in. (13cm.) high, corner
settle, court cupboard, two coffers and other
items (G) £80-100
673.
Metal Dolls’ House Technology and
Kitchen, B.C.M. cream diecast typewriter, in
original box, F & G Taylor & Sons gas fire, Barrett
gas cooker, Crescent gas cooker, telephones,
vacuums and other items (F-G)
£70-100
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674.
Dolls’ House Kitchen, including
tinplate Welsotoys range cooker, sink, dresser
and two fridges; Barrett gas cooker, Ascot
boiler, cylinder Hoover and other items (F-G)
£50-80

675.
Dolls’ House Food, LMD Kinder
Kaufladen Artikel plaster food, in box, various
food mainly plaster and other items (F-G)
£40-60

676.
A large Triangtois Wooden Dolls’
House No 93, mock Tudor design, halftimbered and cream-painted, tinplate
windows, yellow front door and garage door,
green cardboard shutters, large chimney up
right side with porch and seat, sundial, red
painted tiled roof, front opening in four places
to reveal five rooms, hall, stairs and landing,
fireplaces, dresser and some original papers,
electrically-lit and roundel to back --47¼in.
(120cm.) wide (G, some restoration)
£150-200

683.
A Tri-ang Wooden Dolls’ House
No 60, cream-painted with cardboard half
timbering, tinplate windows, door to left side
in large porch, red painted tiled roof, front
opening to reveal two rooms with original
papers, remains of triangular transfer and
small quantity of furniture --17½in (44.5cm.)
high (G, base repainted) £30-50

679.
A Tri-ang Wooden Dolls’ House
No 76, cream-painted with cardboard half
timbering, tinplate windows, front door to
left side within large porch, garage, red tiled
roof, front opening to reveal two rooms with
original papers and transfer to rear --24in.
(61cm.) wide (G, three holes drilled in back)
£60-80

680.
A Tri-ang Wooden Dolls’ House
No 62, cream-painted with wooden half
timbering, wooden front and garage doors,
tinplate windows, red tiled roof, front opening
to reveal four rooms, stair case and original
papers, transfer to back --26½in. (67.5cm.)
wide (F, slight damage) £40-60

684.
A large Tri-ang Wooden Dolls’ House
No 92, rough-cast and brick façade, central
green front door, tinplate windows with green
shutters, garage to left side, red painted tiled
roof, front opening in three places to reveal
four rooms with fireplaces, original papers and
dresser, hall, stairs and landing, electrically-lit
and triangular logo to back --43¼in. (110cm.)
wide (F, restoration) £80-100

685.
Elgin
Dolls’ House oak finish
Furniture, comprising four poster bed --6in.
(15cm.) high fire place and overmantel with
tinplate grate, occasional table, five assorted
chairs, settee, sideboard; and bench and settle
possibly by different maker £70-100
686.
Elgin
Dolls’ House oak finish
Furniture, comprising wardrobe --5¼in.
(13.5cm.) high, dressing table, side board,
settle and ten chairs (G) £80-100

677.
A Triangtois Wooden Dolls’ House
No 62, cream-painted with wooden half
timbering, wood front door, tinplate windows,
garage, red painted tiled roof, front opening to
reveal four rooms with original papers including
Easter bunnies, staircase, electric wall lights
and roundel on back --26¾in. (68cm.) long (G,
base repainted) £60-80

681.
A Triangtois Wooden Dolls’ House
No 60, cream-painted with wooden half
timbering, tinplate windows, front door to
left side inside large porch, red/brown tiled
roof, front opening to reveal two rooms with
original papers, roundel to back and quantity
of furniture and chattels, some Dol-Toi --18in.
(46cm.) high (G, replaced chimney and base
overpainted) £50-80

678.
A Triangtois Wooden Dolls’ House
N 63, cream-painted with painted timbering,
tinplate windows, green front door, two
balconies, brown painted thatched roof, front
opening in three places to reveal six rooms
with original papers and electrically-lit --35in.
(89cm.) wide (F-G, missing chimneys, roof
repainted) £80-100

682.
A Tri-ang Wooden Dolls’ House
No 60, cream-painted with cardboard half
timbering, tinplate windows, door to left side
in large porch, red painted tiled roof, front
opening to reveal two rooms with original
papers, electric lights to back wall, triangular
transfer and small quantity of furniture
--17¾in. (45cm.) high £40-60

687.
Elgin
Dolls’ House oak finish
Furniture, comprising bed --5½in. (14cm.)
long, wardrobe, upright piano, two sideboards,
table, wine table and four chairs (G)
£100-120

688.
Elgin
Dolls’ House oak finish
Furniture, comprising chest of drawers --4in.
(10cm.) wide, two sideboards, wardrobe,
dressing table, dining table and six chairs (G)
£80-100

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
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689.
Tri-ang Period Queen Anne Dolls’
House Furniture, comprising china cabinet
--4¾in. (12cm.) high, occasional table,
dining room table, four chairs, two ladder
backed chairs and foot stool (G, one chair
reupholstered) £80-100

696.
Barton oak Dolls’ House Furniture,
two court cupboards --4in. (10cm.) high,
dressing table, two refectory tables, two
benches and other items (G) £70-100
697.
Barton oak Dolls’ House Furniture,
corner settle --4in. (10cm.) wide, two court
cupboards, dresser, coffer, chairs and other
items (G) £80-120
698.
Tri-ang Period Dolls’ House Queen
Anne Furniture, china cabinet --4¾in. (12cm.)
high, dining room table, writing bureau, writing
armchair and four chairs (G) £70-100

690.
Tri-ang Period Dolls’ House Queen
Anne Furniture, comprising wardrobe --5¼in.
(13.5cm.) high, occasional table, settee, two
easy chairs, writing bureau, writing armchair,
firescreen, dressing mirror, two foot stools and
two ladder back chairs (G) £100-120

705.
Barton oak Dolls’ House Furniture,
wardrobe --4½in. (11.25cm.) high, dressing
table, court cupboard, two coffers and other
items (G) £70-100

699.
Tri-ang Period Queen Anne Dolls’
House Furniture, settee --4in. (10cm.) wide,
two easy chairs, dining room table and four
chairs (G) £60-80

706.
Tri-ang Period
Dolls’ House
Furniture, two PF/18 single beds --7in.
(17.5cm.) long, two PF/19 wardrobes, two
dressing tables, sideboard and two chairs (G)
£80-120
707.
Grecon Dolls’ House Dolls, two
nurses --3½in. (9cm.) high, one holding child,
woman and boy in dressing gowns, two with
labels (F-G) £50-80

700.
Tri-ang Period Queen Anne Dolls’
House Furniture, wardrobe with Henry’s Toy
Shop Manchester label --5¼in. (13.5cm.) high,
bedstead, chest of drawers, console table,
firescreen, music stool, settee, two easy chairs,
foot stool and two chairs (G) £100-150
691.
Tri-ang Period
Dolls’ House
Jacobean Furniture, two armchairs --2¾in.
(7cm.) high (missing back rest velvet), two
chairs, refectory table, dressing mirror and
fireplace; PF/19 sideboard and bearskin rug
£100-120

701.
Tri-ang Period
Dolls’ House
Furniture, PF/20 wardrobe --5¼in. (13cm.)
high, sideboard, two dressing tables and nine
chairs (G) £70-100

709.
Grecon Dolls’ House senior citizens,
grandpaa nd five grandmas, three with labels
--3½in. (9cm.) high (F-G) £40-60

692.
Tri-ang Period
Dolls’ House
Furniture, comprising PF/18 wardrobe --5¼in.
(13.5cm.) high, P/F 20 bed, dressing table and
for chairs, sideboard, table and two chairs (G)
£70-100
693.
Tri-ang Period
Dolls’ House
Furniture, comprising PF/17 dining table,
sideboard and four chairs, PF/20 dressing
table, wardrobe and six chairs (G)
£80-100

694.
Barton oak Dolls’ House Furniture,
four-poster bed with red paper label --5¼in.
(13cm.) high, corner settle, court cupboard,
two coffers, two refectory tables and other
items (G) £80-120
695.
Barton oak Dolls’ House Furniture,
Welsh dresser --5in. (13cm.) high, corner
settle, court cupboard, dressing table, corner
cupboard, another dresser and other items (G)
£80-120
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708.
Grecon
Dolls’ House family,
grandma--3½in. (9cm.) high and grandpa,
mum, dad and five children, six with labels (FG) £60-80

710.
Grecon Dolls’ House larger size
Children, boy in blue polo neck jumper --3½in.
(9cm.) high, two other boys and three girls,
three with labels (F-G) £40-60
711.
Twelve Grecon Dolls’ House Dolls,
women and children, some possibly not
Grecon --3½in. (9cm.) high (P-F) £40-60
702.
Pit-a-Pat Dolls’ House Furniture,
kitchen table with green patterned paper top
and ink stamp to underside --3¾in. (9.5cm.)
wide, cream-painted nursery chair and table
with transfer decoration, ink stamp to chair,
oak chair with green upholstery with red paper
label; five other pieces possibly Pit-a-Pat or
similar including hostess trolley and cooker (G)
£80-120
703.
Barton oak Dolls’ House Furniture,
chest of drawers --2½in. (6.5cm.) high, dresser,
court cupboard, corner cupboard, bed,
Refectory table and two benches and other
items (G) £70-100
704.
Barton oak Dolls’ House Furniture,
four-poster bed --5½in. (14cm.) high, court
cupboard, corner cupboard, corner settle,
dresser, two coffers and other items (G)
£80-120

712.
Grecon type Dolls’ House Dolls,
with larger metal feet, three men, two woman
3½in. (9cm.) high and girl (F-G) £50-80
713.
A Daisy May Dolls’ House doll,
similar to Grecon with red metal feet and large
red card tag --3¼in. (8cm.) high, composition
baby in high chair, three wooden toys, pipe
cleaner Golliwog, two plastic babies in heart
and interesting plastic dolls’ house doll (G)
£80-100
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714.
Cloth Dolls’ House Dolls, Snow
White --4in. (10cm.) high and five dwarves;
boy in top hat and tails with metal shoes, larger
lady in orange and others (F-G) £50-80

729.
Ten composition Dolls’ House Dolls,
one with moulded hat, in original box --3¾in.
(9.5cm.) high, two boys dressed as chef and
doctor?, and others (G, few F) £60-80
730.
Lead Dolls’ House Items, Taylor &
Barrett Fireplace, in original box (E, box G), pair
of brown Charbens armchairs, Kew Modlet
range and dresser; and other items (F) £40-60
721.
Rare Pit-a-Pat boxed Toy Furniture,
one settee and two easy chairs, leather oilcloth, label to base of settee, in original red box
(E, box G) £30-50

715.
A Tri-ang Wooden Dolls’ House
Bungalow No 5 Q, rough-cast façade, tinplate
windows, printed green card shutters, green
front door with letter box, printed paper tiled
roof, front opening at one end to reveal three
rooms, fireplaces, original papers and one
room electrically-lit, lift off roof with attic
space and roundel on back --25in. (63.5cm.)
wide (F-G, printed garden replaced)
£80-120
716.
A Tri-ang Wooden Dolls’ House
Bungalow No 5 Q, rough-cast façade, cut-out
windows with perspex, green front door with
letter box, printed tiled roof, front opening to
the left of front door to reveal three rooms,
fireplaces, re-papered and quantity of furniture
and chattels including Dol-Toi and Welsotoys
--25in. (63.5cm.) wide (F, mainly restored)
£80-120

717.
A Bassett-Lowke Dolls’ House oak
Sideboard, with two opening cupboards and
three drawers --6in. (15.5cm.) wide (E)
£30-50
718.
Dolls’ House Furniture, an
interesting oak gate legged table --2½in.
(6.5cm.) high, hand carved solid oak long case
clock, English-style country chair stamped
Germany and desk (F-G) £40-60
719.
Dolls’ House Playground and
Grecon Dolls, Grecon - 1960s father and two
girls, all with tags and composition headed
grandpa, tinplate and bent-wire swings --4¾in.
(12cm.) high, slide, see-saw and seating;
tinplate perambulator and DCMT lead see-saw
and roundabout with four children (one base
missing) £40-60
720.
1930s
Dolls’ House Furniture,
cream-painted bedroom set comprising
double bed --4¾in. (12cm.) long, two bedside
cabinets, wardrobe and dressing table; similar
playpen, highchair and corner chair, oak pieces
including sideboard, writing bureau and table
(G) £60-80

722.
Tri-ang Period boxed Dolls’ House
Furniture, Oak Chest, in original yellow box
--4¼in. (10.5cm.) wide and Refectory Table
yellow box containing Oak Chest with pencil
corrected label (E, boxes G) £30-50

731.
Diecast
Dolls’ House Items,
Tootsietoys - cabinet gramophone and blue
bedroom set comprising bed, daybed, dressing
table and stool, standard lamp; Fairylite
laundry basket and other items (F-G) £40-60

723.
Thirteen composition Dolls’ House
Dolls, two nurses --3¼in. (8.5cm.) high, two
skinny girls with bobbed hair, First Communion
and others (G, few F) £70-100

732.
Post-war British
Dolls’ House
kitchen and bathroom, six pieces of Dol-Toi
cream-painted kitchen, Welsotoys tinplate
range cooker, two washing machines, broom
cupboard and sink; metal bathroom and other
items (G) £50-80

724.
Twelve composition Dolls’ House
Dolls, maid --3¾in. (9.5cm.) high, girls and
boys, some in original clothes and few in
national costumes (G, one leg loose) £50-80

733.
A quantity of post-war British Dolls’
House Furniture and Chattels, including DolToi kitchen, bedroom and living room, some
metal chattels (G) £50-80

725.
Twenty-three Composition Babies,
some moulded with open mouth for dummy,
one black and few painted bisque, dolls’ house
size and larger (F-G, some limbs loose) £50-80

734.
A quantity of post-war British Dolls’
House Furniture and Chattels, DCMT Crescent
gas cooker, T & B fridge, Dol-Toi furniture, three
vacuum cleaners and other items (F-G)
£50-80

726.
German plastic-headed
Dolls’
House Family, Father --5½in. (13.5cm.) high,
mother, boy and girl with moulded features,
cotton-bound armature, plastic shoes and
hands, original clothes; and two similar girl
dolls with composition heads and metal
moulded shoes and hands (lacking clothes)
£30-50

727.
An unusual all-bisque Old Woman
Dolls’ House Doll, with straight legs, jointed
arms, painted and original clothes --4½in.
(11.5cm.) high, metal boy doll jointed at arms
and legs, peg doll and two others (F-G) £30-40
728.
A large quantity of celluloid, plastic
and rubber Dolls’ House Dolls, some in original
costumes, laughing cracker girl in crepe Pierrot
costume and plastic toy of baby using potty
when lever pushed on back of bed (P-G, some
damage) £30-40

735.
A quantity of post-war British Dolls’
House Furniture and Chattels, including DolToi kitchen, bedroom and living room, metal
and plastic rocking horse, two plastic Silver
Cross type prams and other items (G) £40-60

736.
A Tri-ang blue painted Wooden
Queen Anne Dolls’ House, with white plastic
windows and doors, side windows, painted
climbing roses, red painted tiled roof, front
opening to reveal four rooms stair case,
original papers, electrically-lit and transfer to
back, circa 1957 --25in. (63.5cm.) wide (G)
£40-60

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
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737.
A Tri-ang Wooden Daisy Bungalow,
painted white with plastic windows, removable
red roof, sliding front to reveal three rooms and
sticker to back, circa 1969 --23½in. (59.5cm.)
wide (F, roof repainted) £30-40

747.
A quantity of post-war British Dolls’
House Furniture and Chattels, including DolToi, metal bathroom set and various chattels
(F-G) £30-50
748.
A quantity of post-war British Dolls’
House Furniture and Chattels, including DolToi and similar bedroom, kitchen and living
room, some plastic furniture and various
chattels (F-G) £30-50
749.
Dol-Toi Dolls’ House Furniture,
including green upright piano, bedroom and
sitting room furniture; Kleeware grand piano,
Taylor & Barrett fireplace (repainted) other
items (F-G) £40-60

738.
A rare Tri-ang No 30 cardboard
Dolls’ House, printed cardboard two storey
house of brick and stone, plastic windows
and doors, assembly instructions, in original
cardboard box, 1960s --21in. (53.5cm.) wide
(E, unmade up, box F) £50-80
739.
A quantity of post-war British Dolls’
House Furniture and Chattels, including DolToi bedroom and living room, two metal and
plastic sun loungers (one cushion missing), two
bakelite radios and fold-away sewing machine,
plaster fireplace and other items (F-G)
£40-60
740.
A Dol-Toi pink Grand Piano, and
other Dol-Toi furniture, Barrett gas cooker, red
plastic Spot-on three piece suite and Fairylite
blue metal bathroom set (G)
£40-60
741.
A quantity of post-war British Dolls’
House Furniture and Chattels, including DolToi bedroom and living room, Kleeware grand
piano, metal and plastic rocking horse, chattels
and other items (G) £40-60
742.
A quantity of post-war British Dolls’
House Furniture and Chattels, including
Dol-Toi and similar living room and kitchen,
quantity of kitchen equipment and chattels
and Spot-On red plastic three piece suite (F-G)
£40-60
743.
A quantity of post-war British Dolls’
House Furniture and Chattels, including DolToi and similar bedroom and living room,
Welsotoys washing machine, lead fireplace,
chattels and other items (F-G) £40-60

750.
Dol-Toi and other make accessories,
Saucepan Set, in original cellophane fronted
box, book case and two cutlery trays wrapped in
original cellophane, twelve Dol-Toi Glassware,
in original cellophane packets, three with paper
labels, Barretts Pop-Up Toaster, in original box
and other items (G-E) £40-60
751.
A quantity of post-war British Dolls’
House Furniture and Chattels, few pieces of
Dol-Toi, some Spot-On plastic chairs, chattels
and other items (F-G) £30-50
752.
A quantity of post-war British Dolls’
House Furniture and Chattels, blue Twigg
bathroom, some Dol-Toi, four oak pieces, other
items including some homemade (F-G)
£30-50

746.
Dol-Toi Dolls’ House Furniture,
including gas cooker, fridge, grand piano and
two pieces of kitchen furniture; Welsotoys
tinplate washing machine, two Grecon dolls
and other items (G) £40-60
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759.
Toy Shops, Binbak The Quality Shop,
cream-painted with clock --18in. (46cm.) wide,
Di-Bro Little Shop-Keeper tinplate scales, Circle
Bakery with Huntley & Palmer advertisements,
Circle Candy Shop with Trebor advertisements,
Peter Pan cardboard box Woodland Shop and
quantity of produce, various tills and scales (G)
£80-100
760.
A quantity of modern Dolls’ House
Furniture and Chattels, including wire garden
furniture, flowers and bisque dolls £30-40
761.
Two Wooden
Dolls’ Houses,
‘Rosemary Villa’, cream-painted with tinplate
windows, garage and red roof --23½in. (60cm.)
high; and another home-made half timbered
(F, for restoration) £30-50
762.
A Wooden Dolls’ House Cottage,
with plain wood front door with tinplate
knocker, tinplate window, cream façade painted
with cottage garden, textured straw roof and
front opening to reveal one room painted
pink with floral border and small quantity of
Kleeware furniture --13½in. (34cm.) wide (F-G)
£30-40

753.
A quantity of plastic Dolls’ House
Furniture, including Kleeware and Renwall
pieces (G) £40-60
754.
A quantity of plastic Dolls’ House
Furniture, including Kleeware and Seaforth
pieces (G) £40-60
755.
Plastic boxed Dolls’ House Items,
Renwall plastic Piano and Bench, Puck Doll’s
Shower Bath, Fairylite Duckling Bath Time and
Addis dolls’ house wares, in original boxes and
packaging (G-E, boxes F-G) £30-40
756.
Tri-ang Jennys Home Boxed Sets,
JH8 Garden Shed Set and JH35 Miniset Dining
for two, in original orange cellophane-fronted
packaging (E, boxes G) £30-40

744.
A quantity of post-war British Dolls’
House Furniture and Chattels, including
Dol-Toi and similar bedroom and living room
furniture, some deck chairs and other items (FG) £40-60
745.
Three Tri-ang Dolls’ Houses, for
restoration, Dolls’ House No. 50 with metal
front --16½in. (42cm.) wide and two wooden
post-war examples (P-F) £30-50

758.
Tri-ang Spot-On
Dolls’ House
Furniture and Accessories, comprising 1040
Noah’s Ark, 1161 Chute, 1159 See-Saw, two
Wing Settees and Chest of Drawers, in original
boxes, No.1129 Bedclothes Set, in original
packaging, catalogue and other items (G-E,
boxes G) £80-100

757.
Tri-ang Spot-On
Dolls’ House
Furniture and Accessories, comprising 1035
Valiant Dolls Pram, two Wing Settee, two
Chest of Drawers and Swanlyne Wash Basin,
in original boxes, No.1129 Bedclothes Set, in
original packaging, other items and empty
boxes (G-E, boxes F-G) £80-100

763.
An Amersham Toys Bungalow,
cream-painted with diamond shaped bay
windows with tinplate frames, central front
door, timbered eaves, green tiled roof, front
opening to reveal two rooms, electrically-lit
and metal label on front --16¾in. (42.5cm.)
wide (F-G, back corner of roof damaged)
£40-60
764.
An Amersham Toys Dolls’ House,
cream-painted with brown painted timbering,
tinplate windows, red roof, front opening
to reveal two rooms with original papers,
electrically-lit and metal label on front
--15¾in. (40cm.) wide (G, some restoration);
and another similar larger dolls’ house (some
restoration) £30-50
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before entering the auction room to view or bid. We strongly recommend that you attend the auction in person. You are
responsible for your decision to bid for a particular Lot. If you bid on a Lot, including by telephone and online bidding, or by placing
a commission bid, we assume that you have carefully inspected the Lot and satisfied yourself regarding its condition and
authenticity.
The Purchase Price: As Buyer, you will pay: a) the Hammer Price; b) a premium of 17.5% of the Hammer Price if bidding in the
room, telephone bidding or leaving a commission bid; an additional 3% premium will be charged for all bidding via the online
platform; c.) any artist’s resale right royalty payable on the sale of the Lot; and d) any VAT due.
VAT: You shall be liable for the payment of any VAT applicable on the Hammer Price and premium due for a Lot. We will charge
VAT at the current rate at the date of the auction. Items in our catalogue may be marked in the following ways: (*) indicates that
VAT is payable by the buyer on the hammer price as well as being an element in the buyer's premium. VAT will be chargeable at
the standard rate (presently 20%). This imposition of VAT is likely to be because the seller is registered for VAT within the
European Union and is not operating the Dealer’s Margin Scheme or because VAT is due at 20% on importation into the UK. (**)
indicates that the lot has been imported from outside the European Union. [These lots are liable to the standard rate of VAT
(currently 20%); in certain circumstances these lots will incur a reduced rate of VAT (5%) on the hammer price and buyer's
premium]. The rate will be clearly indicated. Lots which do not have either of the above symbols have no VAT payable on the
hammer price. This is because such lots are sold using the Auctioneers' Margin Scheme. The VAT included within the premium is
not recoverable as input tax.
Payment: Immediately following your successful bid on a Lot you will pay to us the Total Amount Due within 7 days, by cash
(maximum £10000), debit card or bank transfer. Following the day of the sale, we will send out invoices to all successful
telephone, online and commission bidders via email or post. We will where ever possible include on the invoice a charge for
packing and shipping the lots purchased. Packing is undertaken in house and shipment is made by Courier or Royal Mail. Insurance
cover on shipments is not provided within this charge. We also reserve the right to ask the buyer to complete a disclaimer
regarding this service prior to despatching the goods. Alternatively, you will (at your own expense) pay for and personally collect
or arrange your own courier to collect any Lots that you have purchased. This must be undertaken no later than 7 days following
the day of the auction. You may not claim or collect a Lot until you have paid for it. If you do not pay for or collect the Lot within
this time period, you will be responsible for any reasonable removal, storage and insurance charges in relation to that Lot.
Warranties: The Seller warrants to us and to you that: the Seller is the true owner of the Lot for sale or is authorised by the true
owner to offer and sell the lot at auction; the Seller is able to transfer good and marketable title to the Lot to you free from any
third party rights or claims; and as far as the Seller is aware, the main characteristics of the Lot set out in the auction catalogue (as
amended by any notice displayed in the saleroom or announced by the Auctioneer at the auction) are correct. If, after you have
placed a successful bid and paid for a Lot, any of the warranties above are found not to be true, please notify us in writing. Neither
we nor the Seller will be liable to pay you any sums over and above the Total Amount Due and we will not be responsible for any
inaccuracies in the information provided by the Seller except as set out below.
Descriptions and condition: Our descriptions of the Lot will be based on: (a) information provided to us by the Seller of the Lot
(for which we are not liable); and (ii) our opinion (although it is likely that we will not be able to carry out a detailed inspection of
each Lot). Weights and measurements given are all estimates. We will give you a number of opportunities to view and inspect the
Lots before the auction. You (and any independent consultants acting on your behalf) must satisfy yourself about the accuracy of
any description of a Lot. We shall not be responsible for any failure by you or your consultants to properly inspect a Lot.
Representations or statements by us as to authorship, genuineness, origin, date, age, provenance, condition or estimated selling
price involve matters of opinion. We undertake that any such opinion will be honestly and reasonably held and accept liability for
opinions given negligently or fraudulently. Please note that Lots (in particular second-hand Lots) are unlikely to be in perfect
condition. Lots are sold “as is” (i.e. as you see them at the time of the auction). Neither we nor the Seller accept any liability for
the condition of second-hand Lots or for any condition issues affecting a Lot if such issues are included in the description of a Lot
in the auction catalogue (or in any saleroom notice) and/ or which the inspection of a Lot by the Buyer ought to have revealed. We
will give indications of provenance where stated by sellers. It is imperative that potential buyers or their Agents inspect lots that
interest them prior to the auction. Purchases of autographed materials and works are made at the risk of the purchaser. Subject to
our Terms and Conditions we cannot accept returns on these items.
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